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Abstract
High-throughput sequencing technologies are improving in quality, capacity, and costs,
providing versatile applications in DNA and RNA research. For small genomes or
fraction of larger genomes, DNA samples can be mixed and loaded together on the
same sequencing track. This so-called multiplexing approach relies on a specific DNA
tag, index, or barcode that is attached to the sequencing or amplification primer and
hence accompanies every read. After sequencing, each sample read is identified on
the basis of the respective barcode sequence.
Alterations of DNA barcodes during synthesis, primer ligation, DNA amplification, or
sequencing may lead to incorrect sample identification unless the error is revealed and
corrected. This can be accomplished by implementing error correcting algorithms and
codes. This barcoding strategy increases the total number of correctly identified sam-
ples, thus improving overall sequencing efficiency. Two popular sets of error-correcting
codes are Hamming codes and codes based on the Levenshtein distance.
Levenshtein-based codes operate only on words of known length. Since a DNA se-
quence with an embedded barcode is essentially one continuous long word, applica-
tion of the classical Levenshtein algorithm is problematic. In this thesis we demonstrate
the decreased error correction capability of Levenshtein-based codes in a DNA con-
text and suggest an adaptation of Levenshtein-based codes that is proven of efficiently
correcting nucleotide errors in DNA sequences. In our adaptation, we take any DNA
context into account and impose more strict rules for the selection of barcode sets. In
simulations we show the superior error correction capability of the new method com-
pared to traditional Levenshtein and Hamming based codes in the presence of multiple
errors.
We present an adaptation of Levenshtein-based codes to DNA contexts capable of
guaranteed correction of a pre-defined number of insertion, deletion, and substitution
mutations. Our improved method is additionally capable of correcting on average more
random mutations than traditional Levenshtein-based or Hamming codes.
As part of this work we prepared software for the flexible generation of DNA codes
based on our new approach. To adapt codes to specific experimental conditions, the
user can customize sequence filtering, the number of correctable mutations and bar-
code length for highest performance.
However, not every platform is susceptible to a large number of both indel and sub-
stitution errors. The Illumina “Sequencing by Synthesis” platform shows a very large
number of substitution errors as well as a very specific shift of the read that results
in inserted and deleted bases at the 5’-end and the 3’-end (which we call phase-
shifts). We argue in this scenario that the application of Sequence-Levenshtein-based
codes is not efficient because it aims for a category of errors that barely occurs on
this platform, which reduces the code size needlessly. As a solution, we propose
the “Phaseshift distance” that exclusively supports the correction of substitutions and
phaseshifts. Additionally, we enable the correction of arbitrary combinations of substi-
tution and phaseshift errors. Thus, we address the lopsided number of substitutions
compared to phaseshifts on the Illumina platform.
To compare codes based on the Phaseshift distance to Hamming Codes as well as
codes based on the Sequence-Levenshtein distance, we simulated an experimental
scenario based on the error pattern we identified on the Illumina platform. Further-
more, we generated a large number of different sets of DNA barcodes using the Phase-
shift distance and compared codes of different lengths and error correction capabilities.
We found that codes based on the Phaseshift distance can correct a number of errors
comparable to codes based on the Sequence-Levenshtein distance while offering the
number of DNA barcodes comparable to Hamming codes. Thus, codes based on the
Phaseshift distance show a higher efficiency in the targeted scenario.
In some cases (e.g., with PacBio SMRT in Continuous Long Read mode), the posi-
tion of the barcode and DNA context is not well defined. Many reads start inside the
genomic insert so that adjacent primers might be missed. The matter is further com-
plicated by coincidental similarities between barcode sequences and reference DNA.
Therefore, a robust strategy is required in order to detect barcoded reads and avoid a
large number of false positives or negatives.
For mass inference problems such as this one, false discovery rate (FDR) methods
are powerful and balanced solutions. Since existing FDR methods cannot be applied
to this particular problem, we present an adapted FDR method that is suitable for the
detection of barcoded reads as well as suggest possible improvements.
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In our analysis, barcode sequences showed high rates of coincidental similarities with
the Mus musculus reference DNA. This problem became more acute when the length
of the barcode sequence decreased and the number of barcodes in the set increased.
The method presented in this thesis controls the tail area-based false discovery rate to
distinguish between barcoded and unbarcoded reads. This method helps to establish
the highest acceptable minimal distance between reads and barcode sequences. In a
proof of concept experiment we estimated to correctly detect barcodes in 83% of the
reads with a precision of 89%. Sensitivity improved to 99% at 99% precision when the
adjacent primer sequence was incorporated in the analysis. The analysis was further
improved using a paired end strategy. Following an analysis of the data for sequence
variants induced in the Atp1a1 gene of C57BL/6 murine melanocytes by ultraviolet light
and conferring resistance to ouabain, we found no evidence of cross-contamination of
DNA material between samples.
Our method offers a proper quantitative treatment of the problem of detecting bar-
coded reads in a noisy sequencing environment. It is based on the false discovery
rate statistics that allows a proper trade-off between sensitivity and precision to be
chosen.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
High Throughput Sequencing
High throughput sequencing is an increasingly popular technique in modern biology
that allows researchers to investigate hundreds of thousands and possibly millions of
features of the human genome or transcriptome. A reason for the increase in popular-
ity is the steady improvement of sequencing capacity and decrease in costs. Modern
deep sequencing machines are (at the time of writing this thesis) capable of gener-
ating up to 1.8× 1012 base pairs (1.8 Tb) in a three-day run1. Manufacturers see the
sequencing of a single genome for less then $1000 in close proximity.
DNA Barcodes and their Purposes
The increased sequencing depth exceeds the required capacity of many research pro-
tocols which focus on smaller scale sequencing applications. Such protocols focus on
selective DNA sampling for SNP analysis, miRNA expression profiling, cellular track-
ing, profiling of repeated elements, selective RNA sampling for isoform analysis, or
retroviral vector integration sites in the genome, but also microbial full genome se-
quencing and other small genomes.
In these cases many samples are combined into a single batch and sequenced as
one sample. Using this multiplexed format, specific DNA Barcodes, also called sample
tags, are added to the amplification or sequencing primer to distinguish sub-samples
1 Illumina HiSeqX in Dual Flow Cell Mode [1]
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in the mixture2. After sequencing, reads can be identified by decoding their DNA
barcodes and thus sorting and separating all sequence reads into original samples, a
process called demultiplexing [2, 3]. The protocol is efficient under the condition that
barcodes can be decoded robustly.
Multiplexing is only one use-case of DNA barcodes. Another important use-case is
clonal analysis and tracking. Here, the clonality of transduced or transfected cells is
measured to understand in vitro cell expansion (e.g., in haematopoietic stem cell trans-
plantation) or cancer progression. A new approach to measure clonality is to introduce
the DNA barcodes into cells during transfection and identify them during analysis of the
sequencing. Compared to other methods of clonal tracking, this barcoding approach
has been shown to be more sensitive and less complex [4].
DNA Barcodes and Robustness
It is known, however, that multiple errors can occur with DNA sequencing due to
defects in the primer synthesis, in the ligation process followed by sample pre-
amplification, and finally during the sequencing step. Commonly, those errors are
either nucleotide substitutions or small insertions and deletions, but more complex
errors are known to occur as well [5].
In addition to common sources of errors, some sequencing platforms show an elevated
error rate in specific situations, such as insertions and deletions of identical bases in
Roche454 Pyrosequencing, or random insertions and deletions in PacBio sequenc-
ing technology. Although any randomly picked synthetic nucleotide sequence can be
used as a DNA barcode, this approach is problematic because all basic parameters
of the corresponding oligonucleotide, namely error correction properties, proportion of
specific nucleotides, and sequence redundancy cannot be properly controlled.
In recent years several papers were published that have attempted to utilise general
coding theory of binary error-correcting codes. The major advantage of those codes
over other “naı¨ve”, random barcodes is the possibility to detect and correct a lim-
2 The word “DNA barcode” or simply “barcode” is preferred over “sample tags” in this thesis. We note
that the usage of these variants is not standardised in different academic communities.
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ited number of errors. Other parameters, such as the proportion of nucleotides and
sequence redundancy, are generally more uniform than in randomly generated DNA
barcodes.
First attempts [6] to create systematic error correcting codes for DNA based on the
Hamming binary code [7, 8] were soon found to be flawed [9, 10] and alternative
methods were proposed [10]. Those codes provide a solid, provable correction of
substitution errors and are of enormous benefit to, for example, the Illumina platform.
As indicated above, insertions and deletions (indels) can be a persistent problem for
some sequencing platforms. The PacBio platform, for example, has greater problems
with insertions than with deletions, which are in turn a greater problem than substitu-
tions. Therefore it is very important to design a code that is resistant to this type of
error.
Previous attempts to create such codes capable of correcting indels [11, 12] are based
on the Levenshtein distance [13], which makes them capable of correcting insertion,
deletion, and substitution errors. But one obvious problem has never been solved by
these codes: The integration of barcodes into their DNA context. DNA barcodes are
followed by other adapters or the genetic material that is to be sequenced. Changes
to the length of the DNA barcode introduced due to insertions or deletions are not au-
tomatically detected, because there is no “stop word” to separate DNA barcodes from
the rest of the sequence. A single insertion or deletion error will therefore introduce a
second undetected error, which is the change of the length of the DNA barcode in the
read. A better DNA barcode design to correct insertions, deletions, and substitutions
would solve this particular problem.
Identifying Barcoded Reads
Some newer machines generate longer reads using smaller amounts of sample DNA.
However, these improvements present new challenges. The PacBio platform can se-
quence several kilobases of DNA in one fragment [14]. Yet, the platform is prone to
insertion and deletion errors and adds a deliberate time delay before the onset of DNA
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sequencing, resulting in each DNA molecule having its DNA polymerase positioned at
a different location at the start of sequencing [15, 16]. Consequently, recognition of the
DNA barcode position on the basis of primer position alone is imperilled.
With an error-correcting DNA barcode design, any sequence can theoretically be de-
coded as a DNA barcode. Therefore a naı¨ve decoding of the start of every read would
potentially lead to a large number of reads being assigned to the wrong samples. This
decreases the power of the experiment in a multiplexed setup, and cross-contaminates
different samples with invalid, precision-decreasing reads. Such damage to the ex-
perimental results is evidently highly undesirable. The detection of barcoded reads in
these technologies or in circumstances where positions of DNA barcodes are unknown
is an interesting and challenging task.
The problem of detecting the barcoded reads in a large set of reads belongs to the
category of large-scale inference problems (also called multiple testing problems). Ev-
ery comparison of a read to the experimentally used DNA barcode set is a statistical
test to decide whether the read is still barcoded or not. Applying the test to thousands
of reads automatically results in many false detections due to random chance and
naturally occurring similar DNA or RNA sequences. So-called false discovery (FDR)
methods have been show to be simple, useful, and accurate solutions to this problem
[17–19].
Unfortunately, the problem at hand does not conform with the assumptions required by
previously developed FDR methods. For example, the required statistical variables are
not available and our test statistics may not follow the distributions that are assumed
by these methods. Therefore, a new solution tailored towards this particular distinction
between reads that still contain the attached DNA barcode sequence and reads that
start with or within the genomic insert (which are no longer assignable to their original
samples) is necessary.
Technology Specific DNA Barcodes
While DNA barcodes that are capable of correcting insertions, deletions, and substi-
tutions are well suited for a technology like PacBio and Roche’s 454 Pyrosequenc-
ing, Illumina does not benefit much because of its particular error pattern. Illumina’s
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HiSeq and MiSeq platforms sequence by complementing DNA inserts (the templates)
base-by-base to detect newly incorporated phosphorised nucleotides and prevent un-
controlled additional incorporations by using a terminus molecule. Consequently, the
majority of errors on this type of Illumina platform are substitution errors.
Insertions and deletions are known but uncommon errors on the platform with one
exception: the shifting error. On the Illumina platform, the DNA barcode (known as
the index on this platform) is sequenced in a separate run. For sequencing to start, a
DNA synthesis sequence needs to attach to a DNA adapter that precedes the index.
Sequencing then commences from this position. The process of attaching to this index
adapter is prone to errors. When the correct position of the actual DNA barcode is
missed by one base, the error appears as an insertion before the first base or as
a deletion of the first base. Furthermore, because a substitution can appear at any
base, while the shift is only at the first base, a substitution is more likely than a shift,
which is more likely to occur than an arbitrary insertion or deletion.
Evidently, this error can already be corrected by a generalised DNA barcode design
that corrects insertions, deletions, and substitutions. However, using such a DNA
barcode design in the outlined scenario would be inefficient, as such a barcode would
be able to correct highly improbable insertions and deletions at positions other than
the first. If a specific set of errors could be corrected by the DNA barcode design, more
barcodes could be generated, shorter barcodes could be used, or robustness could be
increased. Exploiting this relationship between handling specific errors and increasing
efficiency would be a fundamental advancement in barcode design.
1.2. Objectives
Systematic Construction of Error Correcting DNA Barcodes
For multiplexed experiments to succeed, highest standards should be applied to the
proper design and use of DNA barcodes. We argue that current sets of DNA barcodes
as well as proposed DNA barcode designs are insufficient to archive the highest levels
of robustness.
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In the first step we will give a background on the quantitative and qualitative properties
that DNA barcodes need to possess. In the next step we will develop a formal DNA bar-
code design that conforms with these quality standards. To make our DNA barcodes
accessible by as many technologies as possible, the initial design will be generalised
and will be applicable to different study designs and sequencing platforms.
To support different experimental requirements, we will offer sets of DNA barcodes of
different size, different error correction capabilities (robustness) and different barcode
length. Maintaining high levels of efficiency will be another main objective, aiming for
high levels of robustness using short, but many DNA barcodes. DNA barcodes will be
constructed in a systematic way so that a proof of the correctness of the DNA barcodes
with respect to their specified error correcting capabilities as well as the algorithms that
generate them can be provided.
Designing DNA barcodes for Specific Technologies
Different sequencing technologies and study designs mean that exclusive use of the
generalised DNA barcode design is insufficient. For example, not all sequencing errors
occur at an equal rate and not all errors are equally distributed over DNA barcodes.
Thus, we will show how to establish DNA barcode designs that provide higher effi-
ciency when used in the context of specific sequencing platforms or study designs.
Higher efficiency in this context means that higher robustness can be provided for a
set of DNA barcodes of equal length and the same number of supported samples.
In particular, the Illumina Sequencing by Synthesis platform does not show the uni-
versal insertion, deletion, and substitution problem seen in Pacific Biosciences SMRT.
For this reason we will design DNA barcodes for Illumina as a specific example. As
before, we will provide efficient algorithms to generate these DNA barcodes as well as
proofs of their correctness.
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Detection of DNA Barcodes in Reads
Before samples can be demultiplexed, the position and presence (or absence) of the
DNA barcodes needs to be identified. The Pacific Biosciences SMRT sequencing
platform has the particular problem of not always providing a full length read of the
sequenced molecule. Because DNA barcodes are ligated to the front or end of a DNA
molecule (or both), the barcode might be absent from one or both ends of the read.
Therefore, we aim to find a mechanism that can reliably detect the presence or ab-
sence of the DNA barcode in arbitrary reads on the PacBio platform. To validate this
method, a proper quantitative analysis will be provided.
Case Study: Application on PacBio SMRT Platform
The PacBio SMRT platform shows high rates of insertion, deletion, and substitution
errors as well as incomplete reads. We will therefore test our generalised DNA bar-
codes and methods for detection of barcoded reads on experimental data derived on
that platform in a case study.
1.3. Outline
In the background Chapters 2 and 3, we describe the essential biological, mathe-
matical, and technological concepts that will help to follow and understand the devel-
opments and results of this work. In particular, Section 2.1 outlines some basics of
molecular biology. Deep sequencing platforms are described in Section 2.2. In Sec-
tion 2.3 we discuss the application of DNA barcodes, ranging from very common ones
up to newer developments. Chapter 3 goes into the technical details of coding theory
that will lay the mathematical foundation of our own proposal. Furthermore, we will
elucidate the fundamentals of good DNA barcode design.
Initial results are presented in Chapter 4, where we have evaluated one of the most
common DNA barcode designs and analysed its problems and errors. Our new gen-
eralised DNA barcode design will be presented in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, we present
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an Illumina-specific DNA barcode design. Finally, a case study in which we used our
generalised DNA barcode design is presented in Chapter 7. Here, we will also define
our method for the detection of barcoded reads.
Excerpts of this work (in particular Chapters 4, 5 and 7) have been published before-
hand as follows:
• Tilo Buschmann and Leonid V Bystrykh. Levenshtein error-correcting barcodes
for multiplexed dna sequencing. BMC bioinformatics, 14(1):272, 2013
• Tilo Buschmann, Rong Zhang, Douglas E Brash, and Leonid V Bystrykh. En-
hancing the detection of barcoded reads in high throughput dna sequencing data
by controlling the false discovery rate. BMC bioinformatics, 15(1):264, 2014
Texts of these two publications are used throughout this work without further citation.
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2.1. Genome and Transcriptome Sequencing
In 2004 the International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium (IHGSC) com-
pleted the monumental task of mapping the human genome in its entirety [22]. This
so-called Human Genome Project (HGP) concentrated some of the brightest minds
and many modern technologies in one single effort. The overall cost of the HGP was
estimated to be about $2.7 billion [23].
At the time of the Human Genome Project, sequencing technologies were costly, in-
efficient, and time-consuming. The HGP was accomplished by employing the labo-
rious and time-consuming Sanger sequencing method (also called chain termination
method [24, 25]) in combination with the shotgun sequencing technology that com-
bines the results from different laboratories into one consensus reference in silico
[26].
Thus, the HGP gives an example of the large scale collaboration within the field of
Bioinformatics. The exponential advancements in computer technologies of the 1990’s
and early 2000’s as well as newly developed algorithms and methods provided oppor-
tunities for mutual cooperation with biological and biotechnological advancements that
occurred in the same time period.
Since the completion of the Human Genome Project, sequencing technologies have
improved tremendously. This second generation is often called Next Generation Se-
quencing (NGS) or more appropriately Deep sequencing. Next Generation Sequenc-
ing is cheaper, faster, and enjoys wider availability compared to the technologies used
to sequence the human genome. Consequently many new sequencing applications
have been developed over the last years [27].
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We argue that this revolution in sequencing also requires an associated evolution of
Bioinformatic tools and methods. Available resources must be used efficiently so that
new applications are feasible and can be completed within finite amounts of time.
In the following sections we will introduce some of these novel sequencing applications
to elucidate the potential of Next Generation Sequencing.
De Novo Sequencing
Beside the human genome, many other species need to be sequenced de-novo and
their genome made publicly available. Commonly used laboratory species (e.g., mice,
rats, and fruit flies) need further functional genetic annotation.
Further sequencing of new and old genomes is driven by the need to understand the
evolution of species including those closely related to humans as well as the need to
understand diseases and illnesses.
Smaller genomes were fully sequenced before the Human Genome Project (e.g.,
Caenorhabditis elegans was fully sequenced in 1998 [28]). Since then, hundreds
of animal genomes (e.g., the Western Gorilla [29], the Cat [30], and the Wild Duck
[31]) have been added to the list as well as thousands other genomes (e.g., black
cottonwood [32], Toxoplasma gondii [33], or the Watermelon [34]). Yet, the number
of unsequenced species still remains much higher than the number of sequenced
species.
Genomic Variants
Genetic variants are the cause for many differences in phenotypes in the human popu-
lation. One example is the colour of the human eye, which was found to be influenced
by multiple genetic variants [35]. As another example, certain individuals that have
multiple copies of the gene CCL3L1 are more resistant to HIV type 1 infection [36].
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Examples of large projects that have documented all known genomic variants are the
International HapMap Project that categorised more than 1.1 million SNPs from 270
individuals [37] and the 1000 Genomes Project Consortium that reported 3.8 × 107
single base changes, 1.4× 106 insertions and deletions and 1.4× 104 longer deletions
in their map of 1,092 human genomes [38].
Gene Expression
Fundamentally, every cell of a single human carries the same genome1. Yet these
cells form many different tissues and fulfil a plethora of different tasks. As an example,
pancreas cells produce insulin. They contain the same genome as the cells of the in-
testinal epithelium that take part in the digestive system. These cells and tissues react
to environmental influences, for example by producing different amounts of insulin [39].
Some illnesses are not defined by an underlying genomic variant but by an altered cell
program in reaction to changed circumstances, for example the development of insulin
resistance as a consequence of obesity [40].
The gene expression of any sample of tissue can be estimated by extracting RNA
molecules from cells, then sequencing and counting them. This application is known
as RNA-Seq. By comparing the gene expression of cells of different degrees of dif-
ferentiation (e.g., comparing long term haematopoietic stem cells with monocytes),
researchers can explore the development of tissue from pluropotency to fully differen-
tiated state. Differentially expressed (DE) genes, that are switched on or off can be
identified. Further, regulatory networks of interacting genes (e.g., through transcription
factors) can be identified, paving the way for understanding illnesses and mechanisms
to manipulate the development of tissue.
1 Notable exception are erythrocytes, germ cells and to a certain degree T and B cells.
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2.2. Deep Sequencing Platforms
In the following section we present two Deep Sequencing technologies that are most
relevant to our work. The first one, Illumina’s “Sequencing by Synthesis” technology is
the most prevalent technology at the time of writing this thesis and therefore the plat-
form we consider the most important [41]. However, it suffers from a specific sequenc-
ing error that has not been addressed before. We present a DNA barcode design that
addresses this issue in Chapter 6. The second technology, Pacific Bioscience’s SMRT
technology, improves on existing designs by sequencing single molecules2. This plat-
form comes with the added disadvantage of a high general error rate, requiring special
attention to correcting these errors.
The primary insight of the next two sections will be to understand the principles and
scope of the Illumina and PacBio sequencing platforms as well as the composition of
the resulting in silico sequences.
2.2.1. Illumina Sequencing by Synthesis
Illumina’s Sequencing by Synthesis is one of the most prevalent current generation
sequencing technologies. The two main platforms of this particular Illumina technology
are the Illumina HiSeq and Illumina MiSeq with many different variants.
Briefly, the principle of “Sequencing by Synthesis” is as follows: A large number of pre-
pared DNA molecules (the templates or inserts) are complemented with fluorescently
labelled nucleotides that are activated by lasers and detected through photography
(MiSeq platform) or scanning (HiSeq platform). The primary difference and advantage
over the Sanger method is the use of a reversibly terminated chain reaction: Sequenc-
ing occurs in cycles, with each cycle being used to incorporate and detect a single
labelled nucleotide per template.
2 For this reason, PacBio SMRT is sometimes called a 2.5th generation sequencing technology
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Library Preparation
Every sample must be prepared for sequencing in a process called the library prepa-
ration. The following brief description is an example of preparing the complete RNA
content of a sample of human cells [42, 43].
RNA material is extracted from sample cells and purified by removing other unwanted
or interfering molecules. RNA molecules are fragmented enzymatically or mechani-
cally, resulting in a random distribution of fragment lengths. The fragments are now
reverse transcribed to cDNA in a step called cDNA synthesis. In this step, primers
complementary to RNA molecules (either concatenations of the base A or random se-
quences) are hybridised to the fragments. Starting from the primers, the rest of the
strand is reverse transcribed. As part of this step, adapters that facilitate the cDNA
synthesis as well as the sequencing process are attached to the cDNA molecules. By
hybridising the RNA-cDNA molecule and repeating the reverse transcription, a cDNA-
copy of the original double-stranded molecule is produced. The hybridisation-reverse-
transcription procedure is repeated in several rounds until a sufficient amount of cDNA
material is available. Finally, cDNA fragments are size-selected. Short fragments
(likely remains of adapters) and fragments that are too long to be sequenced are re-
moved3.
The result of this process is a large number of cDNA template molecules of a certain
maximum length with well-defined adapters at the 5’ and 3’ ends (cf. Figure 2.1).
5' 3'
RNA Molecules
TT T T 5'3'
5' 3'A A A A
TT T T 5'3'
5' 3'A A A A
TT T T 5'3'
5' 3'A A A A
TT T T 5'3'
5' 3'A A A A
TT T T 5'3'
5' 3'A A A A
Figure 2.1: Result of Li-
brary Preparation and
PCR Amplification
On the Illumina sequencing platform, DNA barcodes are named indices (sing. index).
In the presented library preparation protocol, the index is part of the first sequencing
adapter, as depicted in Figure 2.2.
3 an in-detail account of library preparation is available in Figures A.1 and A.2 of Appendix A
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Figure 2.2: Detailed View of the First
Sequencing Adapter
The full adapter consists of an index adapter (actual an index sequencing adapter),
the index, and the PCR primer. The task of the PCR primer is to facilitate the PCR
amplification while the index sequencing adapter will be used within the sequencing
protocol to find the index.
Cluster Generation and Bridge Amplification
After library preparation, the double-stranded template molecules are melted and
bound randomly to the surface of a so-called flowcell. The flowcell surface is covered
with millions of fixed oligo-nucleotides that are complementary to the first and second
sequencing adapters of the library preparation protocol. Afterwards, the flowcell is
covered with immobilised template molecules.
The free ends of the templates are also hybridised to the respective adapters of the
flowcell surface so that the template is immobilised at both ends. Unlabelled nu-
cleotides are added to the flowcell, which are in turn incorporated so that a double-
stranded “bridge” emerges. The template bridges are again melted, resulting in single-
stranded templates that are attached with one adapter to the surface. The process is
repeated until the area around the original single template molecule consists of a clus-
ter of many thousands or even millions of identical template molecules (depicted in
Figure A.3 of Appendix A).
Before sequencing begins, all template molecules attached with the second sequenc-
ing adapter to the flowcell are removed. In an optimal scenario, the flowcell surface is
now covered by a high number of non-overlapping clusters, each consisting of a large
number of copies of the same template having the same direction.
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Sequencing by Synthesis
Now the principle sequencing by synthesis starts as follows. The reverse complement
of the second sequencing adapter (which is the freely movable end of the templates) is
added to the flowcell. It functions as the starting point for the synthesis of the template
complement.
To start the first cycle, four labelled, terminated nucleotides as well as a DNA poly-
merase is added. The labelled nucleotides are incorporated if they complement the
first free nucleotide of the template at the end of the first read primer. Because the
nucleotides are terminated, only one nucleotide is incorporated at a time. Two lasers
excite the fluorescence labels of the incorporated nucleotides, resulting in the emis-
sion of one of four different colours from each cluster, which is captured by a scanner
(HiSeq) or camera (MiSeq). The remaining free labelled, terminated nucleotides are
washed and the terminal blocking groups and fluorescence labels of the incorporated
nucleotides are removed. The next cycle begins now by adding the next four labelled,
terminated nucleotides.
The result of this process of up to 300 cycles (MiSeq) is a sequence of images that
depict the colours that each cluster emitted. By assigning the colour of each cluster
at each cycle to the four nucleotide bases, the sequence of bases of each template is
determined. This raw sequence will be called the first read.
The whole process is now repeated a second time to determine the index sequence.
Instead of using the first read primer (the reverse complement of the second sequenc-
ing adapter), the reverse complement of the index primer (cf. Figure 2.2) is used as an
index read primer.
Finally, the whole template molecule is sequenced again from the other direction using
a different read primer. This second read of the template increases coverage of the
same region or allows longer reads than usual to be sequenced 4.
4 e.g., with 300 cycles per read a 600bp long template may be sequenced completely
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Figure 2.3: Three Reads on Illumina
Platform
Raw Reads
Using current protocols, three reads result from a single insert, as depicted in Fig-
ure 2.3:
• Read 1 consists of the insert sequence followed by the first sequencing adapter.
If the insert was short enough, this read will also show the sequencing adapter
with the index:
• The index read consists of the index followed by the PCR primer. The number
of cycles of the index read is limited to the length of the index so that the PCR
primer is not seen if no deletion in the index part occurred.
• Read 2 consists of the insert sequence followed by the sequencing adapter:
In conclusion, no read is context free. Instead, depending on errors and the lengths of
the inserts, each read may be followed by sequencing and primer adapters.
Specific Errors and Error Patterns
The most common error type on the Illumina platform is the substitution error which
results in an incorrect base call [44–46].
Huang et al. [45] report the error patterns of the Illumina Genome Analyzer platform
(a predecessor of the HiSeq and MiSeq machines based on the same Sequencing by
Synthesis technology). They estimate an overall error probability of 2.26% per base,
with 2.22% substitution probability and 0.04% indel errors for their data sets. They
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also report that the quality score per base gives an estimate of the per-base error
probability. In Huang et al. data sets, the quality score is highest for the first 10 to
15 bases and then gradually drops off (cf. Figure 2 in supplementary material of [45]).
Finally, the error rate of the second read is considerably higher than the error rate of the
first read (3.35% error rate for second reads versus 2.26% for single or first reads).
Recent analyses of more modern Illumina devices estimate (on average) an error rate
of 0.1% to 1% per base with similar error distribution pattern [47–49]. Importantly, Illu-
mina devices show no apparent homopolymer-associated insertion or deletion errors
that have been observed on other platforms [48]. Minoche et al. [46] report the error
pattern of the newer Illumina HiSeq platform. The latter finding supports previous re-
ports of the abundance of substitutions over insertions and deletions, but also reports
an increased insertion/deletion probability in very long homopolymers. Additionally,
certain substitutions were seen more often than others on the Illumina platform.
Finally, Meyer and Kircher [50] argue that the most common insertion and deletion
errors on the Illumina platform occur at the 5’ end of the read (i.e., even before the first
sequencing cycle).
2.2.2. PacBio SMRT
The second platform we describe is the PacBio SMRT 5 in Continuous Long Read
mode (CLR). The technology is based on monitoring the synthesis of a new DNA
molecule from a template DNA molecule in action (Eid et al. [15]).
Monitoring the synthesis of a new DNA molecule from a template molecule has, in
theory, numerous advantages: The polymerase reaction works with high fidelity, at a
high speed, and at a large scale. Yet the technological challenges are immediately
apparent: Firstly, one must not only detect the incorporation of nucleotides, but must
also distinguish between the four different bases. Secondly, the speed of nucleotide
incorporation fluctuates stochastically. Thirdly, the fluorescence labels added to the
nucleotides must not hinder or change the polymerase reaction in any way.
5 Single Molecule Real Time sequencing
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Figure 2.4: Result of Library
Preparation and PCR Ampli-
fication for PacBio Platform
See Figures A.4 and A.5 in Ap-
pendix A for further details.
A A A A
TT T T
A A A A
TT T T
RNA Molecules
Library Preparation
Library Preparation on the PacBio platform shares many elements with library prepa-
ration on the Illumina platform. In short, the protocol is modified as follows [51, 52]:
• The number of necessary PCR cycles is lower than on the Illumina platform, as
single molecules are sequenced.
• The DNA barcode is attached to the insert as part of the PCR primer (resulting
in reads that we will show in Figure 2.7).
• After PCR amplification, the so-called SMRTbell Adapter is ligated to the double
stranded cDNA templates. The resulting molecule is a double stranded cDNA
molecule capped by hairpin loops at both ends (depicted in Figure 2.4).
Single Molecule Real Time Sequencing
In PacBio SMRT, a single DNA template (prepared according to the explanation in
the previous section) is bound to Φ29 DNA polymerase, a fast and accurate enzyme
capable of DNA replication. The complex of template and DNA polymerase is then
immobilised at the bottom of a reaction cell with a diameter of 100nm. The reaction
cell is called the Zero-mode waveguide or ZMW (depicted in Figure 2.5). A current
generation Pacbio sequencing plate (SMRT cell) holds 150,000 ZMWs that can be
monitored at the same time. Immobilisation efficiency is currently given (on average)
at approximately one third, yielding about 50,000 potential reads per SMRT cell. Eight
SMRT cells can be sequenced at the same time.
The sequencing plate is loaded with a small number of phospolinked (i.e., fluores-
cently labelled) nucleotides. Each of the four nucleotides is labelled with a different
fluorescent dye which is attached to the nucleotide’s terminal phosphate moiety (the
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Figure 2.5: PacBio Zero-mode Waveg-
uide Depicted is a complex of Φ29
DNA polymerase and a target insert,
a small amount of fluorescently labelled
nucleotides (some of them entering the
ZMW), and the laser laser excitation as
well as a resulting signal.
phosphate “tail” that gets cleaved out during incorporation). Thus, the fluorescent dye
gets released during incorporation which is an event that can be detected. Additionally,
the fluorescent molecule does not interfere with the polymerase reaction.
Figure 2.6 depicts the process of sequencing the template molecule in real time. The
sequencing plate is illuminated from below with a laser, exciting the phospolinked nu-
cleotides as they enter each ZMW. As a nucleotide is incorporated into the newly
synthesised DNA strand, the phospolinked nucleotide remains longer within the ZMW
than during a random entry. This results in a measurable, relatively long lasting pulse
of emitted light in the colour of the incorporated nucleotide. During incorporation, the
phosphate tail is cleaved and is free to leave the ZMW. The light pulse ends, signifying
the end of the incorporation event, which allows the next incorporation to begin.
The incorporation of nucleotides is continued for a sufficiently long amount of time
(usually at least 90min). Not every template molecule is sequenced from start to fin-
ish. Firstly, both immobilisation of the template-polymerase-complex and the start of
nucleotide incorporation occur at different times in each ZMW. Consequently, when
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Figure 2.6.: PacBio Polymerase
bases are called from the video of nucleotide incorporation events, each ZMW is at a
different position of the template molecule. Hence, some template reads will miss the
first bases that hold the important barcode sequence. Secondly, not every template
molecule is sequenced to the very end, either because the template is too long for the
finite available time or because the polymerase stopped due to an error. Hence, the
end of the template molecule, having a possible second copy of the DNA barcode may
be missing.
Raw Reads
With the Continuous Long Reads protocol, one single long read is produced for each
input molecule. The read will also show any barcode molecule that was attached to it
as part of the library protocol.
Thus, a complete read appears as depicted in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: A Complete Barcoded Read on the Il-
lumina Platform The read consists of the barcode,
the biological insert and the reverse complement of
the same barcode at the end.
On the PacBio platform, not all reads are complete, i.e., they do not represent the
complete template molecule for various reasons. Therefore, incomplete reads that may
miss parts of the 5’ end, 3’ end or both ends are expected (depicted in Figure 2.8).
The primary message of this section is that the 5’ end or the 3’ end (or both) of the
template within the read may be absent. Hence, the barcode at either or both ends
may be missing.
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Figure 2.8: Examples of Incomplete Reads on the
PacBio Platform (A) A read missing the 5’ end and
thus the frontal barcode. (B) A read missing the 3’ end
and thus the end barcode. (C) A read missing both 5’
and 3’ ends and thus both barcodes.
Error Patterns
Accuracy of single reads on the PacBio SMRT platform in Continuous Long Reads
mode is considerably worse than reads on the Illumina platform [53]. For different
sample types and with first generation chemistry, Ono et al. found average accuracies
between approx. 77% and 82%. Maximum accuracies with experiments climbed up to
91%. Effectively, up to 23% of average bases were wrongly called, missing, or inserted
into a read (see Table S1 of [53]). Results for second generation chemistry were
similar, with accuracies averaging between 76% and 84% (see Table S2 of supplement
of [53]). Accuracies of reads were normally distributed.
Furthermore, CLR reads showed no position-specific error patterns. Contrary to Illu-
mina’s error pattern, indels are much more common than substitutions. Most prevalent
are insertions, before deletions, and finally substitutions.
Other publications put the error rate at approximately 15%, such as Au et al. [54] and
Koren et al. [55].
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2.3. DNA Barcodes and Sample Tags
The wide-spread availability of NGS platforms has led to the development of a large
number of specialised applications not covered by the general purpose techniques
described in Section 2.1. One of these new applications is the injection of artificial
information into DNA. Here, the researcher inserts a custom DNA sequence into an
existing natural DNA molecule or attaches it to any end of a DNA molecule.
The custom DNA sequence is called the DNA barcode or sample tag. The procedure
of attaching the DNA barcode is called barcoding or tagging and the purpose of this
barcode is to store information or to carry this information through some (possibly
error-prone) channel. In both cases, the information is intended to be recovered at
some later point in time.
2.3.1. Sample Multiplexing
Sample Multiplexing is the technique of sequencing multiple biological samples to-
gether in a single sequencing run to increase efficiency and robustness [56].
In many experimental designs the amount of RNA or DNA material does not reach
the size of a complete human genome. One example of such an experiment is the
sequencing of ancient DNA [57], where only small amount of very fragmented mate-
rial is available. In so-called RNA Capture Seq experiments, transcripts from specific
region of the genome are targeted with oligo-nucleotide probes so that only material
from the targeted regions and some unspecific material is sequenced [58]. Hence, it
would be very inefficient to use one run of the sequencing platform exclusively for such
an experiment.
Another issue in study designs are so-called batch effects that result from measure-
ment differences over different machines. One useful protective measure is to dis-
tribute the material of each individual sample over multiple sequencing machines or
lanes and multiplex on each machine or lane multiple of these sample fractions.
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Figure 2.9.: Sample Multiplexing Overview Samples A to XYZ are sampled in one sequenc-
ing run. The results are demultiplexed in silico.
The process of sample multiplexing is pictured in Figure 2.9. Each sample is prepared
separately for sequencing. During library preparation (cf. Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2), the
unique DNA barcode is attached to each cDNA molecule. Samples are now mixed to-
gether and sequenced in one run. After sequencing, the raw reads are de-multiplexed
in silico by matching the sample tags in the reads to the originally used DNA barcode.
Clearly, assignment of reads to their respective samples are vulnerable when alter-
ations to the barcode during its synthesis, library preparation, or sequencing occur.
2.3.2. Clonal Analysis
Research into adult multipotential stem cells is one critical field of activity in biological
sciences. Researchers need a better in-depth understanding of the characteristics,
processes, and disorders of adult stem cells in order to develop new therapies and
medications.
One important aspect of adult stem cell research is clonal analysis and clonal track-
ing. For example, in haematopoiesis blood cells are produced and controlled by a
small number of initial long term haematopoietic stem cells (LT-HSC). A functional and
temporal analysis of the contribution of individual LT-HSC in-vivo is necessary to un-
derstand the normal and abnormal functions of haematopoiesis.
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Figure 2.10.: Clonal Tracking Bone marrow of mice labelled from A to XYZ is extracted, then
their LT-HSC transduced with the barcoded vector library of Figure 2.9. The resulting tagged LT-
HSCs are then transplanted into a recipient mouse. After sequencing, analysis of the individual
contributions is conducted. (lower right subfigure with analysis results reproduced from Gerrits
et al. [4])
With the Cellular Barcoding technique [4], individual clones are retroviral transduced
with a sequence consisting of appropriate adapters, tags, as well as a unique DNA
barcode. Identification of the clone is then carried out by quantification of individual
DNA barcodes [59].
The course of action of a clonal tracking experiment is shown in Figure 2.10. In the
experiment, LT-HSC from multiple donor mice are transplanted to one recipient mouse.
The target of the experiment is to track the individual contribution of the LT-HSC of
each donor mouse to the recipients haematopoietic repopulation and individual blood
cell generation.
In the first step, bone marrow (BM) is extracted from multiple donor mice. The ex-
tracted cells are isolated in culture and the bone marrow material is transduced with
a barcoded vector library to integrate the unique DNA barcode vector. The BM cells
are then transplanted into a lethally irradiated mouse. At several points in time after
transplantation, blood samples are taken from the recipient, blood cell compartments
are separated and then sequenced with Next Generation Sequencing hardware. A
statistical analysis of the proportion of tagged cells in whole blood as well as the com-
partments is then used to track the clones’ contribution to haematopoietic repopulation.
As in the previous example, barcode mutations imperil assignment of reads to clones
and therefore are highly undesirable [60].
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The following chapter introduces the necessary theory to construct codes and transmit
information to facilitate the applications we described in Section 2.3.
3.1. Codes
A code is a set of so-called code words that are systematically constructed from a
well-defined set of symbols. We will call the set of symbols the alphabet and give
the alphabet the symbol Σ (Sigma). Its elements are called letters. Often the terms
code words and words are not easily distinguished. We will use the term word for
any sequence of symbols in Σ, but reserve the term code word for the subset of all
words that were selected for the code. The set of all possible words is given by the
symbol Σ∗ and the set of code words is given by the symbol C. We will denote words
throughout this document with lower case letters x, y, z,etc. In some cases, especially
for sequences of the DNA alphabet, we will denote words as s1, s2,etc.
The main focus of this work are error correction capabilities, information density, and
the encoding and decoding performance properties of codes. For simplicity, we only
consider fixed length code words. We consider only two alphabets. First, the bi-
nary alphabet with Σ = {0, 1}. Second, a basic DNA nucleotides alphabet with
Σ = {A,C,G,T}.
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Channel:
- Multiplexing
- Transfection
...
Researcher
Source Encoder:
Patient ME001, Heart Valve => 1
Patient ME001, Blood Serum => 2
...
Channel Encoder:
1 => AATCCGC
2 => CTCTAAC
...
Analyst
Modulation
AATCCGC
=> 
A A T C C G C
CTCTAAC
=> 
A ATC C CT
Demodulation
=> 
AATCCGC
A A T C C G C
=>
CTCTACC
ATC C CT C
Channel Decoder:
AATCCGC => 1
CTCTACC=>CTCTAAC=>2
...
Source Decoder:
1 => Patient ME001, Heart Valve
2 => Patient ME001, Blood Serum
...
Figure 3.1.: DNA Barcodes Communication Channel The figure depicts the adaption of
communication channels towards DNA barcode experiments. The example shows an error
introduced by the noisy channel (red circle). During transmission, the second to last base A of
the DNA barcode CTCTAAC is substituted with base C. (Figure adapted from [62])
3.2. Information Channel
Figure 3.1 depicts the channel model used for communicating DNA Barcodes over the
course of an experiment. It is based on Shannon’s communication framework [61]
and contextualises our own work within the application of DNA barcodes as outlined
in Section 2.3.
The sender of information is, for example, the scientist who intends to track informa-
tion over the course of an experiment. The receiver is a scientist who will interpret
the data. Source encoding encapsulates the intended message in the most compre-
hensive manner and is the simplest part of the information channel. In the first two
columns of Table 3.1 we show an example of this mapping.
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Experiment Source Encoding Channel Encoding
Patient ME001, Heart Valve 1st AATCCGC
Patient ME001, Blood Serum 2nd CTCTAAC
Patient ME002, Heart Valve 3rd TGTGGTC
Patient ME002, Blood Serum 4th AGGAGAA
Positive Control, MCF7 tissue with
10% Ecoli
5th GCCATTG
Table 3.1.: Source and Channel Encoding of Experiment Information
Next, channel encoding maps the enumeration of samples to an information format
that the respective sequencing platform can understands. In our case, these are se-
quences of nucleobases, i.e., DNA barcodes. This mapping may add error correction
properties to the code in order to increase redundancy. For the example in the second
and third column of Table 3.1 we assume that we already constructed error correct-
ing DNA codes of 7-nt length. In the next step, the information is modulated for the
respective transmission channel. In our channel model, DNA molecules having the
sequences of the third column of Table 3.1 are chemically synthesised and attached to
the DNA sequences of interest. This step is the transformation of in silico information
to in vitro information. The processes of integrating DNA Barcodes in samples was
explained in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.2.
The information is now transmitted, for example, as part of a multiplexed sequencing
run or within a cell clone. This transmission channel can be noisy which may alter the
information in different ways. This is the core issue alleviated by this work.
In the sequencing step, the information arrives on the receiver side of the channel
model. The sequencing step demodulates the information - the sequence of bases of
a DNA molecule is determined and is now available in silico. The channel decoder de-
termines the received channel encoded information from the original source-encoded
information. In this step, error-correction is applied. Finally, the researcher or analyst
will match the source-encoded information (1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.) with the source of the
multiplexed sample or the source of the donor cells.
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The subject of this thesis lies in the boxes “Channel Encoder”, “Channel Decoder”
as well as the “Channel”. We aim to investigate the error properties of our channels
(i.e., experiments using the PacBio and Illumina sequencing platforms), to design DNA
barcodes capable of correcting and detecting errors introduced by the channel, and
finally improve the quality of Channel Decoding.
3.3. Desired Properties of DNA Codes
The main focus of this work is the ability to correct errors in DNA barcodes. There
are more properties of DNA barcode sets that may influence how good or suboptimal
we assess a barcode set in combination with the robustness properties of the barcode
set. For example, a DNA barcode set that can correct five errors but contains only two
barcodes is ineligible if we need to multiplex 10 samples.
We therefore apply further standards to DNA barcodes to distinguish good DNA bar-
code sets from barcode sets of lesser quality. These standards fall into two categories:
Firstly, the efficiency of barcode sets concerns their optimality in regards to their rela-
tion between size, length of barcodes and error correction properties. Secondly, the
biochemical properties of a barcode concern the ability of the DNA barcode set to
address platform or protocol-specific issues and challenges.
3.3.1. Efficiency of DNA Barcode Sets
We identify three requirements of efficient DNA barcode sets.
Firstly, the number of DNA barcodes in a code should be as large as necessary to
support the maximum number of parallel DNA samples to be processed at the same
time.
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Figure 3.2.: Properties of DNA Barcodes Comparison of efficiency between two example
codes A and B. Code A provides few, long code words that offer little robustness. On the other
hand, Code B offers more and shorter code words that offer equal robustness. Code B can be
considered to be more efficient than Code A.
Secondly, the barcode should be as short as possible. The complete artificial syn-
thesis of DNA sequences is costly. Furthermore, longer barcodes are more prone to
mutations as there are simply more opportunities for errors to occur. Finally, in some
sequencing technologies the error rate increases depending on the position of the
base in the sequence.
Thirdly, the number of errors that the code can correct by design should be as high
as necessary for the obvious reason that correct sample identification needs to be
ensured.
These three requirements of efficient DNA barcode design compete with each other
for a given barcode design. One of them cannot be improved without impairing one
of the others. For example, shorter barcodes support fewer barcodes for a given error
correction guarantee, while better error correction allows fewer barcodes for a given
barcode length. This principle is depicted in Figure 3.2.
It is apparent that tuning the number and length of barcodes as well as their robustness
is not sufficient to satisfy all needs. We will regard a barcode design as more efficient
than another when the former offers higher performance in regard to one of the three
properties when the other two properties are equal:
Efficiency =
number of barcodes× correctable errors
length
(3.1)
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3.3.2. Biochemical Properties
The peculiarities of sequencing platforms and biochemical constraints require the in-
dividual barcodes to have some additional properties. The following list of properties
is repeatedly found in the literature available to us and these properties are thought to
be universal applicable [6, 50, 63–65].
• Sequences with homopolymer runs (i.e., the repetition of the same nucleobase
for more than two times) need to be filtered (also called a triplet filter). An ex-
ample is the candidate barcode ACCCT that contains a triplet of the base C. This
requirement stems from sequencing technologies that do not discern individual
bases but count the repetition of the same base. The more often that the base
repeats, the more difficult it is for these platforms to identify the exact number.
For example, four repetitions are more difficult to distinguish from five repetitions
than a single base from two repetitions. One technology affected by this problem
is the 454 platform [66].
• A general uniformity of the chemical reactivity of the DNA barcodes is required.
Thus, every DNA barcode should have a similar hybridisation affinity. In partic-
ular, this requires a balanced ratio between the bases G and C versus A and T
(commonly called the GC content filter).
• Barcodes must not react with themselves. Therefore, barcodes must not be
self-complementary.
3.4. Error Correction with Minimum Distance Codes
Error correction is a property of codes that allows the detection and correction of alter-
ations that have been made to code words that occur during any step of transmission
over a channel that is susceptible to errors. We call such a channel “noisy”.
Of the many possible types of alterations, the most basic three types are: Substitution
of one letter with another, Insertion of a letter, and Deletion of a letter. We described
the pattern of these errors on the sequencing platforms of our interest in Sections 2.2.1
and 2.2.2.
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When a code word is changed, we generally speak of an “alteration” or “corruption”.
Because code words in this work are often DNA barcodes, we will also use the word
“mutation”.
The approach to error correction for DNA barcodes is based on the concept of mini-
mum distances. The idea behind minimum distance codes is to minimise the similarity
between code words such that alterations to them are, under the right circumstances,
detectable and correctable. Minimum Distance Codes promise to be more efficient
and systematic than other codes and they endeavour to add the smallest necessary
amount of redundancy to code words.
We define this dissimilarity between two words x and y as a distance function d:
d(x, y) : Σ∗ × Σ∗ → R+0
The concept of a “minimum distance of a code” defines the dissimilarity of a set of
words C in respect to some distance measure d as:
Definition 3.1 (Minimum Distance).
dmin(C) : P(Σ∗)→ R+0
dmin(C) = min
∀x,y∈C;x 6=y
d(x, y)
By choosing a distance function that targets the error type that we want to correct
and by surmounting a particular minimum distance, we can attribute code with specific
error correcting properties.
Measure theory defines the following useful properties that distance functions may
posses [67]:
Definition 3.2 (Identity of indiscernibles).
∀x, y · d(x, y) = 0 ⇐⇒ x = y (3.2)
If and only if two words are identical, their distance is zero.
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Definition 3.3 (Non-negativity).
∀x, y · d(x, y) ≥ 0 (3.3)
The distance between two words is never negative.
Definition 3.4 (Symmetry).
∀x, y · d(x, y) = d(y, x) (3.4)
The distance between the word x and y is equal to the distance between the word y
and word x. The direction of measuring the distance is irrelevant.
Definition 3.5 (Triangle inequality).
∀x, y, z · d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z) (3.5)
The distance between two words x and z is always less or equal to the sum of dis-
tances between words x and y and the words y and z.
Definition 3.6 (Distance Metric).
Any distance that satisfies Equations (3.2) to (3.5) is a (distance) metric.
Definition 3.7 (Pseudo Distance Metric).
Any distance that satisfies Equations (3.3) to (3.5) is a pseudo (distance) metric.
3.4.1. Codes based on Hamming Distance
In 1950, Hamming developed the first version of a code consisting of 7-bit words that
was able to correct single substitutions. The generalisation of this code for arbitrary
word lengths and error correction capabilities was henceforth called Hamming codes.
Codes based on the Hamming distance can both correct and detect substitution errors.
They are the most prevalent type of error correction for DNA barcodes.
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Definition 3.8 (Hamming Distance).
The Hamming distance of two words of equal length is the total number of positions in
which they differ.
The Hamming distance function will be denominated in this text by dH(x,y).
The Hamming distance satisfies Equations (3.2) to (3.5) and is therefore a distance
metric in accordance with Definition 3.6 [68, 69].
Using the minimum distance of Hamming codes (using Definitions 3.1 and 3.8), the
number of correctable errors kc and detectable errors kd is defined as:
Definition 3.9 (Error Correction of Hamming Codes).
kc ≤
⌊
dminH (C)− 1
2
⌋
(3.6)
Definition 3.10 (Error Detection of Hamming Codes).
kd ≤ dminH (C)− 1 (3.7)
Conversely, if one wants to correct kc substitution errors, the minimum Hamming dis-
tance needs to be:
Corollary 3.1.
dminH (C) ≥ 2× kc + 1
and to detect kd errors, the minimum Hamming distance needs to be:
Corollary 3.2.
dminH (C) ≥ kd + 1
The Hamming distance can be calculated very efficiently (cf. Algorithm 1 in Ap-
pendix B), and its time complexity is TH ∈ Θ(l) [70–72].
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Construction of Hamming codes is efficiently accomplished through matrix multiplica-
tion or table lookups, making the application of Hamming codes and its derivatives one
of the simplest and most popular choices [68].
Application of Hamming codes towards DNA barcodes started early with the availability
of Next Generation Sequencing. The first and most prominent application was devel-
oped by Hamady et al. who proposed to generate binary codes of sufficient length and
then translating every two bits to one base of the quaternary alphabet of DNA [6]. The
theoretical design was correct, but the implementation was erroneous. Hamady et al.
choose a binary code that possessed a minimum Hamming distance of only 4, making
the correction of a single base substitution impossible. For example, the presented
barcodes AACCAACC and AACCAAGG have a Hamming distance of only 4 in the binary
alphabet (cf. supplement of [6]).
Subsequent code designs have been demonstrated as correct. For example, Krishnan
et al. used binary, linear error-correcting codes with longer minimum distance for DNA
barcodes design [10]. Bystrykh on the other hand adapted Hamming codes directly in
quaternary format [9].
In summary, a systematic design for the construction of DNA barcodes that are capable
of correcting single or multiple substitutions is already available. Hence, this particular
barcode design has been successfully applied many times (e.g., Chen et al. [73], Davis
[74], Dethlefsen et al. [75]) and offers only little room for improvement.
3.4.2. Codes based on Levenshtein Distance
Definition and Properties
In 1965, Vladimir Levenshtein presented his seminal work on binary codes for the cor-
rection of insertions, substitutions, and deletions (published in English in 1966 [13]).
Levenshtein proposed a new distance measure which we now commonly call Leven-
shtein distance or edit distance:
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Definition 3.11 (Levenshtein Distance).
The Levenshtein distance between any two words of finite length is the minimum num-
ber of insertion, deletion and substitution operations to transform one word into the
other.
The Levenshtein distance function will be denominated in this text by dL(x,y).
The Levenshtein distance is indeed defined on words of unequal length, but the length
of the words must be known. The Levenshtein distance between two words is at least
zero and at most equal to the length of the longer of the two words.
As for the Hamming distance, the Levenshtein distance has the properties of a dis-
tance metric (Definitions 3.2 to 3.5 and thus also Definition 3.6) [76]. Subsequently, the
Levenshtein distance also satisfies Equations (3.6) and (3.7) so that codes are proven
to correct substitution, insertion, and deletion errors if the Levenshtein distance in a
given code is large enough [77].
The Levenshtein distance can be be calculated efficiently in polynomial time (TWF ∈
Θ(|x| × |y|)) using a dynamic programming approach [78, 79].
At the time of writing of this thesis, no general theory for the construction of optimal
codes based on the Levenshtein distance exists. Universal algorithms for code gen-
eration (outlined as Algorithm 2 in Appendix B) are unfeasible for the targeted word
length and code size. Some work has been successful on asymptotically finding opti-
mal codes in a systematic way, yet they have been limited in their applications to non-
binary codes and multiple error corrections (Tenengolts [80], Varshamov [81], Kulkarni
et al. [82]). As of now, the preferred algorithms for finding acceptable sets for Leven-
shtein distance-based codes are heuristic codes based on work by Ashlock et al. [12],
which we will explain in detail in Section 3.5.
Levenshtein-based codes have been prominently developed and proposed as DNA
barcodes by Ashlock et al. [12] as well as Faircloth and Glenn [63]. To our under-
standing, their designs are correct and proven implementations of Levenshtein-based
codes, but fail to address the problem of their application in a DNA context as outlined
in Chapter 4.
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3.5. Code Generation
The foremost problem of generating error-correction codes based on minimum dis-
tances is the computational feasibility of finding optimal (i.e., largest) or near optimal
codes. For some error-correction codes such as generalised Hamming Codes and
Reed-Solomon codes, systematic calculation rules and low-complexity iterative algo-
rithms are available. However, classic Levenshtein codes do not have this advantage.
Hence, we have to evaluate existing generalised code generation algorithms.
3.5.1. Concept
The generation of sets of DNA barcodes with a predefined minimum distance follows
a general pattern. This concept requires only a distance function with proven error
detection or correction capabilities. Thus, the methods outlined in this section are
equally applicable to codes based on the Hamming distance, the Levenshtein distance,
as well as our own distance functions.
1. The set of all possible DNA words S of fixed length l is generated by iterating
every nucleobase Σ = {A,T,C,G} at every position.
S = {s|s ∈ Σ∗, |s| = l}
2. The set S is filtered for the desired biochemical properties (e.g., uniform GC
content, cf. Section 3.3.2) to get the pool of candidate barcodes P .
3. A subset C of P is chosen such that the desired minimum distance mind is guar-
anteed:
C ⊂ P · dmin(C) ≥ mind
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The last item on this list requires the most attention. Ideally, we could find an optimal
(i.e., maximum) subset of P , giving us the most efficient code design. Realistically,
we will have to settle for more efficient solutions at the cost of smaller sets C. In the
following sections, we will elucidate several methods of choosing a subset C of P .
3.5.2. Exhaustive Search
For a distance-based error-correction code, the optimal code is the largest subset of
all eligible code words that have a pairwise distance above mind. The generation of
such a code can therefore be accomplished by an exhaustive search of the set of all
possible subsets (outlined as Algorithm 2 in Appendix B).
The worst-case runtime behaviour of the algorithm depends on the length l of the
barcode sequence and can be estimated as:
Tgenerate code exhaustive(l) = O(|P(P )| × |P |2)× Tdistance(l)
= O(2|P | × |P |2)× Tdistance(l)
∣∣|P(A)| = 2|A|
= O(2(4
l) × (4l)2)× Tdistance(l)
∣∣|P | = O(4l)
In summary, the exhaustive search is unfeasible for sets of sufficiently long DNA bar-
codes (e.g., at least 7-nt-long). Therefore, we explored different heuristic algorithms to
find nearly-optimal codes in the following sections.
3.5.3. Conway’s Closure Algorithm
Conway’s closure algorithm, often also named lexicode algorithm forms the centre of
our heuristic code generation and was first conceived by Conway and Sloane [83]. The
algorithm starts with an empty set (the initial code), the list of eligible candidate bar-
codes in lexicographic order (the pool P ), a distance metric, and a required minimum
distance.
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The algorithm takes candidate DNA barcodes from the pool P and checks if the can-
didate barcode meets the required minimum distance to each DNA barcode in the
current code. If the requirement is met, the barcode is added to the code. Then,
the next candidate barcode is checked. These steps are repeated until each candi-
date from the pool P has been tested exactly once. The result returned by Conway’s
closure algorithm is the completely closed code C.
Assuming that the size of the maximum code can maximally approach the size of the
pool, i.e., |max code| ∈ O(|P |)), the runtime complexity of Conway’s Closure algorithm
can be estimated as:
Tgenerate code conway(l) = O(|P |2)× Tdistance(l)
= O((4l)2)× Tdistance(l) | |P | = O(4l)
We have outlined the algorithm in Appendix B as Algorithm 3.
3.5.4. Sampling
The sampling heuristic builds upon Conway’s closure algorithm. Conway’s closure
algorithm is run with non-empty initial codes, which we will call seeds. Seeds consist
of 2-4 randomly chosen DNA barcodes. Preconditions are that the DNA barcodes of
the seed are unique, are present in the pool, and meet the required minimum distance
between each other.
Conway’s closure algorithm is run on multiple random seeds and the best resulting
code, usually the largest one, is chosen as the result of the sampling algorithm. We
have outlined the sampling algorithm in Appendix B as Algorithm 4. The sampling
algorithm was first proposed by Ashlock et al. [12].
The runtime complexity of the sampling algorithm can be described as a function of
the number of samples and the complexity of Conway’s closure algorithm:
Tgenerate code sampling(l) = nSamples × Tgenerate code conway(l)
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Hence, the runtime of the sampling algorithm is a freely chosen multiple of the runtime
of Conway’s closure algorithm.
3.5.5. Ashlock’s Greedy Closure Evolutionary Algorithm
The greedy closure evolutionary algorithm was first described for this application by
Ashlock et al. [12, 84] and is an extension to the sampling algorithm of the previous
section.
For the greedy closure evolutionary algorithm, a medium number of seeds (now called
chromosomes) are tested for the maximum code size that they can generate using
Conway’s closure algorithm. Successful seeds, i.e., those that result in large code
sizes, are kept while unsuccessful seeds are replaced with mutated copies of the suc-
cessful seeds.
Systematically, the algorithm works as follows. A fixed number of chromosomes (the
seeds) are randomly generated and their codes closed with Conway’s closure algo-
rithm. Chromosomes are sorted by the size of the codes they have generated (i.e.,
their fitness). The chromosomes found in the lower half of the fitness are discarded
and replaced with copies of the chromosomes found in the upper half of fitness. The
replacement chromosomes are now mutated, i.e., a random number of their seed bar-
codes are replaced by random new barcodes from the pool. The same steps are now
repeated for another iteration until a maximum number of iterations have been exe-
cuted. The result of the algorithm is the code with the best fitness, i.e., with the highest
number of DNA barcodes in the closed code.
The algorithm has several parameters that heavily influence the quality of the results:
The number of chromosomes, the number of iterations over all chromosomes, and the
probability of replacing a DNA barcode of the seed with another random barcode.
The runtime complexity of the greedy closure evolutionary algorithm can be described
as a function of the number of chromosomes, the number of iterations over them and
the runtime of Conway’s closure algorithm:
Tgenerate code evolutionary(l) = nChromosomes × nIterations × Tgenerate code conway(l)
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Consequently, the runtime behaviour of the greedy closure evolutionary algorithm is
equal to the runtime behaviour of the sampling algorithm, considering that the number
of samples (of the sampling algorithm) may be equal to the product of the number of
Chromosomes and the number of iterations (of the greedy closure evolutionary algo-
rithm).
Among other heuristic algorithms for the generation of classic Levenshtein-based
codes, this particular method has given the best results (Houghten et al. [85]). The
same study revealed that this method yielded nearly-optimal solutions for short code
words (l ≤ 5) and it reached approximately one-third to one-half of the upper limit of
code sizes for longer code words (5 < l ≤ 12) (Houghten et al. [85], Bogdanova et al.
[86]). We have outlined the greedy closure evolutionary algorithm in Appendix B as
Algorithm 5.
For this work, we applied all three code generation variants to the problems presented
in Chapters 5 to 7 and have worked only with the best results. We have also compared
the performance of the different heuristics in Section 5.8.
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DNA Barcode Sets
The first usable set of DNA barcodes for the correction of insertions, deletions, and
substitutions was proposed by Ashlock et al. (first presented in [12] and explained in
detail in Sections 3.4.2 and 3.5.5). Since then, the generation of these barcode sets
was improved multiple times, for example by Faircloth and Glenn [11].
The error-correction capabilities of these Levenshtein-based barcode sets have been
mathematically proven, but their real implementation in a DNA context has not been
shown. In this chapter, we will evaluate Levenshtein-based barcode sets in a DNA con-
text by analysing their mathematical properties as well as by mutation simulations.
4.1. The Issue of Levenshtein-based Codes in a DNA
Context
The correctness of Levenshtein-based barcodes is based on several assumptions that
are made during code generation and error correction1. One such assumption is that
the length of all original and corrupted code words is already known. We argue that
this assumption is violated in a DNA context. This makes Levenshtein-based codes
ineligible to be used as DNA barcode sets.
The length of the DNA barcodes is known because we constructed them ourselves.
However, the length of the received code word cannot be determined because it is
embedded into the DNA sequence. In Illumina protocols, the DNA barcode is followed
1 cf. Section 3.4.2
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Figure 4.1.: Deletions and Insertions in a DNA Context (A) Deletion of second base A of
word CAGG after adapter ligation results in a read CGGCA... (B) Insertion of base T at second
position of word CAGG after adapter ligation results in read CTAGGCA.... Both examples show
the complexity of separating the received words from a DNA context.
by an index adapter (cf. Section 2.2.1). In the PacBio protocol, the barcode is followed
by the sequenced insert (cf. Section 2.2.2). As opposed to (for example) natural lan-
guage or Morse code, no space information to separate a word from the context exists
in these protocols.
If a base of a DNA barcode is deleted during processing, the barcode is shortened
and the first base of the sample DNA sequence takes the place of the last base of the
DNA barcode. This process is depicted in Figure 4.1 (A). If a base is inserted into a
DNA barcode, the DNA barcode is elongated and the last base of the DNA barcode
now becomes the first base of the sample DNA sequence (Figure 4.1 (B)). There is no
inherent separation between a DNA barcode and the sample sequence to detect this
change in length, and thus the new length of the corrupted DNA barcode is unknown.
Consequently, we argue that traditional Levenshtein correction fails.
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Figure 4.2.: Deficiency of Levenshtein Codes in DNA Context Classic Levenshtein-based
codes fail in a DNA context as the word boundary is not decodable. Here, the original barcode
CAGG became corrupted through a deletion. The new barcode CGGC is now closer to the wrong
barcode CGTC on the left as opposed to the original barcode CAGG on the right.
4.2. Counter Example
To show the failure of traditional Levenshtein correction, we construct two code words
s1 and s2 whose Levenshtein distance is 3. Through the interference of an attached
DNA insert of our choice, we show that an unambiguous correction of a single mutation
is no longer possible, as shown in Figure 4.2.
We construct the code words s1 and s2 as:
s1 = CAGG
s2 = CGTC
with the Levenshtein distance
dL(s1, s2) = 3
In an exemplary biological experiment, s1 could be used as a barcode and it could be
followed by CA so that the whole DNA sequence reads2:
stemplate = CAGG|CA. . .
2 We use a vertical bar to separate the barcode from the DNA sequence as a visual guide. No such
separation between barcode and sample sequence is present on a molecular level.
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Presumed Word Length Presumed Word Boundary Candidate Barcodes
CAGG CGTC
3 CGG|CA 1 2
4 CGGC|A 2 1
5 CGGCA| 3 2
Table 4.1.: Comparison of Two Candidate Barcodes Using Different Presumed Word
Lengths We compare the candidate barcodes CAGG and CGTC. Levenshtein distances for
word boundaries presumed at 3 and 4 conflict and an unambiguous identification of the origi-
nal barcode that was used is not possible.
We depict the construction of the DNA sequence stemplate in the upper part of Fig-
ure 4.2.
If the base A at the second position of stemplate is deleted, the base C (previously on
position 5) succeeds the base at position 4 so that the sequenced DNA sreceived now
reads:
sreceived = CGGC|A. . .
This sequence sreceived is also depicted in the middle part of Figure 4.2.
Because the deletion remains undetected, we would try to find a correction for
sreceived = CGGC. Consequently, the code word s2 is actually closer to received se-
quence that was manipulated than the code word s1:
dL(s2, sreceived) = 1
dL(s1, sreceived) = 2
Note that there is no possibility to find the actual chain of mutations because the only
criteria to correct errors is the minimum distance. Trying to guess the real length of the
corrupted barcode gives ambiguous results as shown in Table 4.1.
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4.3. Simulation of Correction of Levenshtein-based
DNA Barcode Sets
We have assessed the general application of classic Levenshtein-based codes through
a simulation which was constructed as follows: A large number of barcodes of the
same length was selected at random from sets of barcodes with minimum Levenshtein
distances of dminL = 3 and other sets with dminL = 5. To each barcode we attached a
sample insert of random bases. The barcode within each of these sample sequences
was then mutated with a single random insertion or deletion error and then an attempt
was made to decode the result. As the length of the received code word was unknown,
the code word with an equal length as the generated DNA barcodes was used. If
decoding did not work (i.e., there was no DNA barcode with a distance of 1 to the
received code word), code words of the length n−1 and n+1 were tried. If ambiguities
still existed, we decided on a random eligible DNA barcode.
Importantly, the simulation does not represent a real scenario. Both Illumina’s and
PacBio’s Next Generation Sequencing platforms show different, specific error patterns.
The aim of the simulation was to assess the average performance of Levenshtein-
based codes in a DNA context over all possible mutations.
Figure 4.3 depicts the results of this simulation. We found that DNA barcodes based
on classical Levenshtein codes with a minimum distance dminL = 3 failed to correct indel
errors on average in 26% of the cases. This error level is very close to 1
4
, which is the
probability that the adverse base was inserted or the adverse base was appended to
the barcode after a deletion. Accordingly, classic Levenshtein-based codes correctly
decoded barcodes that have been corrupted once if the codes have the capability to
correct two errors, but failed in 6.5% of two-corruption cases (on average). This error
level is explained by the probability of inserting or complementing the two random
worst-case bases, which is
(
1
4
)2
= 1
16
= 0.0625. Note that Clarke and Ferreira showed
in their work on fixed-length codes that Levenshtein-based codes with a minimum
distance dminL = 5 can robustly correct one error in a context scenario, as applied here
[87].
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Figure 4.3.: Simulation of Levenshtein-based Codes in a DNA Context Levenshtein-based
codes with a minimum distance dminL = 3 failed to correct insertion or deletion (indel) errors
in 26% of the cases on average while Levenshtein-based codes with a minimum distance
dminL = 5 always corrected one indel error but failed to decode two indel errors in about 6.5%
of the cases.
4.4. An Existing Solution
Only a single novel solution to a similar problem has been proposed before. Clarke
and Ferreira considered the problem of correcting insertion, deletion, and substitu-
tion errors of binary code words in a so-called fixed-length buffer scenario [87]. The
scenario can occur during the electronic transmission of datagrams over networks or
buses when the received data is stored in registers. Any insertion or deletion of a bit of
information during transmission (a well-known problem called a synchronisation error)
introduces additional errors, which Clarke and Ferreira termed Type II errors:
• The deletion of a bit (Type I error) is directly followed by an insertion at the end
of the code word (Type II error).
• The insertion of a bit (Type I error) is directly followed by the deletion of the last
bit of the code word (Type II error).
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Figure 4.4.: The Fixed-Length Buffer Scenario The code word 01100 is transmitted over a
communications channel as one of several transmitted words. During transmission, a single bit
is inserted into the data stream. On the receiver’s side, incoming data is inserted into a buffer of
fixed length. Because of the inserted bit, the last bit of the code word moves to the beginning of
the next received word. Therefore, a synchronisation error occurs, as the boundaries of words
have been displaced.
Clarke and Ferreira found a solution to the construction of code words within such a
scenario by modifying the Levenshtein distance. Their new distance metric is called
Levenshtein Decoding Distance (dLD ) and is defined as follows:
Definition 4.1.
The Levenshtein Decoding Distance between two words x and y is the minimum num-
ber of operations need to transform one word into another. The two operations are:
• An insertion with a subsequent deletion of the last bit of the word.
• A deletion with a subsequent insertion of a bit to the end of the word.
Codes based on the Levenshtein Decoding Distance with a minimum distance of
dminLD = 3 have slightly more words than Levenshtein-based codes with the same er-
ror correction capability (dminL = 5), but have much fewer words than code sets of a
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Levenshtein distance of dminL = 3 (Figure 1 in [87]). Additionally, Clarke and Ferreira
proved the mathematical correctness of the error correction capabilities of the code
words based on the Levenshtein Decoding Distance.
We propose a possible adaptation of the fixed-length buffer scenario to the DNA bar-
code problem as follows. Firstly, the definition of the Levenshtein Decoding Distance
is adapted to the quaternary alphabet of DNA and the additional substitution operation
is introduced. Secondly, the fixed-length buffer is simulated. This is achieved by trun-
cating sequence reads that consist of a (corrupted) barcode and an attached insert
or adapter at precisely the length of the barcode. Afterwards, the truncated sequence
read is decoded.
While this approach is an effective solution to the problem of correcting insertion, dele-
tion, or substitution errors of DNA barcodes in a DNA context, the approach lacks
efficiency:
• With Next Generation Sequencing technologies, the receiving buffer is not of
fixed length. On PacBio’s platform, the read will consist of the barcode plus as
much as possible of the attached insert. On the Illumina platform, more bases of
the index can be sequenced than necessary. It is therefore possible to recover
bases that have been displaced by insertions.
• The definition of operations in the Levenshtein Decoding Distance (Definition 4.1)
can be improved. In this metric, every insertion requires the last base to be
deleted and every deletion requires an insertion at the end of the barcode. In
reality, when one barcode is mutated by a single insertion followed by a single
deletion, no subsequent changes to the end of the barcode are necessary. The
total number of Type II errors will be the difference in the number of insertions
and deletions. Clarke and Ferreira considered this issue in their analysis of the
problem but did not solve it in their new distance metric.
In the next chapter we introduce our own, more efficient solution to this particular
problem in form of the Sequence-Levenshtein distance.
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This chapter concerns the construction of sets of DNA barcodes that are capable
of correcting a pre-defined number of insertion, deletion, or substitution errors even
in a DNA context. To achieve this goal, we scrutinised DNA barcodes in their DNA
context, defined a new distance metric and assessed the correction abilities of these
barcodes.
5.1. Problem Analysis
The primary problem of DNA barcodes based on the classic Levenshtein distance is
the lack of the definition of word length in a DNA context. Essentially, each DNA read
is one continuous word, lacking stop signals such as spaces which are found in natural
language texts.
In traditional DNA barcode designs, code words are presumed to be autonomous and
self-contained pieces of information. Sequence reads are not considered to be words
or code words of the “DNA language”. Therefore, the definition of code words has to
be adapted to the properties of the transmission channel that we elaborated upon in
Section 3.2.
Here, we adjust the traditional concept of DNA language towards integrating DNA
barcodes and words into their DNA context. In the first step, we propose a temporary
change of the traditional concept in the following way: Words are not barcodes of
small specific length l but any sequence of bases followed by an infinite number of
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Figure 5.1: New Barcode Concept - Step
1 In the first step of the new concept, DNA
barcodes consist of the sequence of bar-
code bases followed by an infinite number
of wildcard bases that represent the (possi-
bly) infinite DNA context.
wildcard bases (expressed as the base N) that represent the DNA context. Figure 5.1
depicts this concept for example words s1 and s2 of Section 4.2. A new distance
metric on these words works in a similar way to the traditional Levenshtein distance:
The distance between code words s1 and s2 is the number of insertions, deletions, or
substitutions to transform s1 into s2. Substitutions of bases with wildcards or vice versa
are free of cost.
This cost-free wildcard substitution requires justification. For the purpose of distance-
based codes, the distance metric may always underestimate the real dissimilarity be-
tween two words, but must never overestimate that dissimilarity. This follows directly
from the error correction requirements as outlined in Section 3.4.1. The wildcard bases
are stand-ins for the worst possible base in any real world scenario. Therefore, a sub-
stitution of N for any real base A/C/G/T or vice versa does not increase the distance1,
as the worst case means that the wildcard is equal to the real base at hand.
Calculating this modification of the Levenshtein metric on infinitely long words cannot
be efficiently realised. For the new concept to work, it is only necessary to substitute
real bases at the end of a barcode for wildcards (or vice versa). The substitution of
one wildcard for another is not necessary. We therefore simplify this concept a little
further by using only the necessary minimum number of wildcards, as depicted in
Figure 5.2.
1 In a real case scenario with random, uniformly distributed inserts, the average cost of such a substitu-
tion would have to be 14 .
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Figure 5.2: New Barcode Concept - Step
2 The number of wildcard bases is reduced
from infinite down to the minimum number
that is necessary to substitute real bases for
wildcard bases or vice versa.
It is apparent that we only need as many wildcards as the difference in lengths be-
tween barcodes s1 and s2 after applying all other insertion, deletion, and substitution
operations. For the final design of our DNA Barcode scheme, we therefore replace the
concept of wildcards with two cost-free operations that substitute the end of the longer
barcode with the DNA context of the other barcode, as depicted in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: New Barcode Concept - Final
Step The concept of wildcards is replaced
with the concept of cost-free truncation and
elongation operations.
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5.2. Definition of a New Distance Metric
From the problem analysis of the previous section, we directly derive a modification
to the Sequence Levenshtein distance that allows us to generate DNA barcodes for a
DNA context:
Definition 5.1 (Sequence-Levenshtein Distance).
The Sequence-Levenshtein distance between two words x and y is the minimum num-
ber of the following three operations:
• Substitutions
• Deletions
• Insertions
which results in word x¯, finalised by applying one of the following operations exactly
once:
• Truncating x¯ to match the length of y
• Elongating x¯ to match the length and bases of y
The latter two operations do not increase the distance between x and y.
The Sequence-Levenshtein distance function will be denominated in this text by
dSL(x,y).
Figure 5.4: Example of a Sequence-
Levenshtein Distance Sequence TTCC
can be transformed into sequence
TGCATGCATA by deleting the second
base T, substituting base C for G and then
elongating the sequence with ATGCATA.
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The following alternate phrasing helps to clarify Definition 5.1:
Corollary 5.1.
The Sequence-Levenshtein distance between words x and y is the minimum Leven-
shtein distance between x and y, x and any prefix of y, and y and any prefix of x:
dSL(x, y) = min

dL(x, y),
{dL(x, yp)|yp ∈ Prefixes(y)} ,
{dL(xp, y)|xp ∈ Prefixes(x )}
 (5.1)
Example 5.1.
Figure 5.4 depicts the Sequence-Levenshtein distance between sequences TTCC and
TGCATGCATA. The former sequence is an example of a barcode and the latter se-
quence is an example sequence read.
In comparison, the Hamming distance for these two sequences is undefined because
their word length does not match. The classic Levenshtein distance between them is
seven.
It is evident that the Sequence-Levenshtein distance is now applicable to the distance
between barcodes (necessary for code generation) as well as between barcodes and
sequence reads (necessary for error correction).
For the purpose of barcode generation, we now revisit the example of Section 4.2,
where code words CAGG and CGTC had a Levenshtein distance of dL(CAGG,CGTC) =
3:
Example 5.2.
The new Sequence-Levenshtein distance between code words CAGG and CGTC is
dSL(CAGG,CGTC) = 2
As their distance using the new Sequence-Levenshtein distance is only 2 (Figure 5.5
on next page), sequences CAGG and CGTC cannot be part of the same error correcting
code.
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Figure 5.5: Example of the Sequence-
Levenshtein Distance between Candidate
Barcodes The distance between the two barcodes
is only two: Delete second base A of CAGG to get
CGG and substitute third base G with T to get CGT. In
the worst case the remaining sample sequence will
start with base C, so that if we elongate with C then
get CGTC.
5.3. Properties of Sequence Levenshtein Distance
In this section we will present and prove several properties of the new Sequence-
Levenshtein distance. Knowing the distance properties allows us to prove that sets
of barcodes generated with these properties in mind have certain error correcting
capabilities. Furthermore, we will better understand the possible applications of the
distance as well as computational optimisations.
5.3.1. Classification of Sequence Levenshtein Distance within
Measure Theory
The following propositions are needed to classify the Sequence-Levenshtein distance
within measure theory (cf. [67]) and formal proofs of correctness.
Theorem 5.1.
The distance between any word and itself is zero:
∀x · dSL(x, x) = 0
Proof 5.1.
There is no operation necessary to transform word x to itself and therefore this
Sequence-Levenshtein distance is dSL = 0.
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This in turn means that two words are unequal if their distance is greater than zero:
Corollary 5.2.
∀x, y · dSL(x, y) 6= 0 =⇒ x 6= y
However, a distance of zero does not imply the equality of the words:
Theorem 5.2.
∀x, y · dSL(x, y) = 0 6=⇒ x = y
Proof 5.2.
Words x = A and y = AC are unequal but have a Sequence-Levenshtein distance of
zero.
Theorem 5.3 (Non-negativity).
The distance between any two words is always greater or equal to zero:
∀x, y · dSL(x, y) ≥ 0
Proof 5.3.
There are either no operations necessary to transform x into y so that dSL(x, y) = 0 or
one needs to apply substitutions, insertions, and deletions to x to transform it into y in
which case dSL(x, y) > 0.
Theorem 5.4 (Symmetry).
For any words x and y the distance is equal regardless of direction in which it is mea-
sured:
dSL(x, y) = dSL(y, x)
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Proof 5.4.
All operations in this distance measure are symmetrical (depicted further in Table 5.1):
• An insertion of base B at position p (abbreviated ins(B , p)) is the reversal of
deletion of base B at position p (abbreviated del(p)) and vice versa.
• The substitution of base B1 with base B2 at position p (sub(B2 , p)) is the reversal
of a substitution of base B2 with base B1 at position p (sub(B1 , p)).
• Truncation trunc() is the reversal of the elongation elong() and vice versa.
Operation Symmetrical Counterpart
ins(B , p) del(p)
del(p) ins(B , p)
sub(B1 , p) sub(B2 , p)
elong() trunc()
trunc() elong()
Table 5.1.: Symmetry of Distance Operations
The distance dSL(x, y) can be expressed as a sequence of operations
opxy =
〈
op1xy , op
2
xy , op
3
xy , · · · , opdSL(x,y)xy , elong()/trunc()
〉
with opxy i ∈ {ins(), del(), sub()}
Example 5.3.
Transforming x to y (Forward Transformation)
x→ sub()→ ins()→ del()→ trunc()→ y
The reversal operations sequence to transform y back into x is obtained by reversing
the individual substitution, deletion, and insertion operations and finalising with the
reverse of the elongation or truncation operation:
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Example 5.4.
Transforming y to x (Reverse Transformation)
y → ins()→ del()→ sub()→ elong()→ x
The number of necessary ins()/del()/sub()-operations is equal to the number of oper-
ations to transform x into y. If the smallest number of necessary reverse operations
(transforming y into x, Example 5.4) were smaller than the number of forward opera-
tions (transforming x into y, Example 5.3), we could simply reverse the smaller number
of reverse operations to get a smaller number of forward operations, which contradicts
the notion that the number of forward operations are already the fewest.
Theorem 5.5 (Triangle Inequality).
The distance between any two words x and y must be equal to or smaller than the sum
of two distances between x and z, and z and y. Further simplified this means that a
detour is never shorter than the shortest direct distance.
dSL(x, y) ≤ dSL(x, z) + dSL(z, y) (5.2)
Proof 5.5.
Suppose the transformation of x to z is the result of a sequence of operations opxz and
the transformation of z to y is the sequence of operations opzy .
By the very nature of these operations, x can be transformed to y by the concatenation
of both operation sequences without the elongation or truncation followed by its own
truncation or elongation:
opxy =
〈
op1xz , · · · , opdSL(x,z)xz , op1zy , · · · , opdSL(z,y)zy , elong()/trunc()
〉
The number of substitutions,deletions and insertions in opxy is the sum of substitutions,
deletions and insertions in opxz and opzy and therefore dSL(x, y) is at most equal to
dSL(x, z) + dSL(z, y).
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Corollary 5.3.
The Sequence-Levenshtein distance is a pseudo distance metric. (Follows directly
from Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 to 5.5 and definition 3.7.)
Corollary 5.4.
The Sequence-Levenshtein distance is not a distance metric (follows directly from The-
orem 5.2 and definition 3.6).
5.3.2. Performance Optimisation
The following properties support the creation of efficient algorithms for calculating the
Sequence-Levenshtein distance.
Theorem 5.6.
The Sequence-Levenshtein distance between any two words x and y is at most the
minimum of the length of both words:
∀x, y · dSL(x, y) ≤ min(|x|, |y|)
Proof 5.6.
For all words x and y with |x| ≤ |y|, we can construct a prefix yˆ of y that is equal in
length to word x (yˆ ∈ Prefixes(y) and |yˆ| = |x|).
Under any circumstances, we can transform word x into word yˆ by substituting ev-
ery single base of x. Thus, the Levenshtein distance between x and yˆ is at most
dL(x, yˆ) ≤ |x| and the Sequence-Levenshtein distance between words x and y is at
most dSL(x, y) ≤ |x|.
The symmetric argument is true for the reverse situation, where y is shorter or equal
in length to y (|y| ≤ |x|) so that dSL(x, y) ≤ |y|.
In combination, the Sequence-Levenshtein distance between any words x and y must
be smaller or equal to the minimum length of both words.
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Because of Theorem 5.6, we know that the maximum Sequence Levenshtein distance
between a DNA barcode sbc and a sequence read sread with |sread |  |sbc| is at most
equal to the length of the barcode (max(dSL(sbc, sread)) = |sbc|). Therefore, we are able
to calculate the proper Sequence Levenshtein distance between any barcode and any
sequence read if the sequence read is longer than the barcode.
Theorem 5.7.
When comparing two words x and y with |y| ≥ 2 × |x|, the longer word y can be
truncated to twice the length of word x without changing the Sequence-Levenshtein
distance between x and y:
∀x, y, |y| ≥ 2× |x| · dSL(x, y) = dSL(x, y[1 . . . (2× |x|)])
Proof 5.7.
For any two words x and y with |y| ≥ 2× |x|, the distance dSL(x, y) is at most equal to
the length of x. Hence, at most |x| many operations are necessary to transform x into
a word xˆ that is equal to y or a prefix of y. The maximum change in length to transform
x into xˆ is an increase of |x| to 2 × |x| (all insertion operations) or a decrease by |x|
to 0 (all deletion operations). Therefore, the length of xˆ is at most 2 × |x| so that a
subsequence of y of exactly this length is sufficient to test if xˆ is equal to y or a prefix
of y.
As a result of Theorem 5.7, the computational complexity can be decreased consider-
ably. Instead of comparing sets of barcodes with each full length sequence read, we
can compare these barcodes with the first 2× l bases of the sequence read.
5.3.3. Error-Correction Properties
The Sequence-Levenshtein Distance is not a metric but a pseudo metric, meaning that
a separate proof of the error correcting properties of codes based on this distance is
necessary.
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Theorem 5.8.
A code C can correct up to kc insertion, deletion, and substitution errors in a DNA
context if:
kc ≤
⌊
dminSL (C)− 1
2
⌋
(5.3)
Theorem 5.9.
The same code C can detect up to kd errors if:
kd ≤ dminSL (C)− 1 (5.4)
We will use the triangle property (Theorem 5.5) of the Sequence-Levenshtein distance
to prove Theorems 5.8 and 5.9.
Proof 5.8 (Theorem 5.8).
Suppose code word x is mutated by kc or less insertions, deletions, or substitutions
so that the new word y is created. By definition, the Sequence-Levenshtein distance
between x and y is at most kc (dSL(x, y) ≤ kc). Per Equation (5.3), the distance dSL(x, z)
between code word x and any other code word z 6= x is at least 2 × kc + 1. With the
triangle inequality (Equation (5.2)), we know that:
2× kc + 1 ≤ kc + dSL(y, z) | − kc
kc + 1 ≤ dSL(y, z) |dSL(y, x) ≤ kc
dSL(y, x) < dSL(y, z)
The distance dSL(y, z) between the corrupted word y and the original code word x is
always smaller than the distance between the corrupted word y and any other code
word z that is not equal to x. Therefore, the corrupted word y can be correctly assigned
to its originating code word x at all times.
The proof of Theorem 5.9 is constructed in an equivalent manner:
Proof 5.9 (Theorem 5.9).
Suppose code word x is mutated by kd or less insertions, deletions, or substitutions
so that the new word y is created. By definition, the Sequence-Levenshtein distance
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between x and y is at most kd (dSL(x, y) ≤ kd). Per Equation (5.4), the distance dSL(x, z)
between code word x and any other code word z 6= x is at least kd+1. With the triangle
inequality (Equation (5.2)), we know that:
kd + 1 ≤ kd + dSL(y, z) | − kd
1 ≤ dSL(y, z)
0 < dSL(y, z)
The Sequence-Levenshtein distance between the corrupted word y and any code word
z (with z 6= x) is always larger than zero. Using Theorem 5.1, we now know that y
and z are not equal, which in turn means that y can never be a valid code word that
is not equal to the originating code word x. Therefore, any code word corruption is
detectable.
5.4. Efficient Calculation of Sequence-Levenshtein
Distance
Dynamic Programming
The Wagner-Fischer2 algorithm can compute the classic Levenshtein distance be-
tween words x and y in polynomial time TWF ∈ Θ(|x| × |y|) [78, 79]3. We adapted
this algorithm to calculate the Sequence-Levenshtein distance. In Equation (5.1) we
outlined how the Sequence-Levenshtein distance between any two words can be re-
duced to the Levenshtein distances between the words and their prefixes. Informa-
tion about distances between prefixes is already available within the distance matrix
(“distances”) of the Wagner-Fischer algorithm. For any two words x and y, the matrix
element distances [i, j] contains the distance between sub-strings x[1 . . . i] and y[1 . . . j].
2 Dynamic algorithms for similar distance calculations were developed earlier, for example by Needle-
man and Wunsch [88]. However, we see Wagner and Fischer’s implementation as being closest to our
requirements.
3 cf. Algorithm 7 in Appendix B
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Thus, the column distances [i, |y|] contains the Levenshtein distances between word y
and the prefixes of x, while the row distances [|x|, j] contains the Levenshtein distances
between word x and the prefixes of y.
The final Sequence-Levenshtein distance between words x and y is therefore cal-
culated from the minimum of all matrix elements ∀i ∈ 0 . . . |x| · distances [i, |y|] and
∀j ∈ 0 . . . |y| · distances [|x|, j]4.
The time complexity of the algorithm is then TAWF ∈ Θ(|x|×|y|+ |x|+ |y|) ∈ Θ(|x|×|y|).
The space complexity is equal to the space complexity of the original algorithm SAWF ∈
SWF .
Lazy Evaluation
Allison observed in his work on Lazy Evaluation of the Levenshtein distance that the
Wagner-Fischer algorithm must only evaluate a limited number of diagonals in a need-
to-know fashion [89]. The following paragraphs briefly explain the principle as devel-
oped by Allison.
The matrix distances has the following lower bound:
∀i ∈ [0 . . . |x|], j ∈ [0 . . . |y|] ·minValue(i, j) = abs(i− j) (5.5)
The minimum value of any distances matrix element distances [i, j] is equal to the ab-
solute distance of that diagonal from the main diagonal.
Suppose i < j and one calculates the distances element distances [i, j] (line 18 of
Algorithm 7 in Appendix B). It is now not necessary to calculate distances element
distances [i−1, j] if the minimum of distances [i, j−1] + 1 and distances [i−1, j−1] + cost
is already equal to or smaller than the lowest possible value of distances [i − 1, j] + 1.
The symmetric case is true for i > j.
4 cf. Algorithm 8 in Appendix B
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Thus, if the Levenshtein distance between words x and y is zero, one needs to cal-
culate only the main diagonal, starting with distances [|x|, |y|] and walking recursively
backwards towards distances [i−1, j−1]. If the distance between x and y is higher than
zero, additional secondary diagonals must be inspected and calculated backwards, in
a need-to-know, recursive fashion.
The time complexity of the lazy algorithm is now TLazy ∈ Θ(|x| × (1 + dL(x, y))). The
worst case time complexity is unchanged at O(|x| × |y|) but gets progressively better
for smaller distances between x and y.
We adapted the Allison’s Lazy Evaluation algorithm as follows. We decreases the
number of elements of the last row and the last column that needs to be calculated
using the lower bound of Equation (5.5). The element distances [i− 1, |y|] only needs to
be calculated if minValue(i−1, |y|) < distances [i, |y|], and the element distances [|x|, j−
1] only needs to be calculated if minValue(|x|, j − 1) < distances [|x|, j].
The time complexity of the adapted algorithm remains at TSeqLevLazy ∈ TLazy .
5.5. Application of Sequence-Levenshtein Codes
In this section, we will apply the theory of codes based on the Sequence-Levenshtein
distance. We will describe our method of generating DNA barcodes and compare sizes
of codes based on our new Sequence-Levenshtein distance, the classic Levenshtein
distance as well as the Hamming distance.
5.5.1. Code Generation
The generation of our sets of barcodes based on the Sequence-Levenshtein distance
follows the outline and methods of Section 3.5. Here, we describe further implemen-
tation details.
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For the calculation of maximal set sizes of barcodes of length l, we initially generated
the full set of all candidate barcodes with custom software written in Java. This initial
barcode set was then filtered to exclude barcodes with GC-content of less than 40% or
more than 60%, perfect self-complementation, or more than two sequential repetitions
of the same base.
We generated codes heuristically with Conway’s closure algorithm, the sampling algo-
rithm, as well as greedy closure evolutionary algorithm by Ashlock et al. [12, 84] as
described in Section 3.5.5.
5.5.2. Naming Scheme
For the remainder of this thesis, we will identify barcode sets by the length of their
barcodes and the minimum Sequence-Levenshtein distance between them. We de-
nominate a set with barcodes of length l and minimum Sequence-Levenshtein distance
d as “〈l,d〉 barcode set”. Hence, a barcode set of length 7 and a minimum Sequence-
Levenshtein distance dminSL = 3 will be called “〈7,3〉 barcode set”.
5.5.3. Code Sizes
We calculated and verified a number of Sequence-Levenshtein codes for different se-
quence lengths and compared them to codes with higher minimum Levenshtein dis-
tance that were designed for the correction of at least that particular number of errors
(the guaranteed error correction capability in a DNA context). Figure 5.6 depicts the
number of DNA barcodes that we generated for the correction of at least 1 or 2 in-
sertion, deletion, and substitution errors with our Sequence-Levenshtein distance and
with the classic Levenshtein distance. For comparison purposes, we also added the
number of barcodes of the classic Levenshtein-based code with a distance dminL = 3
that does not guarantee to correct at least one error reliably in a DNA context (as
shown in Section 4.3).
For code words of length 8nt, 48 = 65,536 possible combinations of DNA bases can
be generated. Of those, 14,600 met the required chemical properties as described
in the Methods section. Finally, with the Sequence-Levenshtein distance a maximum
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Figure 5.6.: Number of Barcodes vs Barcode Length Barcodes based on the Sequence-
Levenshtein distance resulted in barcodes with a magnitude of higher numbers then Leven-
shtein barcodes for the same length of the barcode and the same guaranteed minimum error
correction capability. The guaranteed correction of one additional error shrank the number of
barcodes by almost two magnitudes.
barcode set of 188 elements for the correction of one error in a DNA context could
be generated. This is equivalent to a code rate of log2(188)
log2(65,536)
≈ 0.472. For classic
Levenshtein-based codes, we could generate 552 barcodes, the equivalent of a code
rate of log2(552)
log2(65,536)
≈ 0.569. We found that the code rate increased with barcode length for
both Levenshtein and Sequence-Levenshtein based codes, as shown in Figure 5.7.
Figure 5.6 shows that our modified Sequence-Levenshtein codes scaled up to more
than 20,000 possible barcodes with one guaranteed correctable error. This would sat-
isfy the needs of the most complex sample multiplexing setups. Alternatively, for a
medium-sized experiment of only 48 samples, the length of the barcode did not need
to exceed 7 bases (77 barcodes). Conversely, we could increase the robustness of the
code to 2 correctable errors and generate 90 11-nt-long barcodes. Compared to clas-
sic Levenshtein-based codes, we produced one order of magnitude more barcodes for
the same length and guaranteed minimum number of correctable errors.
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Figure 5.7.: Code Rates of Levenshtein and Sequence-Levenshtein codes depending on the
length of code words.
5.5.4. Barcode Lengths
For practical purposes, the information about the required length of the barcode for a
given number of samples is often more interesting than the information of how many
samples are supported by a given barcode length. In an experimental setup, a re-
searcher will often have an approximate number of samples (e.g., tissue from subjects)
and an opinion about the required error correction properties of the DNA barcode de-
sign. The minimum length of the barcodes follows directly from these requirements.
Figure 5.8 depicts the minimum required barcode length (y-axis) depending on the
number of samples to be sequenced in parallel (logarithmic x-axis). A staircase effect
is immediately visible, stemming from the discrete nature of barcode lengths: A set
of 5-nt-long Sequence-Levenshtein barcodes must be used for more than 4 samples.
The same set supports up to 13 samples before longer barcodes must be chosen.
Using the Sequence-Levenshtein-based barcodes instead of Hamming-distance-
based codes requires longer barcodes for most sample sizes. For example, when
100 samples are to be multiplexed, a 7-nt-long Hamming-distance-based code or a
8-nt-long Sequence-Levenshtein-based barcode set must be used.
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Figure 5.8.: Length of Barcodes as a Function of The Number of Parallel Samples With
increasing number of required DNA barcodes (e.g., for more samples in a multiplexed sequenc-
ing experiment), longer barcodes are needed. The Figure depicts the required barcode length
for sets of DNA barcodes with minimum distances of dmin = 3 and dmin = 5 (respectively 1
and 2 correctable errors) and for different distance functions.
The modification of the Levenshtein distance towards the Sequence-Levenshtein dis-
tance came at a similar cost. When comparing the green and blue lines in Figure 5.8
one can see that for many sample sizes an additional nucleotide must be appended to
the barcodes.
This rule also applies for an increase in the number of errors that can be corrected.
When comparing the dashed orange line with the solid line, we see that barcodes have
to be approximately three nucleotides longer to support the same sample size but with
one more correctable error.
The length of barcodes directly influences the number of mutations that occur within
them because longer barcodes have more positions that can be mutated than shorter
barcodes. Consequently, we also evaluated how the change in required barcode
length affects the error correcting capabilities of our barcode design (presented in
Section 5.7).
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5.5.5. Estimation of Code Sizes
Of future interest is the expected growth of code sizes for longer barcodes. On a
theoretical basis, so called upper bounds have been systematically calculated for Lev-
enshtein based binary codes. Furthermore, some asymptotically correct minimum
upper bounds have been reported [90, 91, 80–82]. We do not follow such a system-
atic approach as our codes must be filtered to meet certain biological and chemical
properties (cf. Section 3.3.2, Page 30).
Therefore, we estimate the growth of code sizes from the available code sizes for
barcodes of length 4nt to 12nt. The growth of code sizes visible in Figure 5.6 supports
the hypothesis that a linear regression of the logarithmic size of barcode sets over the
length of the barcodes is sufficient:
log10(|C|) = β0 + β1l
(The intercept β0 and the slope β1 are the estimated values of the linear regression.)
Three effects counter this simple relationship:
• Figure 5.7 shows a limited increase in the code rate that leads to a super-linear
increase in the logarithm of the code sizes. Yet, we cannot estimate a good upper
limit of the asymptotic increase of the code rate, except for the principal upper
code rate of 1.0. This effect means that the linear regression of the previous
equation underestimates the growth of code rates.
• For computational reasons, we were not able to run as many iterations of the
greedy closure evolutionary algorithm for long barcodes (l ≥ 10) as for shorter
barcodes. Hence, we have underestimated the best possible results (e.g., which
would be known if sufficient computational power were available).
• The biochemical filters of Section 3.3.2 (on Page 30) filter shorter barcodes more
often than longer barcodes. Short barcodes cannot satisfy the GC criterion as
well as long barcodes and shorter barcodes can be self-complementary more
easily.
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For this reason, we estimate two predictors of the barcode set sizes: One over all avail-
able barcode sets of any length as a conservative bound, and a second over barcodes
longer than 7nt to predict reasonably optimistic code sizes. Figure 5.9 depicts actual
code sizes based on the Sequence Levenshtein distance for distances dminSL = 3 and
dminSL = 5 together with the conservative (red line) and optimistic (blue line) estimator.
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Figure 5.9.: Estimation of Code Size Growth Points in this Figure depict actual calculated
Sequence Levenshtein codes for distances d = 3 and d = 5 for different barcode lengths. The
red and blue line depict the estimated relationship between barcode length and the size of the
code and functions as an estimation of the code size growth for longer barcodes. The red
line depicts a conservative estimate based on all known code sizes, the blue line depicts an
optimistic estimate based on codes longer than 7nt.
We report excellent values for R2 for both prediction models and both code distances,
as shown in Table 5.2.
With the estimated code size growth, we may predict sizes of codes that have longer
barcodes, such as the commonly used length of 16nt for barcodes on the PacBio
platform. The results are reported in Table 5.3.
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Distance Estimate R2
3
Conservative 0.996
Optimistic 0.998
3
Conservative 0.976
Optimistic 0.998
Table 5.2.: Parameters of Fitting the Conservative and Optimistic Models.
For barcodes of length 16nt and a rather small minimum Sequence-Levenshtein dis-
tance of dminSL = 3, more than one million barcodes are possible. Indeed, more than 2
million barcodes if the optimistic prediction holds true. For such long barcodes a higher
distance is advisable. For the minimum Sequence-Levenshtein distance dminSL = 5, we
may conservatively predict approximately 2,500 barcodes or optimistically more than
6,000 barcodes. For current experimental designs involving DNA barcodes, that num-
ber of barcodes is very much sufficient.
We see that the conservative and optimistic growth estimations differ by a factor of
about 2 which translates to approximately one additional base for each known bar-
code set. Thus, if a barcode set of very high length is calculated and does not meet
predictions, adding or removing one base from the barcode length and re-calculating
the code may suffice to correct the prediction error.
5.6. Simulation for Correctness and the Decoding Rate
The error correction capabilities of Sequence-Levenshtein codes were tested. Every
Sequence-Levenshtein code used in this Chapter was included, up to a length of 12nt
for up to 2 correctable errors. We iterated through every possible error (1 error, re-
spectively 2 errors; insertions, substitutions, and deletions) and decoded the resulting
DNA barcode.
We found that the original barcode could be decoded correctly in every case.
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Distance Length Best Code Size Conservative Estimate Optimistic Estimate
3
10 2,108 2,013 1,957
11 5,698 5,779 6,278
12 20,887 16,591 20,145
13 NA 47,627 64,637
14 NA 136,721 207,400
15 NA 392,481 665,478
16 NA 1,126,685 2,135,302
5
10 40 43 41
11 90 85 95
12 232 169 219
13 NA 334 508
14 NA 661 1,176
15 NA 1,307 2,725
16 NA 2,585 6,313
Table 5.3.: Actual and Estimated Code Sizes The column “Best Code Size” shows the num-
ber of barcodes in codes that we actually generated. The last two columns show the estimated
sizes of codes based on the conservative and optimistic model.
We also used this simulation to measure the speed of decoding random sequence
reads with an unoptimised Java-based prototype implementation. As a general result,
the number of decoded sequence reads per seconds depended on three parame-
ters:
• Length of the sequence read: longer was slower
• Length of barcodes: longer was slower
• Number of used barcodes: more barcodes were slower
In the slowest simulation with 20,894 12-nt-long barcodes and 14-nt-long sequence
reads, we decoded 20 sequence reads per second while we decoded approximately
190,000 sequence reads per second with four 4-nt-long barcodes.
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5.7. Experimental Simulation
5.7.1. Comparison of Code Designs and Barcode Lengths
In an experimental setup, more than one error might occur. Therefore, in our ex-
perimental simulation a large number of classic Levenshtein and new Sequence-
Levenshtein barcodes was simulated, where every base had a chance p of being mu-
tated with equal likelihood for substitutions, insertions and deletions. Every base was
equally likely to be inserted.
The results are depicted in Figure 5.10. The theoretically expected average number
of mutations µM for each barcode of length l and per-base mutation probability p was
µM = p × l, which we also confirmed on average in all simulation runs. As a conse-
quence, the number of mutations in a barcode of a sequence read increased linearly
with the length of the barcode, leading to a higher number of mismatches during the
decoding phase (see Figure 5.10(A)).
Sequence-Levenshtein codes have been decoded correctly at a better rate than clas-
sic Levenshtein-based codes of the same barcode length and the same minimum dis-
tance (dminSL = dminL = 3 and dminSL = dminL = 5 respectively). Furthermore, both classic
Levenshtein-based codes and Sequence-Levenshtein codes with a higher minimum
distance (dminSL = 5 and dminL = 5) decoded barcodes correctly more often than the same
codes with a smaller minimum distance (dminSL = 3 and dminL = 3). Notably, although
Sequence-Levenshtein codes with dminSL = 3 were designed for the same guaranteed
minimum number of correctable errors in a DNA context as classic Levenshtein-based
codes with dminL = 5, the latter outperformed the former when a random number of
mutations was considered. All these effects were more pronounced for median base
mutation probabilities p ∈ [0.2, 0.8].
5.7.2. Scenario with Fixed Sample Size
In practice, the choice of the barcode length and the type of error correction (dminSL = 3
or dminSL = 5) is based on the number of samples that one wants to sequence in par-
allel (cf. Section 5.5.4). We therefore repeated simulation 3 on 48 barcodes from
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A
B
Figure 5.10.: Results of Experimental Simulation (A) Number of correct matches after de-
coding depending on base mutation probability rate p for different error correction codes and
barcode lengths. (B) Number of correct matches after decoding depending on base mutation
probability rate p for the fixed number of 48 barcodes simulated with the smallest eligible error
correction codes: Levenshtein code with dminL = 3, length 6; Sequence-Levenshtein code with
dminSL = 3, length 7; Levenshtein code with minimum distance d
min
L = 5, length 9; Sequence-
Levenshtein code with minimum distance dminSL = 5, length 11.
six different error correcting codes that supported this number of parallel samples: a
classic Levenshtein-based code with dminL = 3 and length 6; a classic Levenshtein-
based code with dminL = 5 and length 9; a Sequence-Levenshtein code with dminSL = 3
and length 7; a Sequence-Levenshtein code with minimum distance dminSL = 5 and
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length 11, a Hamming code of length 5, and finally a code of length 3 that offered no
correction (see Table D.1 in Appendix D.1 for details). The result is depicted in Fig-
ure 5.10 (B). It shows that the new Sequence-Levenshtein codes outperformed classic
Levenshtein-based codes of the equivalent minimum distances as well as the Ham-
ming code, despite requiring longer barcodes. The same was true for the comparison
of Sequence-Levenshtein codes with minimum distances dminSL = 5 and dminSL = 3. In
this case the added robustness of larger distances and the change to the classic Lev-
enshtein distance outweighed the drawbacks of longer barcodes.
5.8. Performance of Code Generation Heuristics
For codes used in this chapter, multiple code generation heuristics were tested and
best results were used for example in Section 5.5.3 and Figures 5.6 to 5.8. In this
section, we evaluate the performance of individual code generation heuristics.
For any code of word length l, 4l different candidate barcodes exist. After filtering eligi-
ble barcodes based on the filtering mechanisms outlined in Sections 3.3.2 and 5.5.1,
between 22% and 57% remain as eligible barcodes, as outlined in Table 5.4. Evenly
numbered long barcodes have fewer usable barcodes than oddly numbered long bar-
codes as the former meet the GC content percentage more rarely then the latter. This
is only mitigated by the barcodes of length 10. In general, pre-filtering the whole
barcode set for eligible barcodes saves between 50% and 60% of the computational
power needed and is therefore highly recommended.
The greedy closure evolutionary algorithm for the generation of Sequence-Levenshtein
codes needs to be compared to the much simpler method of finishing (closing) an
empty set, i.e., the simple lexicographical enumeration of possible code words. Ta-
ble 5.5 lists the results for of a lexicographical search compared to the greedy closure
evolutionary algorithm as well as to seed sampling. In every case, the greedy closure
evolutionary algorithm results in larger barcode sets than the simple lexicode algo-
rithm. Most of the time the sets were larger then those constructed by the sampling
algorithm. The sampling algorithm always performed as well or better than the simple
lexicode algorithm.
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Length Maximum Candidate Number Filtered Candidate Number Usage
4 256 88 34.3%
5 1,024 592 57.8%
6 4,096 1,160 28.3%
7 16,384 7,568 46.2%
8 65,536 14,600 22.3%
9 262,144 98,784 37.7%
10 1,048,576 488,944 46.6%
Table 5.4.: Usable Code Sizes for different barcode lengths before and after filtering based
on bio-chemical properties.
Length Distance Lexicode Sampling Greedy Closure
Algorithm Algorithm Evolutionary Algorithm
4 3 4 4 5
5 3 8 12 13
6 3 22 26 27
7 3 67 75 79
8 3 174 185 188
9 3 589 NA 612
10 3 2,072 NA 2,123
7 5 4 6 6
8 5 7 9 9
9 5 15 17 17
10 5 36 NA 40
Table 5.5.: Comparison of Success of Code Construction with Different Algorithms Best
results were reached with the greedy closure evolutionary algorithm of Ashlock et al., followed
by the sampling algorithm. The smallest code sizes were generated by Conway’s lexicode
algorithm.
Code construction by sampling is done using the same number of lexicode rounds
as the greedy closure evolutionary algorithm (i.e., if a population of 100 seeds was
tracked over 100 iterations, we sampled 10,000 different seeds). The histogram of
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Figure 5.11.: Frequency of Code Sizes over 10,000 Sampling Iterations All generated
codes used 7-nt-long barcodes and a minimum distance of 3. Bars depict the frequency of
finding codes of that particular size. Most often, a code of size 68 was found, which was barely
better than the result of the Conway algorithm (67 codes, depicted as blue line in the Fig-
ure). The best result of the sampling algorithm was of size 75, which was found five times out
of 10,000 runs (green line). In comparison, Ashlock’s greedy closure evolutionary algorithm
found a maximal code of size 79 after 10,000 iterations (red line).
such a sampling is depicted in Figure 5.11. In that sampling run, about 20.5% of
the random seeds were invalid, because the 3 random code words they contained
did not meet the minimum distance requirement. Therefore they are not shown in
Figure 5.11.
The best barcode set sizes were not found in every run of the greedy closure evolution-
ary algorithm (of 100 evolutionary iterations with a population of 100 chromosomes)
but instead were found over the course of multiple runs. Figure 5.12 depicts the best
results of each run of the greedy closure evolutionary algorithm. The overall best result
of 79 barcodes was only found in one of the runs, while the majority of runs yielded 76
barcodes, which is only one barcode better than the best result of the sampling algo-
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Figure 5.12.: Frequency of Code Sizes over 100 Runs of the Greedy Closure Evolutionary
Algorithm All generated codes used 7-nt-long barcodes and a minimum distance of 3. Bars
depict the frequency of finding codes of that particular size. Most often, a code of size 76
was found. The blue line depicts the best result of the Conway algorithm, the green line the
best result of the sampling algorithm and the red line the best result of the greedy closure
evolutionary algorithm.
rithm. In turn, the most frequent result of the greedy closure evolutionary algorithm (a
set of 76 barcodes) was better than the most frequent result of the sampling algorithm
(a set of 68 barcodes).
We examine a single run of the greedy closure evolutionary algorithm in Figure 5.13.
It shows the maximal and average fitness over 100 evolutionary iterations. The first
iteration of the evolutionary algorithm is equal to a sampling over 100 random seeds.
The algorithm found in the first iteration at most 72 barcodes and 67 barcodes on
average. The maximum code size increased steadily over iterations, while average
code size fluctuated around 66, which is very close to the lexicode algorithm code size
of 67.
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Figure 5.13.: Maximum and Average Code Sizes in One Algorithm Run The figure depicts
the generation of a Sequence-Levenshtein code of length 7 and minimum distance 3. The
continuous line depicts the maximum code sizes, the fractured line depicts mean code sizes
per iteration.
In conclusion, best results were achieved with Ashlock’s “greedy closure evolutionary”
algorithm, followed by the sampling algorithm which was better in turn than Conway’s
lexicode algorithm. For best heuristic results, we therefore recommend the Ashlock
algorithm, as the computational complexity is equal to the sampling algorithm with
slightly larger code sizes. If computational feasibility is an issue (e.g., for very large
barcode lengths), a single run of Conway’s lexicode algorithm should be considered.
While yielding up to approximately 20% smaller barcode sets, the time and space
complexity is much smaller.
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5.9. Recovery of Mutation Operations
After a successful error correction of barcodes in a DNA context more information
about changes to the barcode is of interest. Firstly, it is desirable to recover the new
length of the received barcode and therefore the correct start in front of the DNA. Sec-
ondly, we wish to recover the exact sequence of operations that mutated the reference
barcode. In the first case, the difference of the number of insertions and deletions
must be detected. In the second case, the exact kind and chain of operations needs to
be decoded. Consequently, the first task is much more easily accomplished then the
second. We found that both tasks are not accomplished by arbitrary codes based on
the Sequence-Levenshtein distance for the following reasons.
For successful recovery of the new barcode length after k mutations, two conditions
need to hold:
1. The original, unmutated barcode has to be recovered.
2. The difference between the number of deletions and insertions has to be known.
Condition 1 is clearly accomplished if the number of mutations to the barcode is equal
to or below the number of mutations that the code was designed to correct, which has
been previously proven to be possible.
It can be easily shown that Condition 2 cannot be guaranteed with the current definition
of the Sequence-Levenshtein distance. A counter example would be any two chains
of mutations with unequal number of Type II errors that lead to the same mutated code
word. Such an example is the code word GATCGAA from a 〈7,3〉 barcode set. There
are two possible mutations that lead to the same corrupted word:
• The last base A is substituted with random base T, resulting in word
GATCGATNNNNN*
• The last base A is deleted and the base T of the subsequent sequence read
takes it position, resulting in the word GATCGATNNNN*.
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In the first case the length of the code word was not changed while in the second case
the code word was shortened by one base, showing the unfeasibility of the barcode
length recovery after mutations. Consequently, the recovery of the exact chain of
mutations is also not possible.
5.9.1. Issue Analysis
In this subsection, we explore if there can be any Sequence-Levenshtein based code
of at least 2 barcodes that allows the recovery of the length of the mutated barcode.
For the recovery of the new barcode length to work, each code word of the barcode
set (with an error correction capability of kc) must fulfil Definition 5.2:
Definition 5.2.
No two chains of up to kc mutations are allowed to have an unequal difference of
insertions and deletions if they result in code words with a Sequence-Levenshtein
distance of zero between them.
For the chain of mutations to be recoverable, each code word of the barcode set must
fulfil Definition 5.3.
Definition 5.3.
No two different chains of up to kc mutations may result in DNA sequences with a
Sequence-Levenshtein distance of zero.
Theorem 5.10.
Definitions 5.2 and 5.3 cannot be satisfied by any sequence.
Proof 5.10.
For any barcode x of a barcode set with an error correction capability kc ≥ 1, two
chains of operations exist with unequal differences of insertions and deletions that lead
to DNA sequences x1c and x2c with a Sequence-Levenshtein distance dSL(x1c , x2c) = 0.
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Let the first chain of operations be a single substitution of the last base of x with base
bs and the second chain of operations an insertion of base bs before the last base of x.
The first corrupted code word x1c is now as long as barcode x and equal to the first |x|
bases of x2c . By Corollary 5.1 the Sequence-Levenshtein distance of x1c and x2c is now
zero.
In conclusion, a recovery of the length of the corrupted barcode or a recovery of the
chain of mutations that led to the corrupted barcode is not possible with the Sequence-
Levenshtein distance.
5.10. Effect of Adverse Conditions
In the experimental simulation of Section 5.7, barcodes were mutated with a neutral
composition of insertions, deletions, and substitutions. Evidently, barcodes based on
the Sequence Levenshtein distance could correct more barcodes on average than
comparable barcode designs. In this section, the effects of adverse conditions on the
error correction capabilities of Sequence Levenshtein barcodes shall be simulated and
assessed.
Adverse conditions are error patterns and mutation rates that do not follow the targeted
error patterns of the Sequence Levenshtein distance. Some examples of adverse con-
ditions are differences in the probabilities of mutation types or differences in mutation
probabilities depending on base positions.
As we compare traditional Hamming codes and Levenshtein codes with our new
Sequence-Levenshtein-based codes, we will simulate a speculative scenario based
on a highly irregular pattern:
• Two random bases are attached to every barcode.
• At every position of the read, the base is swapped with the base of the next
position with a probability p.
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We simulated this scenario for a fixed number of 48 samples (cf. Section 5.7.2) and the
respective necessary number of barcodes as determined from Figure 5.8. The results
are depicted in Figure 5.14 and can be directly compared with Figure 5.10 (B). For this
scenario, we limited ourselves to base mutation probabilities p ∈ [0.0, 0.3].
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Figure 5.14.: Results of Simulation of Adverse Conditions Number of correct matches after
decoding depending on base mutation probability rate p for the fixed number of 48 barcodes
simulated with the smallest eligible error correction codes: Levenshtein code with dminL = 3,
length 6; Sequence-Levenshtein code with dminSL = 3, length 7; Levenshtein code with minimum
distance dminL = 5, length 9; Sequence-Levenshtein code with minimum distance d
min
SL = 5,
length 11.
For all codes with a minimum distance dmin = 3 the decoding results are now at best
equal to the result of the barcode set without error correction (red solid line). The
results of the Hamming code (blue dotted line) shows the worst results of all com-
pared barcode sets. The clear order of results in the Hamming code, the traditional
Levenshtein-based codes and the Sequence-Levenshtein-based codes remains. Only
the set of Sequence-Levenshtein-based codes with minimum distance dminSL = 5 shows
better decoding results than with no correction at all. The latter result can be easily
explained by the code’s ability to correct two insertions, deletions, or substitutions. A
single swap of bases is equal to two substitutions or one insertion with a deletion,
hence the ability of the high-distance code to correct at least a single swap.
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The simulation shows the necessity of the barcode to fit the needs of the particular ap-
plication. Furthermore, the simulation again shows the need to optimise the efficiency
of the barcode design: Shorter barcodes accumulate fewer errors and thus need fewer
corrections.
Finally, a better solution to error correcting codes in the presented scenario lies in
modifying the Damerau-Levenshtein distance for a DNA context. The Damerau-
Levenshtein distance considers a base swap or transposition as another valid oper-
ation [92, 93]. Hence, the Sequence-Levenshtein distance of Definition 5.1 can be
easily extended to a Sequence-Damerau-Levenshtein distance by adding the trans-
position operation. The implementation and validation of such a new distance code
shall not be discussed in this work because we do not expect to see this hypothetical
scenario on any current or planned sequencing platform.
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6. DNA Barcodes Adapted to the
Illumina Sequencing Platform
In Chapter 5, we introduced generalised barcode designs for the correction of inser-
tions, deletions, and substitutions. We investigated their performance in simulations.
Generalised barcode designs may be wasteful when applied to specific technologies.
For example, for some platforms we may not expect equal proportions of deletions,
insertions, and substitutions. Some mutations, like deletions and insertions could be
completely absent. We previously argued that barcode designs specifically adapted to
the particular problem can yield higher efficiency (cf. Section 3.3.1 and Equation (3.1)).
Higher efficiency offers either the advantage of more barcodes at equal length and
equal robustness, a higher robustness at equal length and equal number of barcodes,
or shorter barcodes at the same robustness and same number of barcodes.
In this chapter, we adapt our barcode designs to the details of a specific sequencing
technology, namely Illumina’s Sequencing by Synthesis platform, with the aim to im-
prove efficiency. As a cost saving measure, we are particularly interested in shorter
barcodes having equal robustness and number of barcodes compared to codes based
on the Sequence-Levenshtein distance.
6.1. Analysis of Illumina-Technology Specific Errors
In the first step, we analysed particular errors of the Illumina platform to understand
the requirements of barcode designs that target that specific platform.
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6.1.1. Analysis of Experimental Data
We analysed the pattern of insertion, deletion, and substitution errors on the Illumina
MiSeq sequencing platform by matching a large number of reads from equal templates
to the theoretical correct template. Such data was made available to us in a phage
display library experiment conducted by Szardenings et al. (personal Communication,
2014). Here, a large number of templates was sequenced with each template starting
with the same 31-nt-long leader sequence. The purpose of the leader sequence was
to encode the 8 amino acid long peptide (starting with TTCGCT) that links a surface
protein of the bacteriophage with the variable sequence of the displayed protein. The
template, and thus an error free read, was composed the following way:
GGCTGGTTTCGCTACCGTAGTGCAGGCCGGCN*
The sequence of wildcard bases N* that follows the leader sequence represents a
variable number of nucleotides that may be different in each read.
The template library was sequenced with 151 cycles in paired-end mode on the Illu-
mina MiSeq platform which has a higher error rate than the Illumina HiSeq platform
but represents the same sequencing technology and principle. All reads were stripped
of their adapters using the software “cutadapt” [94] and analysed by the software R
[95] as well as several additional scripts and software written by us. Only the first
31-bp-long subsequence of the first read was used.
1,035,705 reads were made available to us for analysis. The minimum length of reads
was 38 so that we could use all reads. 91.4% of the reads started with the exact
lead sequence and thus showed no detectable error. The remaining 8.6% of reads
were then aligned to the reference lead sequence with neutral (i.e., equal) scores for
insertions, deletions, and substitutions. The error distribution pattern, as a proportion
of all reads, is depicted in Figure 6.1.
As expected from the Illumina platform, substitution errors were consistently the most
likely mutation type over almost all positions, with the exception of the first one. Inser-
tions and deletions occurred far less often. Overall, each base position had a mutation
probability of 0.45%. Of these mutations, approximately 67.8% were substitutions,
14% were deletions and 18.2% were insertions. The frequency of probabilities was
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Figure 6.1.: Mutation Rate of An Example MiSeq Sequencing Run Depending on the
Sequence Position Mutations are classified as substitutions (blue), insertions (red), and dele-
tions (green). The majority of mutations were substitutions. The majority of insertions and
deletions occurred at the 5’ end of the read (i.e., position 1). A considerable increase in sub-
stitution errors occurred at position 17.
position dependant. First, there was a very obvious increase in the number of substi-
tutions in position 17 of the template. At this position, base G was substituted by base
A considerably more than any other substitution in the data set. Second, the number of
insertions and deletions was highest at the first position and fell then off considerably
for positions towards the 3’ end.
The latter observation is consistent with position dependant mutation rates on the Illu-
mina platform in the literature [50, 45, 46]. The former observation is not described in
the available literature as a common occurrence. We thus regard this phenomenon as
an artefact, possibly explained by a polymerase error in the GC area that was amplified
as part of the phage display protocol. Alternatively, there was a particular problem in
this sequencing cycle.
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Figure 6.2.: Possible Phaseshifts of an Index Read A synchronisation error in the front of
the read occurs either as a left or right shift. The result is a deletion of the frontal bases of the
read or an insertion of bases before the read. In addition to the frontal deletions/insertions, the
respective number of end bases is inserted/deleted.
6.1.2. Illumina Specific Properties
In summary, we find that the Illumina platform has four specific properties that need to
be addressed in an Illumina-targeted DNA barcode design:
• The main mutation variant are substitutions. Overall, substitution errors occurred
about twice as often as insertion and deletion errors combined.
• The mutation rate differs over base positions. Insertion and deletion mutations
occurred much more often at the front (insertions and deletions occur 0.87%
in the front position) of the read than otherwise (0.24% insertion and deletion
mutation rate over all other read positions).
• The available literature indicates that the error rates for repetitive bases (e.g.,
triplets or quadruplets) does not increase. Hence, the Illumina platform can dis-
tinguish properly between n consecutive equal bases and n+1 consecutive equal
bases.
• On the Illumina sequencing platform, indices are sequenced separately from the
template. Hence, the index is not continuously sequenced until the end of the
template is reached. Instead, if the used index was 7-nt-long, only 7 bases of the
index are reported. Consequently, when an insertion in the barcode occurred, the
last base of the original barcode is not reported and when a deletion occurs the
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last base of the index read is actually the first base of the adapter that follows the
index. In this regard, the issue is much more similar to the fixed-length scenario
as described in Section 4.4.
In the next section, we address these Illumina platform issues with a new DNA bar-
code design that improves upon the generalised DNA barcode design of the Sequence
Levenshtein distance.
6.2. DNA Barcodes Targeting Illumina Sequencing
Platform
In response to the issues of the Illumina sequencing platform of the previous section,
we have devised to construct sets of DNA barcodes that handle the following require-
ments:
• Correct a pre-defined number of substitutions at any position of the DNA barcode.
• Correct a pre-defined number of insertions and deletions exclusively at the front
(i.e., 5’ end) of the DNA barcode.
• The length of the index read (i.e., the sequenced DNA barcode) is equal to the
length of the used DNA barcode (i.e., the reference DNA barcode). Hence, inser-
tions and deletions in the front of the DNA barcode incur a secondary corruption
at the end of the DNA barcode (which previously was denominated a Type II
error). The DNA barcode design must solve this DNA context problem.
• The number of correctable substitution and correctable frontal insertions and
deletions may differ.
• The Illumina platform does not require the exclusion of barcodes that contain
more than two repetitions of the same base. Thus, the triplet filter is not required
when codes for the Illumina platform are generated.
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We propose the following distance function to generate DNA barcodes in order to
address the requirements of the previous list. To address a variable number of cor-
rectable insertions and phaseshifts, a single operation will increase the distance be-
tween two DNA words by variable cost weights w ∈ N+ (instead of the neutral increase
by 1). We call this new distance the Phaseshift Distance.
Definition 6.1 (Phaseshift Distance).
The Phaseshift distance between two arbitrary words x and y of the same alphabet
and length is the minimum sum of cost weights incurred through the following three
operations to transform x into y:
• A substitution of any position of the word at a cost of wS
• A deletion of the frontal (5’) base of the word at a cost of wP . This is followed by
a cost-free insertion of any base at the end of the word (3’) so that the length of
x′ remains at |x|.
• An insertion before the frontal (5’) base of the word at a cost of wP . This is
followed by a cost-free deletion of the last base of the word so that the length of
x′ remains at |x|.
The Phaseshift distance function will be denominated in this text by: dP(x,y).
Consequently, the function is defined on any two words of equal length that were con-
structed from the same alphabet Σ and may in this version only output natural numbers
and zero. The Phaseshift distance between two words of unequal length is not defined.
The frontal insertion and deletion operations will be called “phaseshifts”.
The following two examples help elucidate the phaseshift distance function. Here, the
cost weights are all set to 1 (wS = wP = 1).
Example 6.1.
Two words x = ACG and y = ATG have a distance of dP (x, y) = wS = 1. The minimum
difference between the two sequences is a substitution of the second base C to T.
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Example 6.2.
Two words x = ACG and y = CGT have a distance of dP (x, y) = wP = 1. The shortest
chain of operations necessary to transform x into y is to remove the first base of x and
append the base T.
6.3. Properties of Phaseshift Distance
In this section, we analyse some simple properties of the Phaseshift distance to prove
that it can be used to correct the errors as given by the list of requirements in Sec-
tion 6.2. These properties are in principal very similar to those of previous distances
(e.g., Hamming distance, Levenshtein distance, and Sequence-Levenshtein distance
as described in Sections 3.4.1 and 5.3), but require new proofs due to the newly intro-
duced cost weights.
Theorem 6.1 (Identity of indiscernibles).
The Phaseshift distance between any two words is zero if and only if both words are
equal:
∀x, y · dP (x, y) = 0 ⇐⇒ x = y
Proof 6.1.
There is no operation necessary to transform word x to itself and therefore this Phase-
shift distance is dP = 0. Any difference between two words x and y requires an opera-
tion to transform x into y and hence their distance must not be equal to 0 (note that we
require the weights wS and wP to be greater than zero). Therefore, only when words x
and y are equal they can have a Phaseshift distance of 0.
Theorem 6.2 (Non-negativity).
The Phaseshift distance between any two words is always greater or equal to zero:
∀x, y · dP (x, y) ≥ 0
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Proof 6.2.
Either x and y are equal so that dP (x, y) = 0 by Theorem 6.1 or one needs to apply
substitutions, frontal insertions, and frontal deletions to x to transform it into y in which
case dP (x, y) ≥ min(wS, wP ) > 0 (because wS, wP ∈ N+).
Theorem 6.3 (Symmetry).
For any two words x and y the Phaseshift distance is equal regardless of the direction
in which it is measured:
dP (x, y) = dP (y, x)
Proof 6.3.
All operations in this Phaseshift distance are symmetrical (further depicted in Ta-
ble 6.1):
• The substitution of base B1 with base B2 at position p (sub(B2 , p)) is the reversal
of a substitution of base B2 with base B1 at position p (sub(B1 , p)).
• A frontal insertion of base Bf (abbreviated front ins(Bf )) with a subsequent dele-
tion of the last base Be is the reversal of the frontal deletion of base Bf with the
subsequent insertion of the last base Be (abbreviated front del(Be)) and vice
versa.
Operation Symmetrical Counterpart
front ins(Bf ) front del(Be)
front del(Be) front ins(Bf )
sub(B1 , p) sub(B2 , p)
Table 6.1.: Symmetry of Operations in Phaseshift Distance
The distance dP (x, y) can be expressed as a sequence of operations
opxy =
〈
opxy1, opxy2, opxy3, · · · , opxyk
〉
with opxy i ∈ {front ins(), front del(), sub()}.
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Example 6.3.
Transforming x to y (Forward Transformation)
x→ sub()→ front ins()→ y
The reversal operations sequence to transform y into x is obtained by reversing the
individual substitution and phaseshift operations:
Example 6.4.
Transforming y to x (Reverse Transformation)
y → front del()→ sub()→ x
The sum of weights of the necessary operations is equal to the sum of weights of
operations to transform x into y. This follows automatically from the symmetry of cost
weights: The reversal of a substitution costs as much as the substitution. The cost of
a frontal insertion is equal to the cost of a frontal deletion.
If the smallest cost of necessary reverse operations (transforming y into x, Exam-
ple 6.4) were smaller than the cost of the forward operations (transforming x into y,
Example 6.3), we could simply reverse the reverse operations to get a smaller cost
of forward operations, which contradicts the notion that the forward operations are
already the least costly.
Theorem 6.4 (Triangle Inequality).
The distance between any two words x and y is equal to or smaller than the sum of
two distances between x and z, and z and y.
dP (x, y) ≤ dP (x, z) + dP (z, y) (6.1)
Proof 6.4.
Suppose the transformation of x to z is the result of a sequence of operations opxz and
the transformation of z to y is the sequence of operations opzy .
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By the very nature of these operations, x can be transformed to y by the concatenation
of both operation sequences:
opxy =
〈
opxz 1, · · · , opxz kxz , opzy1, · · · , opzykzy
〉
The cost of the substitutions, frontal deletions and frontal insertions in opxy is the sum
of the costs of the substitutions and phaseshifts in opxz and opzy and therefore dP (x, y)
is at most equal to dP (x, z) + dP (z, y).
Corollary 6.1 (Metric Distance).
The Phaseshift distance is a metric under the definitions of measure theory. (Follows
directly from Theorems 6.1 to 6.4.)
6.4. Error-Correction Properties of Phaseshift Distance
The flexibility of the cost weight of the Phaseshift distance allows different pre-defined
numbers of substitutions, frontal insertions and frontal deletions to be corrected. The
following section elucidates these properties and offers a proof of the error correction
capabilities of codes based on the Phaseshift distance.
6.4.1. Properties and Proof
Let us denominate the number of correctable substitutions as kcS and the number of
correctable phaseshifts as kcP . Then, we can express the relationship between these
correctable errors and the minimum Phaseshift distance of a code C as follows:
Theorem 6.5.
kcS × wS + kcP × wP ≤
⌊
dminP (C)− 1
2
⌋
(6.2)
Conversely, the relationship between detectable errors (kdS substitutions and kdP phase-
shifts) and the minimum Phaseshift distance of a code can be expressed as:
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Theorem 6.6.
kdS × wS + kdP × wP ≤ dminP (C)− 1 (6.3)
Proof 6.5.
Follows directly from Corollary 6.11.
Finally, we show the symmetry of Equations (6.2) and (6.3) to Equations (3.6) and (3.7)
through simplification. Setting the cost weights to 1 (wP = wS = 1) gives us the
relationship between the minimum Phaseshift distance of a code C and the number of
correctable errors kc:
kcS × 1 + kcP × 1 = kcS + kcP = kc ≤
⌊
dminP (C)− 1
2
⌋
The number of detectable errors kd for cost weights wS = wP = 1 is then:
kdS × 1 + kdP × 1 = kdS + kdP = kd ≤ dminP (C)− 1
6.4.2. Examples
Equations (6.2) and (6.3) do not intuitively reveal the number of correctable substitu-
tions and phaseshifts of a code based on the Phaseshift distance. Therefore, we offer
several simple examples in this section.
For the trivial case where cost weights are equal to 1 (wP = wS = 1), Table 6.2 shows
the number of substitutions or phaseshifts that such a code can correct depending on
the minimum distance of the set of DNA barcodes. In such a scenario, substitutions
and phaseshifts are treated equally, and any number of combinations of substitutions
and phaseshifts that is equal or to the maximum number kc can be corrected.
1 The sketch of such a proof can be modelled after Proofs 5.8 and 5.9.
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Minimum Phaseshift Distance Correctable Errors Detectable Errors
dminP kc kd
3 1 2
5 2 4
7 3 6
Table 6.2.: Number of Correctable and Detectable Errors of codes based on the Phaseshift
distance with a given minimum distance.
Once different costs for substitutions and phaseshifts are used, different combinations
of such errors can be corrected. Table 6.3 demonstrates correctable errors for several
possible combinations of cost weights and minimum distances. A benefit is gained
when a different probability of substitutions and phaseshifts in a barcode is assumed
and more errors of one kind over the other is expected.
Following our analysis in Section 6.1 we expect more substitutions than insertions and
deletions. By using a higher weight for phaseshifts and increasing the minimum dis-
tance of the code, we can correct almost arbitrary combinations of substitutions and
phaseshifts. For example, to correct two substitutions for every phaseshift, a substi-
tution weight of 1 and a phaseshift weight of 2 can be used together with a minimum
distance of 5 (as depicted in Table 6.3). More complex compositions of phaseshifts
can be calculated accordingly. For any ratio kcS to kcP of correctable substitutions and
phaseshifts, one sets wS = kcP and wP = kcS. The minimum distance to correct kcS or kcp
errors or a combination of both is then:
dminP ≥ 1 + 2×max(kcS × wS, kcp × wP )
Example 6.5.
To correct 2 substitutions for every phaseshift (kcS = 1 and kcP = 2) we set the substi-
tution weight to 1 and the phaseshift weight to 2 so that the minimum distance must
be:
dminP ≥ 1 + 2×max(kcS × wS, kcP × wP ) = 1 + 2×max(2× 1, 1× 2) = 5
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Code Parameters
dminP wS wP Correctable Errors
3
1
1 1 substitution or 1 phaseshift
2 1 substitution
3 1 substitution
2
1 1 phaseshift
2 -
3 -
3
1 1 phaseshift
2 -
3 -
5
1
1 2 substitutions or 2 phaseshifts or (1 substitution and 1 phaseshift)
2 2 substitution or 1 phaseshift
3 2 substitutions
2
1 1 substitution or 2 phaseshifts
2 1 substitution or 1 phaseshift
3 1 substitution
3
1 2 phaseshifts
2 1 phaseshift
3 -
Table 6.3.: Number of Correctable Errors of a Phaseshift-based Code with Non-trivial
Weights The number of correctable errors is given for minimum distances 3 and 5 (left-most
column) and three different weights for substitutions (second column) and phaseshifts (third
column). The stated correctable errors are exclusive, for example, a code with a minimum
distance of 5 and weights wS = 2 and wP = 1 may correct one substitution or two phaseshifts
but not 1 substitution and 2 phaseshifts or a mixture of the two error types.
For the remainder of this chapter, we will consider two versions of codes based
on the Phaseshift distance: Basic codes that are supposed to treat substitutions
and phaseshifts equally (i.e., wS = wP = 1) and codes that are supposed to
correct two substitutions for every phaseshift (i.e., wS = 1 and wP = 2). We
will distinguish these codes as Basic Phaseshift Codes (wS = wP = 1) and
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Advanced Phaseshift Codes (wS = 1, wP = 2). The Advanced Phaseshift distance
will be denominated dAP for the remainder of this chapter. Both codes are desig-
nated for the use on the Illumina platform that does not suffer from a elevated er-
ror rate for repetitions of bases. Therefore, these codes are not filtered for triplets.
In contrast, since generalised Hamming-distance-based and Sequence-Levenshtein-
distance based codes are intended for use on most available platforms2 we have con-
tinued to filter for triplets in these codes.
6.5. Sizes of DNA Barcode Sets
In this section, we will present codes based on the Phaseshift distance (Basic Phase-
shift Codes and Advanced Phaseshift Codes) and compare them to codes based on
the Sequence Levenshtein distance as well as the Hamming distance that can correct
a comparable number of errors.
All codes have been generated in accordance with the principles outlined in Sec-
tions 3.5 and 5.5.1 (i.e., using the best available heuristics for distance-based codes).
For codes based on the Phaseshift distance, the triplet filter was not applied.
6.5.1. Basic Phaseshift Codes
We generated sets of DNA barcodes based on the Basic Phaseshift distance for
lengths 5nt to 12nt with minimal distances dminP = 3 and dminP = 5 that are capable to
handle correction of one, respective two phaseshifts and substitutions. In Figure 6.3,
we show the sizes of these Basic Phaseshift Codes in comparison to codes based on
the Sequence Levenshtein distance with minimal distances dminSL = 3 and dminSL = 5 that
allow the correction of one, respectively two insertions, deletions, and substitutions in
a DNA context.
2 Designing codes and synthesising the barcode library for all platforms only once is by itself a cost-
saving measure.
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Figure 6.3.: Basic Phaseshift Codes and Sequence-Levenshtein Codes: Number of Bar-
codes vs Barcode Length Codes with distances d = 3 and d = 5 are shown for the Sequence-
Levenshtein distance as well as the Basic Phaseshift distance (with wS = wP = 1). Both codes
allow the correction of 1 and 2 errors respectively.
We compare these two code types in the context of assumptions made regarding error
patterns on the Illumina sequencing platform. Thus, in this section we consider the
number of correctable errors of these two code types to be comparable.
For one correctable mutation, Basic phaseshift codes allowed the generation of sets
of 22,800 11-nt-long DNA barcodes. The resulting code rate is log2(22800)
log2(4194304)
≈ 0.658.
For two correctable mutations, a maximum of 457 11-nt-long Basic Phaseshift DNA
barcodes could be generated, yielding a code rate of log2(457)
log2(4194304)
≈ 0.4016. In com-
parison, for codes based on the Sequence-Levenshtein distance and one correctable
error, 5,714 11-nt-long DNA barcodes could be generated which is approximately one
order of magnitude smaller than a Basic Phaseshift code that has comparable error
correction capabilities.
The size advantage of Basic Phaseshift codes is explained by two effects: Firstly, the
pool of candidate barcodes is larger for the Basic Phaseshift codes as the triplet filter is
not required in the Illumina sequencing platform. Secondly, the Phaseshift distance is
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always higher or equal to the Sequence-Levenshtein distance, increasing the average
distance between DNA barcodes and thus allowing larger sets with a given minimal
distance.
6.5.2. Advanced Phaseshift Codes
The intention of Advanced Phaseshift Codes (i.e., Phaseshift codes with weights wS =
2, wP = 1) is to address the error composition on the Illumina sequencing platform: For
each base, a substitution is more likely than a single phaseshift of the whole read.
We generated Advanced Phaseshift Codes of lengths 5nt to 12nt with a minimal dis-
tance dminAP = 5 for the correction of one phaseshift or two substitutions. In this sec-
tion, we compare these codes with sets of DNA barcodes based on the Sequence-
Levenshtein distance and a minimal distance dminSL = 5 for the correction of two inser-
tions, deletions, or substitutions as well as codes with a minimal Hamming distance of
dminH = 5 for the correction of up to two substitutions.
Figure 6.4 depicts code sizes for the three described code types for lengths 5nt to 12nt.
At 5nt length, four DNA barcodes with a minimal Advanced Phaseshift distance of
dminAP = 5 were generated. For sets of 12-nt-long DNA barcodes based on the Advanced
Phaseshift distance, 3119 DNA barcodes were generated. These set sizes are almost
equal to the set sizes of the depicted Hamming codes that showed minimally larger
sizes. For example, we could generate 21 7-nt-long DNA barcodes with a minimum
Hamming distance of 5 and a set of 19 DNA barcodes with a minimum Advanced
Phaseshift distance of 5.
The code rate of Advanced Phaseshift codes grows from 0.44 at 7-nt-long barcodes
to 0.7 at 12-nt-long barcodes. The code rates of equivalent Sequence-Levenshtein
codes are 0.24 for 7-nt-long barcodes and 0.47 for 12-nt-long barcodes. Hence, the
code generation efficiency Advanced Phaseshift codes increased considerably under
the assumptions made in this chapter.
For practical purposes the length of barcodes of a set is often determined based on a
required number of samples. Figure 6.5 depicts the minimum required barcode lengths
(y-axis) depending on the required number of samples (logarithmic x-axis).
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Figure 6.4.: Advanced Phaseshift Codes, Sequence-Levenshtein Codes, and Hamming
Codes: Number of Barcodes vs Barcode Length Sets of DNA Barcodes for three different
distance functions were generated for lengths 5nt to 12nt. Sets with a minimum Advanced
Phaseshift Distance of dminAP = 5 (green triangles), sets with a minimum Sequence-Levenshtein
distance of dminSL = 5 (red circles), and sets with a minimum Hamming distance of d
min
H = 5
(blue squares).
We can see the same staircase effect as in Figure 5.8 (which shows a similar relation-
ship). For example, to sequence 10 samples in parallel, an Advanced Phaseshift code
of 7-nt-long DNA barcodes and a minimum distance of 5 must be used to correct two
substitutions or one phaseshift. At that number of samples, the same barcode length is
necessary when the Hamming distance is used. In contrast, 9-nt-long DNA barcodes
are required to generate a set with a minimum Sequence-Levenshtein distance of 5
that supports at least 10 barcodes.
In summary, the cost of switching from the Hamming distance to the Advanced Phase-
shift distance is minimal when the triplet filter is omitted. We consider this comparison
(with and without triplet filter) to be permissible, as most available Hamming codes in
the literature include the triplet filter to accomplish generalisation of the code design.
The lines in Figure 6.5 for Hamming codes and Advanced Phaseshift codes are al-
most congruent. An additional base is only needed for Advanced Phaseshift codes in
marginal cases, such as 48 parallel samples (8-nt-long DNA barcodes with Hamming
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Figure 6.5.: Length of Barcodes as a Function of The Number of Parallel Samples The
same codes of Figure 6.4 are depicted with reversed axis. This allows to determine the mini-
mum necessary barcode length to facilitate a specific number of samples.
distance, 9-nt-long DNA barcodes with Advanced Phaseshift distance). Sets of DNA
barcodes based on the Sequence-Levenshtein distance come at a greater cost. In
most cases, two additional bases are necessary to sequence the sample number of
samples in parallel as compared to codes based on the Advanced Phaseshift distance
or Hamming distance.
6.6. Phaseshift Simulations
In experimental setups, multiple random errors might occur. We simulated such a sce-
nario for a large number of DNA barcodes from sets based on the Advanced Phaseshift
distance, Hamming distance, Sequence-Levenshtein distance, and no error correction
at all. This section concerns the details of this simulation as well as the analysis of
results.
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6.6.1. Simulation Scenario
Based on the error pattern on the Illumina platform, we simulated the following simpli-
fied scenario:
• Each base had an equal chance p to be substituted with a different base. Each
nucleobase (∈ {A,C,G,T}) was equally likely to be substituted.
• There was an additional probability p of the read to be phaseshifted by one base.
A frontal deletion was as likely as a frontal substitution. For frontal insertions,
each nucleobase was equally likely to be inserted.
• If a frontal insertion occurred, the last base of the read was truncated.
• If a frontal deletion occurred, a random base was appended to the read. Each
nucleobase was equally likely to be appended.
As a result, the received barcode read was always equal in length to the reference
barcode sequence. We decoded each barcode read by calculating the respective dis-
tance function between the barcode read and each barcode of the code3. The first
reference barcode with the smallest distance to the barcode read was taken as the
decoded DNA barcode. Correct matches were counted and the quotient of the num-
ber of the correct matches and simulated barcodes yielded the proportion of correct
matches.
As before, we simulated a scenario with a fixed sample size where we compared dif-
ferent codes with the minimally required barcode length for a given size of 48 samples
(we simulated the same principle in Section 5.7.2). A larger number of barcodes from
four codes was simulated: A code based on the Sequence-Levenshtein distance with
dminSL = 5 and length 11nt, an Advanced Phaseshift code with dminAP = 5 and length 9nt, a
code based on the Hamming distance with dminH = 5 and length 8nt, and finally a code
without any error correction (and therefore no distance) of length 3nt (see Table D.2 in
Appendix D.2 for details).
3 As opposed to previous simulations no length differences occur so that the Hamming distance was
applicable.
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6.6.2. Results
The results of the fixed sample size simulation is depicted in Figure 6.6 for muta-
tion probabilities ranging from 0.0 to 0.05 (x-axis). As expected, when no mutations
occurred, 100% of barcode reads were correctly assigned for all code types. Then,
matching performance decreased quasi-linearly with an increase in mutation probabil-
ity p. The slope of decrease in decoding performance was consistently different for the
four code types.
The worst performance at matching barcode reads to the reference DNA barcode was
seen for the DNA barcode set without any error correction properties (red solid line
in Figure 6.6). At the maximum mutation probability of 0.05, only 84.6% of barcode
reads could be correctly assigned. Codes based on the Hamming distance yielded the
second-worst performance, correctly assigning 95.1% of barcode reads (blue line in
Figure 6.6). This performance was considerably better than the code without correction
and considerably worse than the performance of the codes based on the Sequence-
Levenshtein and the Advanced Phaseshift distances.
The codes based on the Sequence-Levenshtein and the Advanced Phaseshift dis-
tances both showed the best performance of this simulation and differed only
marginally from each other. At a mutation probability of 5%, we correctly matched
99.8% of DNA barcode reads in codes based on the Sequence-Levenshtein distance.
For Advanced Phaseshift codes, we matched 99.6% of DNA barcode reads correctly
using the same mutation probability. Thus, while the performance of these two code
types remained very close to each other over all mutation probabilities, codes based
on the Sequence-Levenshtein distance could be decoded with a better success rate
than Advanced Phaseshift codes.
The superior performance of the two best codes is due to specifics of their designs.
The Advanced Phaseshift distance was especially designed to correct phaseshift er-
rors and to cope with the Type II errors introduced by the fixed-width sequencing of
the Illumina platform. Hence, it allowed considerably better corrections than Hamming
distance based codes that worked well for the prevalent substitution errors. Codes
based on the Sequence-Levenshtein distance and dminSL = 5 can correct up to two in-
sertions, deletions, and substitutions. Thus, it could correct substitutions as well as
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Figure 6.6.: Results of Phaseshift Simulation Proportion of correct matches after decod-
ing depending on the base mutation probability rate p for the fixed number of 48 barcodes
simulated with the smallest eligible error correction codes: Advanced Phaseshift codes of 9-
nt-length, codes of 8-nt-length based on Hamming distance, codes of 11-nt-length based on
Sequence-Levenshtein distance, and codes without error correction of length 3nt.
the Hamming-distance-based code and reliably corrected one phaseshift with a sub-
sequent second error in form of a deletion of the last base or insertion behind the last
base of the DNA barcode. Additionally, there was an increased likelihood that a DNA
barcode corrupted by a substitution as well as a phaseshift (followed by a Type II error)
could be corrected, explaining the slightly better performance of codes based on the
Sequence-Levenshtein distance. Advanced Phaseshift codes were not designed to
handle such a mixture of substitutions and phaseshifts.
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7. Enhancing the Detection of
Barcoded Reads
7.1. Introduction
In Chapter 5, we proposed and evaluated the Sequence-Levenshtein distance barcode
design that corrects a pre-defined number of insertions, deletions, and substitutions
while taking into account any possible DNA sequence that might follow the barcode
sequence. We showed in silico that Sequence-Levenshtein distance-based barcode
sets with a minimum distance of 3 or more will correct at least one error.
However, even with the best possible barcode design, recognition of short barcode
sequences in the DNA context is often problematic. In this chapter, we introduce the
challenge of using our Sequence-Levenshtein barcode design on the PacBio SMRT
platform. The novelty of our solution is that it does not force the barcode to be present
at a fixed position of the read.
7.1.1. Motivation
In many cases the identification of barcode sequences alone cannot be done properly
because large genomes provide a full set of all possible combinations of short sub-
sequences (“words” ) of up to 9nt length including those reserved for barcodes [96].
Frequencies of words in the genome are neither equal nor random [97] and absent
words (also known as unwords) can be found for large genomes starting from 10nt to
11nt [96]. Curiously, unwords have not received any attention as potential barcodes,
whereas small and potentially redundant DNA sequences are typically used instead.
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At the moment, the main strategy for recovering short barcodes relies not only on the
sequence identity, but also on the expected position of the barcode, which is usually
found at the beginning of the sequence either behind a sequencing primer or in front
of a PCR primer. This strategy has been successfully implemented for Illumina HiSeq
machines and Roche Pyrosequencing platforms. For instance, Illumina uses a strategy
of separating the barcodes from the analysed sequence by putting them on different
ends of the sequencing adapter (cf. Section 2.2.1 and [50, 98]).
The PacBio platform can sequence several kilobases of DNA in one piece in CLR
mode [14]. However, the platform is prone to insertion and deletion errors and adds
a deliberate time delay before the onset of DNA sequencing, resulting in each DNA
molecule having its DNA polymerase positioned at a different location at the start of
sequencing (cf. Section 2.2.2 and [15, 16]). Consequently, the recognition of the bar-
code position on the basis of primer position alone is imperilled.
Theoretically, any sequence can be decoded as a barcode. Therefore a naı¨ve decod-
ing of the start of an arbitrary read would potentially lead to a large number of reads
being assigned to the wrong samples or left unassigned. This decreases the power
of the experiment in a multiplexed setup, and cross-contaminates different samples
with invalid, precision-decreasing reads. Obviously, such damage to the experimental
results is highly undesirable. Thus the detection of barcoded reads in these technolo-
gies or in circumstances such as unknown positions of barcodes is an interesting and
challenging task.
7.1.2. Approach Overview
The problem of detecting the originally attached barcode sequence, the so-called bar-
code reference sequences, in a large number of reads belongs to the category of large-
scale inference problems (also called multiple testing problems) that have been pre-
viously successfully addressed in statistics using False Discovery Rate (FDR) meth-
ods, for example by Benjamini and Hochberg [17], Efron [18], and Storey [19]. When
thousands and millions of statistical hypothesis tests are calculated at the same time,
statistically significant results may occur due to random chance (a common problem in
genome-wide association (GWAS) and differential gene expression studies [99–101]).
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In these FDR methods, the expected proportion of erroneously rejected null hypothe-
ses among all rejected ones is estimated and used as a decision criterion to find truly
significant results. When some of the hypotheses are indeed incorrectly rejected, FDR
methods potentially offer a higher sensitivity than naı¨ve or Family Wise Error correction
methods that estimate the probability of one or more false discoveries instead [100].
A common approach of FDR methods is to estimate the parameters and shapes of
the distributions of null and alternative hypotheses. From the estimated cumulative
distribution function, the false discovery rate (1 - precision) is inferred to determine
the level of confidence in the significance of an alternative test. This FDR variant is
commonly called tail area-based FDR and is shortened to “Fdr” to distinguish it from
other FDR variants [102]. A similar strategy can be applied to the problem of detecting
barcoded reads. Every comparison of a read to the experimental barcode set is a
statistical test that determines whether the read is barcoded or not. Applying the test
to thousands of reads inevitably results in many false detections due to random chance
and naturally occurring similar DNA or RNA sequences. However, direct application
of the FDR methods mentioned above is not possible, because the distributions of
similarities between reads and barcode sets do not follow the assumptions required
by these methods. For example, Efron’s method requires a normal distribution of z-
values [18], and Storey’s solution requires a uniform distribution of p-values under the
null hypothesis [19]. Both methods require that the majority of tests (> 80%) belong
to the null hypotheses, while no such prerequisite can be made for the detection of
barcoded reads.
Therefore, our goal was to develop a solution tailored towards making a particular dis-
tinction between reads that still contain the attached barcode sequence (“barcoded
reads”), and reads that begin with or within the genomic insert (which we will call “or-
phaned reads” because they are no longer assignable to their original samples). The
method provides a way to estimate and control the Fdr for the detection of barcoded
reads. Detection of barcoded reads is only the first step in the demultiplexing pipeline,
so we further investigated the quality of correcting errors in the detected barcode se-
quence and thus assigning reads to their original samples.
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Our method is intended to be applicable to different sequencing technologies. For
demonstration purposes we tested and investigated the application of the method on
a particular technology, i.e., PacBio SMRT with continuous long reads (CLR) (cf. Sec-
tion 2.2.2).
This chapter is structured as follows: To elucidate the problem of mistaken barcode
assignments, we first present an analysis of coincidental similarities between sets of
DNA barcodes and the Mus musculus genome. Next, we introduce and analyse the
problem of detecting barcodes in reads of an RNA sequencing experiment conducted
on the PacBio SMRT platform. In the remaining sections, we present a solution to
this issue and analyse the results of our solution by applying it to the aforementioned
RNA-Seq experiment.
7.2. Coincidental Barcode Similarities in the Reference
Mus musculus DNA Database
Barcode sets based on the Sequence-Levenshtein distance are designed to correct
a pre-defined number of insertion, deletion, or substitution errors. However, barcode
sequences of length shorter than 11nt are frequently similar to naturally occurring
genomes, which obstructs successful decoding of these barcodes. We aim to examine
the scale of this issue in the first step, where we have explored coincidental similarities
of barcode sequences to subsequences of the Mus musculus genome.
7.2.1. Methods and Definitions
We established similarities between barcode sets and Mus musculus subsequences
by randomly sampling subsequences of the Mus musculus genome and then calcu-
lated the Sequence-Levenshtein distances to different barcode sets. We quantified the
similarity of Mus musculus subsequences and barcode sets as frequencies (i.e., un-
binned histograms) of these distances. It must be noted that none of these randomly
sampled subsequences have been (intentionally) barcoded. Therefore, any distance
between a barcode and a subsequence below the correction distance kc is purely co-
incidental.
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The following definitions are helpful additions to the definitions and lemmas of Chap-
ter 5.
Minimum Distances
The minimum Sequence-Levenshtein distance δ between a set of barcodes BC and
a sequence s is the minimum of the distances between the barcodes and the se-
quence:
δ(BC , s) = min
b∈BC
(dSL(b, s))
We continue to use the “〈l,d〉 barcode set” naming scheme as well as the generation
algorithms as described in Chapter 5. When necessary for purposes of comprehen-
sion, we denominate known in silico barcodes as “barcode reference sequences” or
“reference barcodes”. In our terminology, sets of barcodes are (without exception) sets
of reference barcodes (as opposed to actual molecules made up of the sequence of
bases of a reference barcode).
For the purpose of simulations of this chapter, we re-used different barcode sets of
various set size or barcode length (e.g., 20 x 〈6,3〉, 150 x 〈8,3〉, various 〈12,3〉 etc.).
Reference DNA
The reference genome of Mus musculus was acquired from NCBI [103, 104]. For
similarity simulations, we sampled 10 million random 50-nt-long subsequences from
the genome.
Similarities were tested between the aforementioned set of subsequences and sets
of barcodes based on the Sequence-Levenshtein distance. The degree of similarity
between these barcodes and sampled subsequences was established by counting the
frequency of their minimum Sequence-Levenshtein distances δ (see Equation (7.1)).
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Frequency Functions
Formally, the frequency function f(δ) of the minimum Sequence-Levenshtein distances
δ between a set S of sequences and a set BC of barcodes or barcoded PCR primers
is defined as:
f(δ) = |{s|s ∈ S, δ(BC , s) = δ}| (7.1)
(The frequency of the minimum Sequence-Levenshtein distance δ is the number of se-
quences s that have a minimum Sequence-Levenshtein distance δ with the set BC .)
The cumulative distribution function F (δ) of f(δ) is defined as:
F (δ) =
δ∑
i=0
f(i) (7.2)
7.2.2. Results
Figure 7.1 depicts the frequency of the similarity between a set of 150 〈8,3〉 Se-
quence Levenshtein barcodes and 10 million random 50-nt-long subsequences of
the Mus musculus reference DNA database. In 1,080,761 cases one of the refer-
ence barcodes was equal to the reference subsequence or had a distance of only one
(dSL(barcode, subsequence) ≤ 1). Using this arbitrary threshold of δt = 1 (the error rate
that the barcode set was designed to correct) to distinguish between barcoded and
unbarcoded subsequences, we would have wrongly identified approximately 10.8%
of subsequences as having been barcoded (which corresponds to 0% precision or
a 100% Fdr). We call this threshold δt = 1 the naı¨ve threshold. The naı¨ve thresh-
old δt served as a reference value for comparison with the Fdr method that we have
developed.
Analysing 〈12,3〉 barcode sets of different sizes (ranging from 20 barcodes to a max-
imum of 20,810 barcodes), we found a linear increase in proportion of subsequences
that were falsely detected as barcoded based on the naı¨ve threshold of δt = 1. While
only 428 subsequences (0.00428%) were falsely detected as barcoded when com-
pared to the set of 20 barcodes, the ratio increased to 8.34% when the maximum set
of 20,810 barcodes was tested (Figure 7.2). The linear increase in proportion of falsely
detected subsequences held true for other barcode sets of 10nt and 11nt in length.
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Figure 7.1: Distribution of Minimum Dis-
tances f(δ) between 150 〈8,3〉 barcodes
and 10 million random subsequences of
the Mus musculus DNA database The
separation by a naı¨ve threshold δt = 1 is
illustrated by a vertical dashed line.
Figure 7.2: Falsely Detected Subse-
quences as proportion of all tested sub-
sequences based on a threshold of δt =
dSL(barcode, subsequence) ≤ 1 for different
sizes of the barcode set and barcodes of
length 10nt, 11nt and 12nt.
For a constant set size, the proportion of falsely detected subsequences decreased
when the barcode length increased (Figure 7.3). When using a set of 20 short 〈6,3〉
barcodes, 19.3% of subsequences were falsely detected to be barcoded, while this
was true in approximately 0.004% of the subsequences when using the longer 〈12,3〉
barcode set that had the same number of elements. The relationship between bar-
code length and wrongly detected subsequences held true for different barcode set
sizes. If no information about inserts is available and only known barcode sequences
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Figure 7.3: Falsely Detected Subse-
quences as proportion of all tested sub-
sequences based on a threshold of δt =
dSL(barcode, subsequence) ≤ 1 for different
barcode lengths.
are used for barcode detection, the results suggest to use at least 10-nt-long barcodes
for 20 samples, 11-nt-long barcodes for 50 samples, 12-nt-long barcodes for 150 sam-
ples and even longer barcodes for larger sample sizes. It should be noted that longer
barcodes come with problems of their own, as more mutations aggregate in longer
barcodes. We will show in Section 7.8 that a shorter barcode can be combined with
knowledge about the insert template to alleviate the problems addressed in this sec-
tion.
7.3. Atp1a1 Experiment
In this section, we report the results of an in-vitro, multiplexed sequencing experiment
on the PacBio SMRT platform that used DNA barcodes based on our own Sequence-
Levenshtein design.
In the previous section, we established the similarity of random subsequences of the
Mus musculus genome to common barcode set sizes of different lengths. We know
from common error patterns of the PacBio SMRT platform in CLR mode that even
when every template was originally barcoded, not every received read will start with
that barcode. We call reads that miss the leading or trailing barcode “orphaned”. Con-
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sequently, we expected to see many orphaned reads in our experimental data that
could not be distinguished from to used barcode sets. Hence, a correct and robust
de-multiplexing was considered highly difficult. This section elucidates this issue.
7.3.1. Experimental Design
C57BL/6 murine melanocytes were plated in 150 mm culture dishes at 10,000-
40,000/cm² and 18 hrs later they were exposed in PBS to 0, 500, 1000, 2000, or
3000 J/m² of narrowband UVB radiation (principally 311 ± 2 nm; Philips, Eindhoven,
Netherlands). After allowing 2-4 days for mutation expression (∼ 2 cell doublings), cells
were incubated for 7 or 14 days in medium containing 10 mM ouabain octahydate (g-
strophanthin, Sigma, St Louis, MO) to select for cells mutated in the Na+/K+-ATPase
sodium pump [105, 106]. Clones larger than 100 cells were isolated and expanded.
For 20 of the clones, total RNA was isolated, reverse transcribed to cDNA, and PCR
amplified. Because UV mutation frequencies are ∼ 10−4 per gene, each clone is ex-
pected to have only 1 mutation (SNV) in the Atp1a1 gene. A heterozygous mutation
confers ouabain resistance, so the SNV is expected to be present in ∼ 50% of the
mRNA material, while another 50% is supposed to be a wild type allele. PCR ampli-
cons were sequenced by PacBio single-molecule sequencing as follows.
Twenty barcoded PCR primer pairs were synthesised for the murine Atp1a1 gene.
Each pair consisted of one 7-nt-long barcode 5’NNNNNNN3’ (listed in Appendix E.2)
followed by the 20-nt-long sequence 5’GGGAGCTGCTCTCTTCTCTT3’ (forward primer)
and the same 5’NNNNNNN3’ followed by 5’TATAAACCTTGCCCGCTGTC3’ (reverse
primer). The complete list of used primers is listed in Appendix E.3.
Total RNA was isolated from cells (RNeasy Mini Kit, Qiagen, Valencia, CA), reverse
transcribed to cDNA (SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA),
and the 3.4 kb Atp1a1 cDNA that spans the start and stop codons amplified by PCR
(PrimeSTAR Max DNA Polymerase, TaKaRa, Kyoto, Japan) and gel purified without
UV illumination. The Pico Green assay (Invitrogen) was used to mix equal DNA
amounts from the 20 samples, and the mixture was ligated to Pacific Biosciences
(Menlo Park, CA) SMRT adapters to create circular molecules for single-molecule se-
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quencing in two SMRT cells using Continuous Long Read mode [14]. Raw reads were
pre-processed by PacBio by cutting off raw reads at the sequencing adapters to gen-
erate so called subreads, henceforth referred to as just “reads”.
A complete and unaltered forward read would be the concatenation of a barcode, the
forward primer, the Atp1a1 transcript sequence, the reverse complement primer, and
the reverse complement of the same barcode (depicted in Figure 2.7). In practice,
CLR reads typically begin internal to the transcript sequence.
Barcode sets were built to ensure the Sequence-Levenshtein distance between every
pair of barcodes to be at least dminSL ≥ 3. Such a barcode set allows the correction of at
least 1 insertion, deletion, or substitution in a DNA context.
The experiment itself was devised and conducted by Doctor Rong Zhang under the
auspice of Professor Douglas Brash at Yale University. The author of this work con-
tributed the barcode reference sequences prior to the experiment. Raw reads were
made available to us through personal correspondence after the experiment was con-
ducted.
7.3.2. Coincidental and Genuine Barcode Similarities in Atp1a1
Sequencing Data
In the experimental data, the expected complete size of the Atp1a1 insert was 3,388
bp (including 7-nt-long barcodes at both ends). We collected 101,878 reads with an
average length of 1,765 bp, and 95% of the reads were between 136 bp and 3,796
bp long. 89% of the reads were shorter than the expected complete coding sequence
fragment and consequently many reads must have lacked a complete PCR primer and
barcode at one or both ends. Reads longer than the targeted insert can also indicate
other problems, for example a missed split at the SMRT adapter that may have led to
absent or non-detectable barcodes.
Methods and Materials
In this section, the methods and materials of Section 7.2.1 were adopted. The following
additional methods and materials are necessary.
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We extended our simulations of this section to similarities of barcode sets as well as
barcoded PCR primers (consisting of barcodes and amplification primers) to the tran-
script of Atp1a1. The reference sequence of the murine Atp1a1 transcript of the gene
for Na+/K+-ATPase (NM 144900.2) was acquired from NCBI [107]. For simulations of
similarity, we sampled 10 million random 50-nt-long subsequences from this particular
reference transcript.
Similarities were tested between the aforementioned set of subsequences and sets of
barcodes as well as so-called barcoded PCR primer sequences. The latter are con-
catenations of reference barcodes and primer sequences that were used to amplify
the Atp1a1 transcript. The barcodes and barcoded PCR primers are listed in Appen-
dices E.2 and E.3. The degree of similarity between these barcodes or barcoded PCR
primers and sampled subsequences was established by counting the frequency of
their minimum Sequence-Levenshtein distances δ (see Equation (7.1) on Page 112).
Coincidental Similarities in the Atp1a1 Gene
In the first step, we aimed to understand the similarity of the experimental 〈7,3〉 ref-
erence barcodes to the targeted Atp1a1 transcript, when no barcode was previously
attached.
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Figure 7.5.: Frequencies of Minimum Distances Frequencies of Minimum distances from
members of the 〈7,3〉 experimental reference barcode set or members of the 27nt primer
sequence set to randomly chosen subsequences of the unbarcoded gene Atp1a1 (A and C,
respectively), or minimum distances to experimentally observed reads of Atp1a1 (B and D,
providing femp(δ)).
Figure 7.5 (A) shows the distribution of minimum distances between the unbarcoded
transcript of Atp1a1 and the experimental 〈7,3〉 reference barcode set. Correspond-
ingly, Figure 7.5 (C) depicts the distribution of frequencies between the unbarcoded
transcript of Atp1a1 and the set of complete barcoded 27-nt-long reference PCR
primers.
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As in the previous examples of coincidental barcode similarities, using the 〈7,3〉 bar-
code set and an arbitrary threshold distance of δt = 1 would have led to barcodes
being detected incorrectly in approximately 6% of the subsequences (see Figure 7.5
(A)). With the complete barcoded 27-nt-long reference PCR primer, similarities to sub-
sequences of the Atp1a1 transcript were much smaller and less frequent, with no
subsequence having a minimum distance of 3 or smaller to the set of barcoded PCR
primers (Figure 7.5(C)).
Coincidental and Real Similarities in Experimental Atp1a1 Reads
In the experimentally obtained Atp1a1 sequence reads, at least a certain percentage
of reads must have actually started with a barcode. We expected our reads to be a
complex mix of correctly barcoded unaltered inserts, inserts with present but corrupted
barcodes, and similar sequences occurred unintentionally. We repeated the previous
similarity analysis with all experimental reads and their reverse complements, depicted
as a histogram in Figure 7.5 (B); the minimum distance to each of the 40 27-nt-long
barcoded PCR primers is shown in Figure 7.5 (D).
As Figure 7.5 (B) shows, there was no obvious visible separation value to distinguish
barcoded from orphaned reads when using the 〈7,3〉 barcode set exclusively. Notably,
the relative frequency of barcodes with no distance or a distance of 1 to the read was
substantially higher than in Figure 7.5 (A), yet it is unclear how many of the actual
barcoded reads could be accurately detected by using a simple threshold value of
δt = 0 or δt = 1.
In Section 5.7, we have shown that in some situations it was possible to correct altered
barcodes with a higher distance than the designated fault tolerance of the code (i.e.,
a distance higher than 1 in this particular 〈7,3〉 barcode set), because the average
distance between reference barcodes was higher than 3. However, judging from the
distribution depicted in Figure 7.5 (A), a threshold of δt = 2 would have included too
many orphaned reads: at least 49% of the reads would not have started with an actual
(correct or altered) barcode and these reads would have been assigned to random
clones, putting the variant calling step at risk.
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In Figure 7.5 (D), we depict the frequencies of minimum distances between the
set of 27-nt-long barcoded reference PCR primers and the reads. A bi-modal dis-
tribution stands out, with one peak at a minimum Sequence Levenshtein distance
δ = 2 and another peak at a minimum Sequence Levenshtein distance of δ = 13.
The left peak is at approximately half the mean Sequence Levenshtein distance be-
tween every barcoded reference PCR primer of the used set (including PCR primer,
dmean ≈ 4.26, bdmean/2c = 2) and the right peak is at approximately half the length of
the barcoded reference PCR primer (n = 27, bn/2c = 13). The right peak is visibly
consistent with the distribution in Figure 7.5 (C), so we hypothesised this to be the
distribution of the orphaned reads. The left distribution was accordingly hypothesised
to be the distribution of correct and altered barcoded reads (i.e., barcoded reads).
To summarise, a search for 7-nt-long reference barcodes in experimental sequencing
data is problematic because no obvious separation could be found to distinguish bar-
coded and orphaned reads, even though such separation was clearly visible following
a search for the barcode reference sequence with the attached PCR primer reference
sequence. Defining a strategy to separate these two distributions for both the refer-
ence barcode set and the barcoded reference PCR primer set, and quantifying the
quality of this separation was therefore the next important step.
7.4. Approach to a Solution
Calculation of the minimum distance δ between a read and a set of reference barcodes
is a statistical hypothesis test and δ is its test statistic. A high minimum distance
corresponds to a low likelihood for the read to start with a barcode (the null hypothesis),
while a low minimum distance corresponds to a high likelihood of the read to start
with a barcode (the alternative hypothesis). Detecting barcodes in a huge number of
experimental reads is a form of multiple hypothesis testing where a high rate of false
detections (Type I errors) is expected. Our approach is to estimate and control the
tail area-based Fdr from the frequency function of minimum distances δ of the whole
empirical set of reads.
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The frequency of minimum distances δ between barcode reference sequences and
reads follows a discrete irregular distribution. This empirical distribution is the mixture
of two entities:
1. The distribution of orphaned reads forphaned(δ) (the null hypothesis distribution
f0(δ))
2. The distribution of barcoded reads fbarcoded(δ) (the alternative hypothesis distri-
bution f1(δ))
Estimating the shape and mixing proportions of these two distributions allows us to
calculate the Fdr and sensitivity from the estimated cumulative distribution functions
Fˆ0 and Fˆ1 when using a distance δt as the threshold to distinguish barcoded reads
(δ ≤ δt) from orphaned reads (δ > δt). We estimate these two sub-distributions by
fitting a set of simulated barcoded and orphaned reads to empirical data.
Figure 7.6 depicts an overview of the approach in practice.
We approach the simulation of reads (step (3) in Figure 7.6) in Section 7.5, the fitting
of the simulation to our empirical data (step (4) in Figure 7.6) in Section 7.5.3, and
the calculation of the false discovery rate (steps (5)- (7) in Figure 7.6) in Section 7.6.
Results for our empirical data are presented in Section 7.7.
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Figure 7.6.: Overview of the Approach of Detecting Tagged Sequences (1) A multiplexed
sequencing experiment is conducted on the PacBio SMRT platform (2) The similarity between
the obtained reads and the used barcode sequences is calculated. We show it as a histogram
of distances. (3) We simulate orphaned reads and barcoded reads. The input to the orphaned
reads simulation are fragments of the empirical reads. Input to the barcoded reads simulation
are known barcode sequences attached to reference sequences. (4) Simulations are repeated
for different parameter combinations. We modify parameters until the simulated data closely
matches the empirical data. (5) The false discovery rate is estimated from the proportions
of barcoded and orphaned reads for each possible distance value. (6) A satisfactory false
discovery rate (e.g., 0.05) is used to choose a threshold for the highest acceptable dissimilarity
between reads and the barcode sequences. All reads with a higher distance to the used
barcodes are discarded. (7) Reads are matched with their original samples (de-multiplexing).
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7.5. Read Simulation
Every simulation begins with a set of experimental reads Semp which we want to simu-
late for further barcode analysis. In the case of our Atp1a1 experiment, Semp consists
of all reads and their reverse complements.
The set Ssim of simulated reads is a union between a set Ssimbarcoded of barcoded reads
and a set Ssimorphaned of orphaned reads. The purpose of the simulated read set S
sim is
to closely resemble the properties of the targeted set of the empirical reads Semp in
regards to the minimum distances δ between the reads and the respective reference
barcode set BC .
7.5.1. Simulation of Orphaned Reads
The challenge of simulating the set of orphaned reads Ssimorphaned is to create sequences
that follow the n-gram frequency and the general composition of the source mate-
rial (the sequenced genomic inserts before barcodes were attached to them) so that
the frequency of minimum distances between the barcode reference sets and the or-
phaned reads (simulated and experimental) are equal or at least sufficiently similar.
Thus, we hypothesise that no further parameter is necessary for the construction of
the set of orphaned reads than the number of such reads.
The set of simulated orphaned reads is generated by one of two approaches:
• By randomly sampling subsequences from a reference genome that is equivalent
to the targeted experimental reads.
• By randomly sampling subsequences from the experimental reads after a ran-
dom position (that is higher than the length of the DNA barcodes).
The former approach is most suitable when the targeted DNA templates are reason-
ably well known or when insufficient experimental reads are available. The latter ap-
proach is preferred when enough experimental reads are available. For that reason,
we evaluated the read simulation of this section with the first approach and used the
second approach for the Atp1a1 experiment as described in Section 7.5.3.
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With PacBio SMRT, barcode removals occur because of synchronisation errors (cf.
Section 2.2.2). In principle, one cannot distinguish reads that start after the begin-
ning of the original molecule from reads that were synchronised correctly and whose
barcode was dramatically mutated. For example, the deletion of k bases at the be-
ginning of a read (e.g., because the incorporation of fluorescent nucleotides was very
erroneous) looks exactly the same as a read that starts at base k + 1 of the original
molecule due to synchronisation errors.
For the reason of simplicity, we do not consider the special case of reads that start in
the middle of the barcode. They are outliers and we did not expect their barcodes to
be easily recoverable.
We simulated sets of orphaned reads of different sizes and compared all reads with
the 20 27-nt-long barcoded PCR primers used in the Atp1a1 experiment (listed in
Appendix E.2). For each set size, 250 simulations were repeated.
We calculated the Sequence-Levenshtein based distances between all simulated
reads and the barcoded PCR primer sequences used in the Atp1a1 experiment. Of
all these distances, we calculated the frequencies and depicted them in Figure 7.7.
The bars show the frequency of a given distance while the red error bars signify the
standard deviation over simulations.
As an initial observation, we note that the variance between simulations was remark-
ably low. When 1000 reads were simulated, standard deviation of frequencies was
at most approx. 14. The maximum standard deviation over reads was reached with
approximately 582 for 1 million reads at distance δ = 14, constituting only a 0.3%
deviation from the mean. This characteristic of our simulations is important for fitting
simulated orphaned reads to actual reads. An excessive variance would mean that
our estimate of the proportion of orphaned reads (compared to intact reads) were too
volatile.
In all simulations, the mode of frequency of distances could be found at dSL = 13.
This is approximately the mean Sequence-Levenshtein distance between any random
sequence and any barcode of the set of 20 27-nt-long barcoded PCR primers. For all
set sizes, the distribution of frequencies closely followed the form of the right peak of
the experimental distribution as depicted in Figure 7.5 (D).
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Figure 7.7.: Simulation of Orphaned Reads Sets of random subsequences of the Atp1a1
transcript were simulated. Set sizes were 100, 1000, 10000, 50000, 100000, and 1000000
reads. Bars depict frequencies of minimum distances δ between the barcoded primer set and
each read. Red error bars depict the standard deviation of the mean between simulations.
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Parameter Minimum Maximum
Number of barcoded reads 100 500,000
Sequencing Error Rate 0.0 0.3
Variance of Sequencing Error Rate 0.0 0.1
Ratio of insertions, deletions, and substitutions 1:1:1 1:1:1
Table 7.1.: Ranges of Simulated Parameters
7.5.2. Simulation of Barcoded Reads
Simulations of barcoded reads must reflect both the used reference DNA barcodes as
well as the error pattern of the platform. Hence, the simulation must be individually
adapted to the particular technology being simulated. Here, we targeted PacBio Con-
tinuous Long Reads (also called “subreads” and henceforth just “reads”) for which we
developed our own read simulation. Our simulation assumptions relied on findings of
Ono et al. [53], which are:
• Accuracies of reads are normally distributed.
• Probabilities of sequencing errors per base are uniformly distributed over posi-
tions.
• Probabilities for insertions, deletions, and substitutions can be unequal.
• Differences in spatial distribution patterns of insertions, deletions, and substitu-
tions are negligible.
Hence, six parameters regulated our simulated distributions: the number of barcoded
reads, the base sequencing error rate, the standard variation of the base sequencing
error rate over reads and the ratios of insertions, deletions, and substitutions.
In our simulations, we chose a wide range of reasonable parameter combinations. The
sequencing error rate was chosen to be between 0% and 30%. The variance in the
sequencing error rate was sampled between 0% and 10%. Furthermore, between 100
and 500,000 reads were simulated for each combination of error rate and its variance.
For simplification of the evaluation in this section, we simulated all sets with equal
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ratios of insertions, deletions, and substitutions. An overview of the parameter ranges
is given in Table 7.1. Individual simulations where repeated 250 times to obtain an
estimation of their reproducibility.
We simulated barcoded reads by choosing reference barcodes randomly and then
appending the Atp1a1 gene sequence. Afterwards, we applied mutations to the sim-
ulated read in accordance with the parameters outlined above. Finally, we compared
those barcoded, mutated reads with the 20 barcoded PCR primers used in the Atp1a1
experiment (listed in Appendix E.2).
In Figure 7.8, we depict the frequency distributions for different parameters of the se-
quencing error rate and the standard deviation of that rate for 500,000 simulated reads.
As for the orphaned reads, we see a remarkably small variance between simulations.
The most apparent effect of an increase in the sequencing error rate is the increase of
the average minimum distance. For a very low mutation probability (close to 0%), most
reads have a minimum distance of zero to the set of reference barcodes, i.e., no or al-
most no mutation occurred so that the barcode of the read was equal to the original
reference. With an increase in the mutation rate, more and more reads had a higher
minimum distance to the set of reference barcodes, but the mode of the distribution
remained at δ = 0 (e.g., sequencing error rate 0.05 with any standard deviation). Once
the sequencing error rate was high enough, the mode increased to higher values, for
example to δ = 2 at an error rate of 20%. At the highest error rate of 30%, the mode of
the frequency distribution stabilised at δ = 3. At that minimum distance, most matches
to reference barcodes must be considered coincidental, as too many mutations make
a correct assignment very unlikely. At an error rate of 30% and 7-nt-long reference
barcodes, the expected number of errors per barcode is 2.1, which is approximately
twice the number of errors that the code was designed to correct.
Changes to the standard deviation of the sequence error rate influenced the width
of the frequency distribution of minimum distances. For example, for a sequencing
error rate of 5% and no standard deviation, the vast majority of reads had a minimum
distance between 0 and 2 to the reference barcode set. As the standard deviation
increased, more and more minimum distances δ extended to δ = 3 with a noticeable
amount of reads that showed a minimum distance of 4 or 5.
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In Figure 7.9, we show the stability of simulations over different sizes of simulated
reads for a fixed combination of sequencing error and the standard deviation of that
error. Distinct simulations of the same parameter combinations varied only by small
amounts. The variation was most noticeable for a small number of reads (e.g., 100
reads, first subfigure of Figure 7.9).
For a large number of simulations (e.g., 100,000, last subfigure), this variation of fre-
quencies decreased to a very small proportion of the frequency itself. Finally, we no-
ticed that the shape of frequency distributions (i.e., the proportion between frequencies
for δ = 0, δ = 1, etc.) remained approximately identical. Hence, we where confident
that our random simulations where sufficiently robust over multiple iterations to yield
approximately equally shaped frequency distributions. The ability to reproduce the
distributions is an essential requirement for stable estimations of parameters by the
method we will describe in Section 7.6.2.
7.5.3. Formalisation of Complete Simulation
Based on the brief evaluation of the simulation of orphaned and barcoded reads in the
previous two subsections, we are now able to define the complete simulation of both
read types. Formally, the parameters governed the composition and traits of simulated
read sets are as follows:
• The number m of reads in the set Ssim
• The fraction pi1 of reads that started with a barcode
• The average base sequencing error rate µerror
• The standard deviation of the base sequencing error rate σerror
• The ratios R = {RINS , RDEL, RSUB} of insertions, deletions, and substitutions.
Set Ssim of all simulated reads was thus described as:
Ssim(m,pi1, µerror , σerror , R) =S
sim
barcoded(bpi1 ×me, µerror , σerror , R)
∪ Ssimorphaned(b(1− pi1)×me)
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In the simulation and for a given set of parameters m,pi1, µerror , σerror , and R, sets
Ssimbarcoded and S
sim
orphaned were generated as follows:
For set Ssimbarcoded , we constructed bpi1 × me reads by choosing barcode reference se-
quences randomly from set BC and appending the reference sequence of the ex-
perimentally targeted insert. We then mutated the bases of each read randomly.
The per-base sequencing error probability was Perror ∼ N (µerror , σerror) with Perror
being fixed for each sequence. The respective probabilities of individual operations
OP ∈ {INS ,DEL, SUB} were then
POP = Perror × ROP
RINS +RDEL +RSUB
Set Ssimorphaned of orphaned reads was generated by choosing b(1−pi1)×me random 50-nt-
long subsequences of the experimental reads Semp starting after position 40. We chose
this particular simulation set as we could reasonably assume these subsequences do
not start with a barcode and have almost identical characteristics to the experimental
orphaned reads.
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Figure 7.8.: Simulation of Barcoded Reads Sets of 500,000 randomly chosen 〈7,3〉 ref-
erence barcodes and the attached Atp1a1 reference sequence were mutated. Bars depict
frequencies of minimum distances δ between the barcoded primer set and each read. Red
error bars depict the standard deviation of the mean over simulations. Each subfigure depicts
one combination of the two parameters sequencing error rate and the standard deviation of the
sequencing error rate.
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Figure 7.9.: Simulation of Barcoded Reads Bars depict frequencies of minimum distances δ
between the barcoded primer set and each read. Red error bars depict the standard deviation
of the mean over simulations. Each simulation had a sequencing error of 0.1 (10%) and a
standard deviation of the sequencing error of 0.025 (2.5%). Each subfigure depicts a different
number of 100 to 100,000 simulated reads.
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7.6. Estimating the False Discovery Rate
In this section, we describe the individual steps of our method to find a threshold δt
to separate barcoded reads from orphaned reads. A well-chosen threshold balances
a reasonable small false discovery rate (commonly required to be smaller than 0.05)
with a high sensitivity.
The individual steps consist of the calculation of frequency distributions, the search for
parameters that best fit a set Ssim of simulated reads to the set of empirically obtained
reads Semp, and finally the calculation of the false discovery rate and sensitivity per
threshold value.
7.6.1. Frequency of Test Statistic in Simulated Data
The frequency distribution of a set Ssim of simulated reads is the sum of the frequency
distributions of both sets Ssimbarcoded of simulated barcoded reads and the set S
sim
orphaned of
simulated orphaned reads:
f sim(δ) = f simbarcoded(δ) + f
sim
orphaned(δ)
For the purpose of this method, we defined the frequency distribution of barcoded
reads as the estimate of the alternative hypothesis distribution and the frequency dis-
tribution of orphaned reads as the estimate of the null hypothesis distribution, so that
fˆ1(δ) = f
sim
barcoded(δ)
and
fˆ0(δ) = f
sim
orphaned(δ)
The cumulative distribution functions is respectively
Fˆ1(δ) = F
sim
barcoded(δ)
and
Fˆ0(δ) = F
sim
orphaned(δ)
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The estimated cumulative distribution function is then given by:
Fˆ (δ) = Fˆ0(δ) + Fˆ1(δ)
7.6.2. Fitting Simulated Read Sets to Empirical Read Sets
In the next step, we fitted one set of simulated reads Ssim to the set of empirical reads
Semp. Parameter m was predetermined by the number of reads in the empirical data
set (m = |Semp|).
The parameter R of ratios between insertions, deletions, and substitutions had to be
supplied by the user, for example, based on information supplied by the manufacturer
or experimentally derived knowledge. We chose to estimate these ratios from those
reads that had a very high likelihood of having been barcoded, identified as reads
with a minimum distance of exactly δ = 1 to the set of barcodes. For those reads
we determined the sequencing errors that corrupted the barcoded reference primer
sequence through alignment and calculated the ratios of sequencing error types.
To fit one set of simulated reads to the set of empirical reads, we used an evolu-
tionary algorithm to search for the remaining parameter set (pi1, µerror , σerror ) that best
explained the frequency of similarities f emp of the experimental sequences that were
encountered [108]. The fitness (i.e., the eligibility) of a particular parameter set was the
root mean square (RMS) Euclidean distance between the simulated frequency distri-
bution of minimum barcode distances f sim and the experimental frequency distribution
of barcode distances f emp:
fitness(Ssim) =
√√√√ ∞∑
δ=0
(f sim(δ)− f emp(δ))2
The parameter set with the best observed fitness (i.e., lowest RMS) was selected to
generate the simulated data set that was the closest to the empirical data set.
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7.6.3. Tail area-based False Discovery Rate
By adjusting the highest acceptable minimum distance δt (the threshold) between a set
of reads and set of barcodes to distinguish between barcoded and orphaned reads,
we manipulated (i.e., controlled) the false discovery rate of detecting barcoded reads.
We defined the tail area-based false discovery rate (i.e., the fraction of barcode calls
that are incorrect) as follows:
ˆFdr(δt) =
Fˆ0(δt)
Fˆ (δt)
For the interpretation of biological results, we preferred to work with precision values
(i.e., the fraction of barcode calls that are correct) which were given by:
precision(δt) = 1− ˆFdr(δt)
Sensitivity (i.e., the fraction of sequences with actual barcodes that are correctly called)
was then defined as:
sensitivity(δt) =
Fˆ1(δt)
Fˆ1(∞)
7.6.4. Precision and Sensitivity of Assigning Reads to Samples
Experimental reads were classified as starting with a barcode when their minimum bar-
code distance δ was equal to or below a chosen threshold distance δt. We simulated
this form of detection of barcoded reads by calculating an estimated set of barcoded
reads Sˆsimbarcoded(δt) as a subset of all simulated reads S
sim :
Sˆsimbarcoded(δt) =
{
s|s ∈ Ssim , δ(BC , s) ≤ δt
}
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In this step, we decoded the (possibly altered) barcode that starts the read and as-
signed the read to its original sample. When decoding only those reads in the set
Sˆsimbarcoded(δt) and comparing the decoded barcodes with the reference barcodes used
to generate set Ssimbarcoded , we defined precision (i.e., the fraction of reads with detected
barcodes that were correctly assigned to their original samples) and sensitivity (i.e.,
the fraction of all reads that were correctly assigned to their original samples) as:
precision(δt) =
|reads correctly assigned to original samples|∣∣∣Sˆsimbarcoded ∣∣∣
sensitivity(δt) =
|reads correctly assigned to original samples|
|S|
7.7. Detection of Barcoded Reads by Fdr in Empirical
Data
In the following, we apply the method outlined in the previous section to the empirical
data of the Atp1a1 RNA-Seq experiment.
Figures 7.5 (C) and (D) suggest that there is an extremely low likelihood to find or-
phaned reads that have a minimum distance of only 1 to a 27-nt-long barcoded ref-
erence PCR primer. We therefore used these particular reads to determine the ratio
between insertions, deletions, and substitutions in this particular set of experimental
data. We found that 55% of sequencing errors were insertions, 36.2% were deletions,
and 8.8% were substitutions.
Figure 7.10 depicts the distribution f sim(δ) of the simulation sequences Ssim fitted to
distribution f emp(δ) of the empirical sequences Semp. The left distribution with a peak
at δ = 2 turned out to be the distribution of barcoded reads (f simbarcoded(δ)), while the
right distribution with a peak at δ = 13 turned out to be the distribution of orphaned
reads (f simorphaned ). The obtained results were not noticeably different when using default
ratios of insertions, deletions, and substitutions of 1/3, 1/3, 1/3 as opposed to using the
empirically detected ratios. Nonetheless, to be as specific as possible we continued
the remaining analysis with the empirically discovered ratios of errors.
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Figure 7.10: Frequency Distribution of
Similarities of Experimental Reads and
Simulated Reads to the 〈7,3〉 Barcode
Set and to the 27-nt-long Barcoded
PCR Primer Set The orange bars de-
pict the frequency distribution of the min-
imum distances of the barcode or bar-
coded PCR primer set to the experimen-
tally established reads femp(equal to Fig-
ure 7.5 (B) resp. (D)). The slate blue and
lime green bars depict the frequency dis-
tribution derived from a simulation, with
the slate blue bar depicting the distribu-
tion of barcoded reads f simbarcoded and the
lime green bar the distribution of orphaned
reads f simorphaned . Bars of simulated frequen-
cies were stacked.
We report that for this fit of simulated distributions to the empirical distribution the
percentage of barcoded reads (pi1) was approximately 34%. On average, µerror ≈
12.2% of the bases were altered by either an insertion, a deletion, or a substitution.
This particular base sequencing error rate varied with a standard deviation of σerror ≈
4.8% between reads. The parameter solution was found reliably in every repetition of
the simulation after a sufficient number of (usually 30-50) iterations to within a very
small tolerance (< 2 decimal digits). A common pitfall of evolutionary algorithms is
the existence of “local solutions” (i.e., solutions with a monotonic score better than the
immediate surrounding that is not the global solution) [109]. No such local solution
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was found in our simulations. The most resistant and reliable parameter found was
the proportion of barcoded reads, as the form of the right distribution (peak at about
δ = 13) only depended on the proportion of barcoded reads (with the exception of
extreme cases). Thus, the behaviour of the algorithm was very robust when applied to
our data set.
For this method, any read with a minimum Sequence-Levenshtein below or equal to a
specific value (the threshold δt) was considered to be barcoded (see Methods 7.6.3 for
details). The simulation distribution allowed us to estimate the precision (1− Fdr ) and
sensitivity of detecting barcoded reads in the experimental sequencing data (Figure
7.11) for every possible threshold value. This simulation was repeated using both
the 〈7,3〉 reference barcode set and the set of 27-nt-long barcoded reference PCR
primers.
For thresholds based on the 〈7,3〉 barcode set, the precision of detecting barcoded
reads was very high (> 99%) at the threshold of δt = 0 (exact match), while sensitivity
of detection of barcoded reads stood at 46%. The use of such a threshold would have
been ill-advised, as the purpose of using the error-correcting barcode was to correct at
least one insertion, deletion, or substitution. At a threshold of δt = 2 detection precision
fell below 53%. The compromise threshold of δt = 1 put the sensitivity of detection at
approximately 82%, with a precision of 89%.
Using the complete barcoded 27-nt-long PCR primer reference sequence instead of
the barcode reference sequence increased the quality of barcode detection substan-
tially. The usage of the 27-nt-long barcoded PCR primer allowed a higher precision at
equal sensitivity and reached a higher sensitivity at equal precision compared to using
the 〈7,3〉 barcode set. The distance threshold δt = 9 was the highest threshold that
had a precision of more than 95%. At this threshold, detection sensitivity surpassed
99%.
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Figure 7.11.: Precision (1 − Fdr ) and Sensitivity of Detection of Barcodes in Reads and
their Reverse Complements. Tests were conducted with the 〈7,3〉 reference barcode set
(solid points) and the barcoded 27-nt-long reference PCR primers (empty triangles) (A) Pre-
cision of detection of barcoded reads for different thresholds (B) Sensitivity of detection of
barcoded reads for different thresholds (C) Precision and sensitivity plotted against each other.
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7.8. Influence of Attached Reference PCR primer
sequence on Detection of Barcoded Reads
Knowing that using the complete barcoded PCR primer reference sequence increases
the quality of barcode retrieval, we tested detection of barcodes using concatenations
of barcode reference sequences plus adjacent primer reference sequence fragments
of different lengths, pictured in Figure 7.12.
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Figure 7.12: Sensitivity of Detecting
Reads with Barcodes Depending on
Length of Barcoded Reference Primer
Sensitivity was calculated for two different
precision levels over barcoded reference
primer lengths from 7nt (just the reference
barcode) to 27nt (7nt reference barcode
plus 20nt of reference primer appended).
The staircase effect occurs due to discrete
threshold steps and fixed precision levels.
Sensitivity of assignment to experiments increased considerably with the use of the
17-nt-long barcoded reference PCR primer fragment (i.e., attaching 10nt of the primer
reference sequence to the reference barcodes) rather than only the 7-nt-long refer-
ence barcode set. Using longer barcoded reference PCR primer fragments increased
the detection rate marginally, and it plateaued at approximately 20-nt-long barcoded
reference PCR primers. As the computational cost did not prohibitively increase with
increased lengths of the barcoded reference PCR primer sequence (computational
complexity of calculating precision and sensitivity grows approximately quadratically
over the length of the barcoded primer sequence), the full known barcoded primer
sequence could be used. Although some implementation adaptions to the sequence
simulation of Method 7.5.3 may be necessary for very long PCR primer sequences. In
our particular case, a 20-nt-long barcoded PCR primer would have been sufficient.
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7.9. Assigning Barcoded Reads to Their Original
Samples
Detecting barcoded reads is only the first step in the demultiplexing protocol. In the
next step, barcodes are decoded (i.e., error-corrected to find the reference barcode
from which the corrupted barcode originates) and reads are assigned to the correct
original sample.
Figure 7.13 depicts the precision and sensitivity of this procedure. The highest sen-
sitivity reached 53% when no thresholds were applied. Without a threshold, approxi-
mately 21.4% of the sequences were assigned to the wrong sample (Figure 7.13 (C)).
At a threshold of δt = 0 and when using the 〈7,3〉 barcode set, only 28% of reads could
be assigned to their samples at a precision higher than 99%. For a threshold of δt = 1,
sensitivity increased to 47% at a precision of 90%. The next threshold of δt = 2 saw
precision drop to 74.6% with an increase in sensitivity to 49.5%. As in the previous
analysis, the usage of the set of 27-nt-long barcoded reference PCR primers allowed
a higher precision at equal sensitivity or reached a higher sensitivity at equal precision
compared to using the 〈7,3〉 barcode set for assigning reads to samples (Figure 7.13
(C)).
For the variant analysis of the experimental data, we decided on a threshold based on
the set of barcoded 27-nt-long PCR primers that balanced high sensitivity with a high
precision. We took into consideration that insufficient precision could have led to false
variant calling, and insufficient sensitivity could have led to no variant calling at all. In
the case of this experiment, sensitivity barely increased at a threshold higher than 7,
and precision was very high (≥ 0.98). At that threshold, we could correctly assign 91%
of reads that actually contained at least one barcode.
Of the 101,878 reads, we assigned 55,496 (≈ 54.5%) to their respective samples. An
unambiguous assignment was not possible for 4,209 (≈ 4.1%) of the remaining reads
which had different barcodes with the same minimum Sequence Levenshtein distance
attached to the 5’ and 3’ end. The remaining 42,173 (≈ 41.4%) reads were classified
as having no barcode at either end. Importantly, the median length of reads without
any barcode was 1,248nt, compared to a median length of 2,000nt for those reads with
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Figure 7.13.: Precision and Sensitivity of Assigning Reads to Samples Tests were con-
ducted with the 〈7,3〉 barcode set (solid points) and the set of barcoded 27-nt-long PCR primers
(empty triangles) (A) Precision of assigning reads to samples for different thresholds (B) Sensi-
tivity of assigning reads to samples for different thresholds (C) Precision and sensitivity plotted
against each other.
at least one barcode at either end (Figure 7.14). This supports the hypothesis that the
former had genuinely no barcode at either end of the read. The median number of
reads assigned per sample was 2,501.5 (mean 2,774.8, min 669, max 5,026).
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Figure 7.14.: Distribution of Read Lengths by Barcode Status Distributions of read lengths
are shown for orphaned reads as well as barcoded reads with one, two, or either number of
barcodes.
7.10. Variant Calling
The reads of the 20 samples were trimmed of their barcodes and then aligned to the
Mus musculus reference mRNA using the software package bwa-mem (version 0.7.8,
[110, 103]). Variant calling was performed using the software package SAMtools (ver-
sion 0.1.19, [111]). Parameter details are elaborated upon in Appendix E.4. Variants
with a Phred quality score below 30 (p=0.001), or less than 20 high-quality aligned
reads (DP4) were filtered out.
A search for Atp1a1 sequence variants in the experimental data helped us to examine
if our method was actually applicable to the real experimental design and how well
it performed at avoiding cross-contaminating samples or reducing the number of us-
able sequence reads per sample. Detection of variants revealed five distinct Single
Nucleotide Variants (SNV ) in the gene Atp1a1 in 18 of the 20 original samples and
two further SNV in the remaining two samples (summarised in Table 7.2). The former
detected variants were consistent with the hypothesis of a single mutation in 50% of
the mRNA material per sample.
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Clone Base Mutation Position Phred Quality Score DP4 sum
ACCAGAA C T 2704 225 768
ACCGTTA G C 675 225 1020
ATGCCTA T A 2674 225 717
A T 2676 225 662
CAAGTCA G C 675 225 1244
CACCTAA C T 2704 225 720
CAGAGAA C T 2704 225 782
CCAACAA C T 2704 225 849
CCTGTAA C T 2704 225 1188
CGGTATA G C 675 225 549
CTCTAGA A G 676 225 1386
GAAGCTT T C 2692 225 593
GATCGAA C T 2704 225 966
GCGATAA T A 2674 225 195
A T 2676 225 184
GGAAGAA G A 675 225 735
GGATTGT G C 675 225 694
TACTGGA C T 2704 225 979
TAGCCAA G C 675 225 1585
TCAAGGA G C 675 225 804
TGGAGTA C T 2704 225 575
TTGCAGA C T 2704 225 700
Table 7.2.: Single Nucleotide Variants in Experimental Data Positions are given relative to
the start of reference transcript of Atp1a1 (NM 144900.2)
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Figure 7.15.: Reads Showing Signs of Cross-Contamination The sample did not yield a
SNV at the depicted position for the optimal or lower thresholds (rows δt = 1 and δt = 9).
When the threshold was increased, more and more reads showing a different base than the
reference appeared (δt = 16).
Each variant call was supported by a large number of high-quality aligned reads, with
coverage ranging from 184 to 1585 (median 751.5 copies, mean 813.4 copies). The
quality of variant calls was consistently high, with all Phred quality scores reaching
225.
No changes in called variants were found when slightly higher or lower thresholds were
tested (δ ∈ {7, 8, 10, 11}). As Figure 7.13 (A) shows, the 27-nt-long barcoded PCR
primer is very resilient to small changes in the threshold. Still, a close examination of
aligned reads assigned with different thresholds (using genome viewer IGV [112, 113])
showed signs of cross-contamination with reads that had a differing SNV, as depicted
in Figure 7.15.
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The successful completion of multiplexed high-throughput sequencing experiments de-
pends heavily on the proper design of the DNA barcodes. Mutations during barcode
synthesis, PCR amplification, and sequencing make decoding of DNA barcodes and
their assignment to the correct samples difficult. In this thesis, we presented novel
designs for the generation of sets of DNA barcodes that are capable of improving
multiplexing experiments on common platforms.
We postulated three characteristics by which we judge the efficiency of sets of DNA
barcodes: The size of the set, the length of the barcodes, and the error correction
capabilities (the robustness) of the set. Highly efficient DNA barcode sets offer high
robustness, large sets, and short barcodes within the context of a specific application
scenario.
Previously, code designs for the correction of insertions, deletions, and substitutions
based on the Levenshtein distance have been proposed. However, proper application
of the Levenshtein distance on DNA barcodes have not been demonstrated. The ma-
jor obstacle for these implementations was the problem of word recognition in the con-
tinuous context of DNA. Using simulations and giving counter examples, we showed
the considerable failure rate of Levenshtein distance based codes when used in a DNA
context. As this inherent failure is not addressed in the literature on Levenshtein based
error correction in DNA barcodes (e.g., [11]), we assume that some form of separa-
tion word is used between the DNA barcode and the sample DNA or that possibly no
correction of this failure was ever attempted.
The solution to the problem proposed in this thesis was to establish a modified Lev-
enshtein distance (“Sequence-Levenshtein” ) that is aware of the interference of ap-
pended sample sequences and the resulting shorter distances between barcodes.
This approach allows for the detection of the mutation in any DNA context. However,
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this imposes more strict rules for the selection of barcode sets that are eligible for
error correction. We showed in various simulations that the application of these new
barcodes decreases mismatching in multiplexing experiments considerably, increasing
the robustness of experimental results. For further experimental validation and appli-
cation, we provided barcode sets of different lengths and error-correcting capabilities
that will satisfy current size-needs of most experimental setups as well as software to
decode sequence reads efficiently.
Yet, the context of the application of codes based on the Sequence-Levenshtein dis-
tance is important. We could show in simulations of adverse error patterns that such
errors could not be counteracted as well as by a shorter DNA barcode without error
correction capabilities.
Our Sequence-Levenshtein software package is a versatile tool that flexibly generates
barcode sets of different sizes and robustness, simulates expected mismatch rates for
individual next generation sequencing technologies, and decodes millions of sequence
reads in short time. Special care has been taken to improve the runtime behaviour
of our algorithms, facilitating fast generation of large sets of DNA barcodes within a
reasonable time frame.
We propose future improvements to our Sequence-Levenshtein codes that will in-
crease robustness even further and decrease cost of synthesis and sequencing. As
barcode libraries are often synthesised only once and then reused for later experi-
ments, it is desirable to design barcode sets that corrects kc errors with a maximum
subset that corrects kc + 1 errors. Thus, if the number of parallel processed samples in
an experiment is very low, the more robust kc + 1 subset is used. This code construc-
tion is easily achieved by modifying the evolutionary greedy search algorithm to favour
barcode sets with large robust kc + 1 subsets.
The next generation of DNA barcode sets will efficiently make use of known or de-
ducible error patterns. While current codes deterministically guarantee the correction
of a specific number of mutations, future codes will incorporate probabilities of oper-
ations as distance measures. Such DNA barcode sets will possibly have the ability
to correct on average more errors than codes with minimum error guarantees. Fur-
ther improvements can be made by incorporating sequencing control data such as
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spike-in material (e.g., PhiX on the Illumina platform). By comparing control data to
references, run-specific error patterns can be inferred and decoding of DNA barcodes
can be optimised.
However, not all sequencing technologies are created equal. The Illumina platform,
for example, shows more substitution errors than indels and suffers from the spe-
cific problem of a synchronisation error that shifts the entire read. We therefore de-
signed another code for DNA barcodes that offers error correction of these specific
error patterns. Next, we evaluated the code results by comparing new code set sizes
to codes based on the Sequence-Levenshtein distance and the Hamming distance.
Furthermore, we simulated experimentally relevant error patterns and compared er-
ror correction rates between different code designs. In conclusion, codes based on
the new Phaseshift distance reach a robustness comparable to codes based on the
Sequence-Levenshtein distance in the Illumina scenario. At the same time, sequences
of Phaseshift based codes are as short as Hamming distance based codes at compa-
rable code sizes. Hence, in this scenario the efficiency of Phaseshift distance based
codes exceeds that of Hamming or Sequence-Levenshtein distance based codes and
is therefore the preferred code design. The main disadvantage of this code design is
that it is not generalised. On other sequencing platforms, in different scenarios, we
expect the code to correct fewer errors on average.
The Illumina platform offers more opportunities for improvements. Currently, with dou-
ble index multiplexed experiments each index is decoded independently. However, not
every combination of indices is used, reducing the space of decodable barcodes con-
siderably. Hence, we think that the design of optimised distance metrics specifically
for double index experiments offers two advantages. Firstly, by using optimal com-
binations of existing DNA barcodes, distances of barcode pairs can be maximised.
Secondly, indices can then be decoded in pairs, leveraging the correctness of one
barcode to decode the mutated second barcode.
However, it is very likely that we will see a major decrease in costs of sequencing and
barcode synthesis, allowing cheap generation of more and longer DNA molecules.
This will allow the use of a single, long index with higher robustness than is used
currently. In such a case, we recommend to use a Phaseshift distance based design
that corrects at least one phaseshift and two substitutions.
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Before a DNA barcode can be decoded and the read demultiplexed, the barcode’s
position must be identified. On the Illumina platform the position of the barcode is
identified on the molecular level using the index sequencing adapter. On other plat-
forms, such as the PacBio SMRT technology in CLR mode, the presence of the DNA
barcode at the 5’ or 3’ end of the read is not guaranteed. Therefore, we developed
a solution to the issue of detecting the presence of DNA barcodes in such scenarios.
The solution we have presented is built on the idea of controlling the tail area-based
false discovery rate Fdr. The method is generally usable for this particular problem,
yet it needs to be modified to the specific technology and circumstances.
The approach of controlling the False discovery rate for a discrete test is new and still in
an experimental stage. Nonetheless, recent development in the field of Fdr controlling
procedures give the impression that exploiting the discreteness of the data increases
reliability and sensitivity [114].
In this work, we focused on the specific advantages and issues of the PacBio SMRT
platform in CLR mode [14]. Our protocol attached sequencing primers to both ends of
the DNA insert. In this setup, barcodes can be easily added to the 5’-end of the PCR
primers so that a complete read has two identical barcodes from each sequencing end.
In reality, actual reads are quite infrequent in the expected form for several reasons.
One out of two barcodes is frequently missing. Technologically, with PacBio SMRT
in CLR mode, the extension of the sequence by the immobilised polymerase and the
reading may not be well synchronised. If the polymerase has been too fast or the
deliberate time delay too long, the start of the insert could have been missed along with
the barcode and the PCR primer. In some cases, the polymerase does not continue
the reaction all the way to the end of the sequence. This means that the reverse
complemented barcode at the end of the sequence may be missing as well [15, 16].
Finally, irrelevant mRNA/DNA fragments can occasionally be amplified during the PCR
which allows further irrelevant reads without any barcodes to occur.
Having calculated similarities between barcodes or barcoded primers to the Mus mus-
culus reference genome database, we saw that longer barcode sequences generally
showed less randomly occurring similarities. This advantage was derogated by the
number of barcodes used in the experiment: More barcodes increased the likelihood
of coincidental similarities. The solution to this problem is to use longer barcodes or to
concatenate barcodes with adjacent primer sequences.
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Here we demonstrated the major dilemma of the optimality of the barcode design and
identification. On the one hand, barcode sequences should be short and distinct to
minimise different kinds of sequencing errors. On the other hand, a short barcode
sequence is not unique in a genomic context and requires additional information for
correct identification. For example, the barcode sequence itself can be extended by
adding an adjacent primer sequence. This minimises the false discovery rate due to
decreased risk of coincidental similarities.
In this work, we found that using additional information from the PCR primer sequence
improved barcode recovery substantially. In future work, the experiment should be
designed to handle the case where no such information is available. Firstly, adding an
identical artificial sequence (i.e., a stop-word) to each barcode sequence solves the
problem presented by redundancy of the words in large genomes. The best choice of
stop-words is based on its dissimilarity to the targeted genome or insert. Furthermore,
it is conceivable to generate Sequence-Levenshtein distance-based barcodes that, in
combination with a known stop-word, results in an increased mean distance, which
further increases the error-resilience of the barcode set. Secondly, sets of longer
barcodes with error-correction capabilities beyond one error can be generated, which
are beneficial to the overall statistics of the true barcode recovery.
The Fdr has to be calculated once per experimental data set, which includes the simu-
lation of reads and matching them to the experimental data. Computational complexity
of the method grows quadratically over the length of the used barcode or barcoded
primers. We found that longer barcoded primers increase sensitivity compared to
shorter barcoded primers, while computational time was moderate in all cases. Ad-
ditionally, we found that the increase in sensitivity plateaued for very long barcoded
primers. Therefore, we believe that using a moderately long barcoded primer (e.g.,
approximately 20nt at 20 barcodes) offers the best reachable sensitivity performance
and will remain computational feasible.
The statistical approach described here provides a solid method for finding an optimal
threshold to separate barcoded and orphaned reads in real sequencing data sets.
In addition to our main theme, the sample assignment of the genetic material was
precise and sensitive enough to generate a large number of high-quality and well-
aligned reads. Consequently, exactly one SNV in the majority of samples and two
SNVs in the remaining samples were found. The structure of the results indicated very
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low cross-contamination of insert read assignments caused by many incorrect barcode
calls and high-quality calls due to the large number of aligned reads at the respective
SNV position.
The DNA barcode detecting method can be adapted to different sequencing technolo-
gies and protocols. A recently presented real time sequencing platform is the Oxford
Nanopore technology [115], which is affected by a similar barcode detection issue as
the PacBio SMRT platform. By adjusting our read simulations, an FDR estimation for
the Nanopore platform can be easily achieved. For other common Next Generation
Sequencing technologies, read simulation algorithms and analyses of read properties
can be found in the literature [45, 116, 117].
Even more intriguing is the identification of DNA barcodes within reads when no po-
sitional information is available, for example within a retroviral integration experiment.
Communication theory offers a large body of work for the construction of synchroni-
sation codes that are capable of being identified in such a scenario. However, this
introduces the drawback of very long barcodes for which we expect cheap synthesis
in the near future. Efficiency of such a synchronisation-error-correction DNA barcode
design can be further improved by incorporating the knowledge of all possible subse-
quences of a certain length (words or n-grams) of the targeted reference genome or
transcriptome. In such a scenario, unwords are major candidates for DNA barcodes.
As a result of such a DNA barcode design, we could improve clonal tracking experi-
ments considerably.
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Figure A.1.: Library Preparation Part 1
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Figure A.2.: Library Preparation Part 2
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A. Additional Figures
Figure A.3.: Bridge Amplification on Illumina’s Flowcells The Figure depicts the process
of of binding a single template molecule in panel (A) to having a complete cluster of identical
attached template molecules in panel (H).
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A. Additional Figures
Figure A.4.: PacBio Library Preparation Part 1
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A. Additional Figures
Figure A.5.: PacBio Library Preparation Part 2
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B. Algorithms
Algorithm 1 Hamming Distance Calculation
1: function HAMMING DISTANCE(word1, word2)
2: l1← LENGTH(word1)
3: l2← LENGTH(word2)
4: if l1 6= l2 then
5: raise error
6: end if
7: distance← 0
8: for position← 1, l1 do
9: if word1[position] 6= word2[position] then
10: distance = distance+ 1
11: end if
12: end for
13: return distance
14: end function
Algorithm 2 Code Generation by Exhaustive Search
1: function GENERATE CODE EXHAUSTIVE(pool : Sequence[], k)
2: max code← ∅
3: for code← P(pool) do
4: if |code| > |max code| then
5: valid code← true
6: tmp code← code
7: for seq1← tmp code do
8: tmp code← tmp code \ {seq1}
9: for seq2← tmp code do
10: if distance(seq1, seq2) < k then
11: valid code← false
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for
15: if valid code then
16: max code← code
17: end if
18: end if
19: end for
20: return max code
21: end function
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Algorithm 3 Conway’s Closure Algorithm
1: function CONWAY CLOSE(seed : Sequence[], pool : Sequence[], k)
2: closed code← seed
3: for seq pool← pool do
4: insert seq ← true
5: for seq seed← seed do
6: if distance(seq pool, seq seed) < k then
7: insert seq ← false
8: end if
9: end for
10: if insert seq then
11: closed code← closed code ∪ {seq pool}
12: end if
13: end for
14: return closed code
15: end function
Algorithm 4 Code Generation by Sampling
1: function GENERATE BARCODE SAMPLING(n, dmin , iterations, numberOfSeeds)
2: pool← CREATEBARCODEPOOL(n) . Also filters ineligible sequences
3: declare codes : array[iterations]
4: declare codemax
5: declare codeSizemax
6: . Create seeds, each with numberOfSeeds many barcodes
7: for i← 1, iterations do
8: codes[i]← RANDOMSEED(pool, numberOfSeeds)
9: end for
10: codeSizemax ← 0
11: . Iterate through seeds
12: for i← 1, iterations do
13: . Close code , calculate code size
14: codes[i] = CONWAY CLOSE(codes[i], pool, k)
15: if |codes[i]| > codeSizemax then
16: codemax ← codes[i]
17: codeSizemax ← |codes[i]|
18: end if
19: end for
20: return codemax
21: end function
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Algorithm 5 Evolutionary Greedy Algorithm
1: function GENERATE BARCODE(n, dmin , populationSize, numberOfEvolutions, numberOfSeeds)
2: pool← CREATEBARCODEPOOL(n) . Also filters ineligible sequences
3: declare chromosomes : array[populationSize]
4: declare fitness : array[populationSize] . The chromosomes’ fitness
5: . Create chromosomes, each with numberOfSeeds many barcodes
6: for i← 1, populationSize do
7: chromosomes[i]← RANDOMCHROMOSOME(pool, numberOfSeeds)
8: end for
9: fitnessmax ← 0
10: . Evolve
11: for evolutionLoop← 1, numberOfEvolutions do
12: . Calculate Fitness of all chromosomes
13: for i← 1, populationSize do
14: chromosome[i] = CONWAY CLOSE(chromosomes[i], pool, k)
15: fitness[i] = |chromosome[i]|
16: end for
17: chromosomes, fitness← SORTBYFITNESS(chromosomes, fitness)
18: fitnessmax ← fitness[populationSize]
19: chromosomemax ← chromosome[populationSize]
20: . Prepare next generation
21: chromosomes← MUTATE(chromosomes)
22: end for
23: return chromosomemax
24: end function
Algorithm 6 Naive Sequence-Levenshtein Distance Calculation
1: function NAIVESEQLEV(s1, s2)
2: l1 ← LENGTH(s1)
3: declare AlteredSequenceQueue : queue < sequence, distance >
4: APPEND(AlteredSequenceQueue,< s1, 0 >)
5: while NOTEMPTY(AlteredSequenceQueue) do
6: < s′1, dist >← REMOVEHEAD(AlteredSequenceQueue)
7:
8: if Equal(s′1, s2) or PREFIXEOF(s′1, s2) or PREFIXEOF(s2, s′1) then
9: return dist
10: end if
11: . Try all Substitutions
12: for position← 1, l1 do
13: for base ∈ {A,C,G, T} do
14: s′′1 ← SUBSTITUTEBASE(s′1, position, base)
15: APPEND(AlteredSequenceQueue,< s′′1 , dist+ 1 >)
16: end for
17: end for
18: . Try all Insertions
19: for position← 0, l1 do
20: for base ∈ {A,C,G, T} do
21: s′′1 ← INSERTBASE(s′1, position, base)
22: APPEND(AlteredSequenceQueue,< s′′1 , dist+ 1 >)
23: end for
24: end for
25: . Try all Deletions
26: for position← 1, l1 do
27: s′′1 ← DELETEBASE(s′1, position)
28: APPEND(AlteredSequenceQueue,< s′′1 , dist+ 1 >)
29: end for
30: end while
31: end function
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Algorithm 7 Wagner-Fischer Algorithm for Calculating the Levenshtein Distance
1: function LEVENSHTEINDISTANCE(s1, s2)
2: l1 ← LENGTH(s1)
3: l2 ← LENGTH(s2)
4: declare distances : array[l1 + 1][l2 + 1]
5: for i← 0, l1 do
6: distances[i][0]← i
7: end for
8: for j ← 0, l2 do
9: distances[0][j]← j
10: end for
11: for i← 1, l1 do
12: for j ← 1, l2 do
13: if s1[i− 1] = s2[j − 1] then
14: cost← 0
15: else
16: cost← 1
17: end if
18: distances[i][j]← MINIMUM(
. Substitution
distances[i− 1][j − 1] + cost,
. Insertion
distances[i][j − 1] + 1,
. Deletion
distances[i− 1][j] + 1)
19: end for
20: end for
21: return distances[l1][l2]
22: end function
Algorithm 8 Sequence-Levenshtein Distance Calculation
1: function SEQUENCELEVENSHTEINDISTANCE(Sequence1, Sequence2)
. Lines 2-20 of Algorithm 7
21: minDistance← distances[l1][l2]
22: . Sequence-Levenshtein extension
23: . Truncation
24: for i← 0, l1 do
25: minDistance← MINIMUM(minDistance, distances[i][l2])
26: end for
27: . Elongation
28: for j ← 0, l2 do
29: minDistance← MINIMUM(minDistance, distances[l1][j])
30: end for
31: return minDistance
32: end function
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Algorithm 9 Lazy Minimum Of Three Extension to the Adapted Wagner Fisher Algo-
rithm
1: function MINOFTHREE
2: if s1[i− 1] = s2[j − 1] then
3: cost← 0
4: else
5: cost← 1
6: end if
7: minDistance← GET(distances[i− 1][j − 1] + cost)
8: . Order of lazy evaluation matters for secondary diagonals
9: if i < j then
10: . Lower Secondary Diagonal
11: if minV alue(i, j − 1) + 1 < minDistance then
12: val← GET(distances[i][j − 1] + 1)
13: minDistance← MIN(minDistance, val)
14: end if
15: if minV alue(i− 1, j) + 1 < minDistance then
16: val← GET(distances[i− 1][j] + 1)
17: minDistance← MIN(minDistance, val)
18: end if
19: else
20: . Upper Secondary Diagonal or Main Diagonal
21: if minV alue(i− 1, j) + 1 < minDistance then
22: val← GET(distances[i− 1][j] + 1)
23: minDistance← MIN(minDistance, val)
24: end if
25: if minV alue(i, j − 1) + 1 < minDistance then
26: val← GET(distances[i][j − 1] + 1)
27: minDistance← MIN(minDistance, val)
28: end if
29: end if
30: return minDistance
31: end function
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C. Selected Examples of DNA
Barcode Sets
C.1. Codes Based on Sequence-Levenshtein Distance
C.1.1. 5-nt-long DNA Barcodes with dminSL = 3
AAGAG
AATCC
AGCAA
CAGTT
CCATA
CTCTC
CTGAA
GATGG
GGCTT
GTACA
TCGAC
TGTGT
TTAGG
C.1.2. 7-nt-long DNA Barcodes with dminSL = 3
AACCGCA
AAGATGG
AAGCTAC
AATGTGC
ACAATCG
ACCAGAA
ACCTTGC
ACTCCAA
ACTGGTC
AGAAGCC
AGACTGA
AGCGTGT
AGGACAA
AGTAGGA
AGTCATC
ATACGGT
ATCAGGC
ATGCGAA
ATTGACC
CAAGGAA
CAATACC
CACACGT
CAGCCAA
CAGTTGC
CATGATC
CCAACAA
CCATCTG
CCGTTAA
CCTAGTA
CGATTCA
CGCATAA
CGGTACT
CGTCGAA
CTACGCA
CTCTCTA
CTGTGGT
CTTCCTG
CTTGAGA
GAATGCA
GACACAA
GACGTTC
GAGGTAA
GATAGAG
GATCCTA
GCCTCTT
GCGACTA
GCTGGAA
GCTTACA
GGAAGAA
GGAATCT
GGTTGTA
GTAACCA
GTAGCTG
GTATTCG
GTCAGTA
GTGCCTT
GTGTCAA
GTTCTCC
TAAGTCG
TACTAGC
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TATCACC
TCAACCT
TCACGAA
TCCAGTG
TCCTCAA
TCTTGGC
TGAACGG
TGAGCAA
TGCTCGT
TGGAGTT
TGGCCTA
TGGTGAA
TGTTCCA
TTATGCC
TTCGCTT
TTCGGAA
TTGCACA
TTGTCTG
C.1.3. 7-nt-long DNA Barcodes with dminSL = 5
AATCCGC
CTCTAAC
TGTGGTC
AGGAGAA
GCCATTG
C.1.4. 8-nt-long DNA Barcodes with dminSL = 5
TGTGTCAC
GAGGCTTA
ACCACACA
CGCGAATA
CCTCTTCT
TAACTCGG
ACATTGCC
GTTGGAGA
C.1.5. 9-nt-long DNA Barcodes with dminSL = 5
CACGCATCA
TATTGCGCT
CTCCGTGTT
TAACAGGTG
TGGAACTCT
AAGCCGGAA
GGACAACAA
CCAAGAGAA
CCTTCTGGA
GGCGTATGT
ACTGTCCAC
GTCTCAGAA
CGTTAATCC
TCCTACCAA
AGAATGGCA
TTGAGGCCA
GAGGTTCGA
C.2. Codes Based on Phaseshift Distance
C.2.1. 5-nt-long DNA Barcodes with dminP = 3 (wS = wP = 1)
GTACT
CCTAA
AGTGT
GGAAA
CAAGA
TGCGA
GTTGA
ACACA
GAGCA
CTCCA
GTCAG
ATAGG
AACCG
GATTC
CTGGT
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GACGT TCGCT
CATCT
C.2.2. 7-nt-long DNA Barcodes with dminP = 3 (wS = wP = 1)
CTGTGTA
GATCGTA
TTACCCA
GGGAAAA
CCCAAAA
GCAGAAA
CGACAAA
GCTAGAA
CAAGGAA
ACCGGAA
TCACGAA
AAGCGAA
GTCCGAA
GGATGAA
CGTACAA
AGAGCAA
GAGGCAA
CTCGCAA
TCTGCAA
TGGCCAA
CCATCAA
GGCGTAA
GCGCTAA
CACCTAA
CGGTTAA
TCGAAGA
TGAGAGA
CAGGAGA
ATCGAGA
GAACAGA
ACTCAGA
ATGAGGA
CATAGGA
GTAGGGA
AGTGGGA
TTTCGGA
TGGTGGA
GGAACGA
AAGTCGA
TCCTCGA
GACATGA
ACAGTGA
CTTGTGA
TAGCTGA
AGCCTGA
GTGTTGA
GTCAACA
GGTGACA
ATGCACA
TACCACA
CTAAGCA
TGTAGCA
ACAACCA
CACACCA
AATGCCA
GAATCCA
AGCTCCA
CTTTCCA
AGGGTCA
TTCGTCA
CGTCTCA
GACGATA
CCGCATA
TCCAGTA
CCTGGTA
AGGACTA
GTTGCTA
AACCCTA
CGAGTTA
GCCTTTA
CGTGAAG
CTACGAG
GTTTGAG
AAGACAG
TTGGCAG
AGTTCAG
GCAATAG
TGGATAG
TACGTAG
TCTCTAG
CTCTTAG
CGAAAGG
TTACAGG
AACTAGG
TAAGGGG
AGATGGG
TTCTGGG
GATACGG
ACCATGG
GAATTGG
TCGTTGG
TCAAACG
CATAACG
ATAGACG
GAGTACG
ACTTACG
ATCAGCG
TATTGCG
GTAACCG
ATTCCCG
AGTATCG
GTTGTCG
TGACTCG
CCATTCG
ATGTTCG
CTGAATG
GGTAATG
TGCGATG
AGGTATG
GTCTATG
ACAAGTG
ATGCGTG
CAATGTG
TCGACTG
CATGCTG
TGTCCTG
GGATCTG
ACCTCTG
TCAGTTG
AAGGTTG
GTACTTG
CTTGGAC
GAAACAC
TGATCAC
CTGTCAC
TCGGTAC
TGCCTAC
GTTCTAC
AAGAAGC
GTTAGGC
ACATCGC
CTGATGC
AAACTGC
TATGACC
CTTCACC
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GTATACC
ATTTGCC
GATATCC
CTAGTCC
AACGTCC
TGGTTCC
GCAAATC
CAAGATC
ACCGATC
GTGCATC
CCTTATC
TGGAGTC
AGAGGTC
TCATGTC
CGAACTC
TACACTC
CCACTTC
AGGCTTC
GACCTTC
AGCCCAT
CCAGAGT
AGCAGGT
CAACGGT
ACGACGT
TCTCCGT
ATCTCGT
GTGAGCT
ACTGGCT
TTCCGCT
TGAACCT
GCTACCT
TACGCCT
TCGCTCT
GGGGATT
GGAAGTT
TTGGGTT
ACCCGTT
ACAGCTT
GTCCCTT
TGGTCTT
C.2.3. 7-nt-long DNA Barcodes with dminP = 5 (wS = wP = 1)
GAGAACA
ATCGACG
TACCTGG
CCCCAAA
CGTATGA
TCAGTCA
TGTTGCG
GGGCTTT
C.2.4. 9-nt-long DNA Barcodes with dminP = 5 (wS = wP = 1)
TGGATAAGC
GCTTTATGC
GTAGGGAGA
GGCGAAAAA
CCACAGAAA
ACCTGCAAA
GATCCCAAA
GTGATGGAA
CTCCGTGAA
ACGGTACAA
CTTGACCAA
GCAAGTCAA
CAGTGGTAA
AACACGAGA
CGTTTGAGA
GCGTCTAGA
TGCTGAGGA
GAACTAGGA
ACAAACGGA
TATAGCCGA
GTCTTCCGA
CTGGCATGA
AGGCTCTGA
TCGGACACA
AATGCAGCA
ACCCATCCA
GTAACCTCA
CACTCACTA
TGTGCGCTA
GCCCGATTA
ACATCGTAG
ATTTCCAGG
AAAGGTGGG
AGGTATCGG
TTAGACTGG
CCACTTTGG
ACCATAACG
ATTGGGTCG
GACTACTCG
TGGAGTTCG
CGATGCTTG
CTCTCCTAC
GTTAGTACC
TAAGAGGCC
AGTCCTGTC
CTGTTTCTC
CGAATTGCT
CAACGACCT
TTCAACCCT
GAGAGCATT
TCCCTTGTT
TACGGGTTT
C.2.5. 5-nt-long DNA Barcodes with dminAP = 5 (wS = 1, wP = 2)
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CCAGT
TTGAC
AATCG
GGCTA
C.2.6. 7-nt-long DNA Barcodes with dminAP = 5 (wS = 1, wP = 2)
GGTGTAT
ACCGCAA
ATCATCC
CGAAGAA
CATGAGA
TTGCGGA
GCATTGA
TGCTACA
GAGACCA
GTCCAAG
TCGATAG
AACTGGG
AGGGATG
CTATCTG
TGTACGC
TAAGGTC
ACACACT
GCCAGTT
CAGCTTT
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D. Codes Used in Sections 5.7.2
and 6.6
D.1. Codes Used in Section 5.7.2
Codes used in Experimental Simulation with Fixed Sample Size (Section 5.7.2). Of
every code, a random subset of 48 barcodes was used. The details of these codes
are clarified in Table D.1.
Code Type Length Distance Code Size
Levenshtein 6 3 66
Sequence-Levenshtein 7 3 77
Sequence-Levenshtein 11 5 90
Hamming 5 3 48
No Correction 3 NA 60
Table D.1.: Sizes of Codes for Simulation with Fixed Sample Size
D.2. Codes Used in Section 6.6
Codes used in Experimental Simulation of Advanced Phaseshift Distance (Sec-
tion 6.6). Of every code, a random subset of 48 barcodes was used. The details
of these codes are clarified in Table D.2.
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Code Type Length Distance Code Size
Sequence-Levenshtein 11 5 90
Advanced Phaseshift 9 5 123
Hamming 8 5 50
No Correction 3 NA 60
Table D.2.: Sizes of Codes for Simulation with Fixed Sample Size
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E. Details of the Atp1a1 Experiment
E.1. Full Insert Template
In the template alteration experiment, the full sequence of the insert template was:
ACGGGAAGCAATAGCATGATACAGAGGCATTAAAGCAGCATATCCACACAG
CGTAAAAGGAGCAACATAGTTAAGAATATCAGTCAATCTTTCACAAATTT
E.2. Barcodes of Atp1a1 Experiment
CCTGTAA
TTGCAGA
GATCGAA
CTCTAGA
GGAAGAA
CACCTAA
TGGAGTA
ACCGTTA
GGATTGT
TACTGGA
TCAAGGA
GAAGCTT
TAGCCAA
GCGATAA
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ATGCCTA
CAAGTCA
CGGTATA
CCAACAA
CAGAGAA
ACCAGAA
E.3. List of Experimental Primers
Forward (Fw) and Reverse (Rw) experimental barcoded primers.
Fw CCTGTAAGGGAGCTGCTCTCTTCTCTT
Rw CCTGTAATATAAACCTTGCCCGCTGTC
Fw TTGCAGAGGGAGCTGCTCTCTTCTCTT
Rw TTGCAGATATAAACCTTGCCCGCTGTC
Fw GATCGAAGGGAGCTGCTCTCTTCTCTT
Rw GATCGAATATAAACCTTGCCCGCTGTC
Fw CTCTAGAGGGAGCTGCTCTCTTCTCTT
Rw CTCTAGATATAAACCTTGCCCGCTGTC
Fw GGAAGAAGGGAGCTGCTCTCTTCTCTT
Rw GGAAGAATATAAACCTTGCCCGCTGTC
Fw CACCTAAGGGAGCTGCTCTCTTCTCTT
Rw CACCTAATATAAACCTTGCCCGCTGTC
Fw TGGAGTAGGGAGCTGCTCTCTTCTCTT
Rw TGGAGTATATAAACCTTGCCCGCTGTC
Fw ACCGTTAGGGAGCTGCTCTCTTCTCTT
Rw ACCGTTATATAAACCTTGCCCGCTGTC
Fw GGATTGTGGGAGCTGCTCTCTTCTCTT
Rw GGATTGTTATAAACCTTGCCCGCTGTC
Fw TACTGGAGGGAGCTGCTCTCTTCTCTT
Rw TACTGGATATAAACCTTGCCCGCTGTC
Fw TCAAGGAGGGAGCTGCTCTCTTCTCTT
Rw TCAAGGATATAAACCTTGCCCGCTGTC
Fw GAAGCTTGGGAGCTGCTCTCTTCTCTT
Rw GAAGCTTTATAAACCTTGCCCGCTGTC
Fw TAGCCAAGGGAGCTGCTCTCTTCTCTT
Rw TAGCCAATATAAACCTTGCCCGCTGTC
Fw GCGATAAGGGAGCTGCTCTCTTCTCTT
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Rw GCGATAATATAAACCTTGCCCGCTGTC
Fw ATGCCTAGGGAGCTGCTCTCTTCTCTT
Rw ATGCCTATATAAACCTTGCCCGCTGTC
Fw CAAGTCAGGGAGCTGCTCTCTTCTCTT
Rw CAAGTCATATAAACCTTGCCCGCTGTC
Fw CGGTATAGGGAGCTGCTCTCTTCTCTT
Rw CGGTATATATAAACCTTGCCCGCTGTC
Fw CCAACAAGGGAGCTGCTCTCTTCTCTT
Rw CCAACAATATAAACCTTGCCCGCTGTC
Fw CAGAGAAGGGAGCTGCTCTCTTCTCTT
Rw CAGAGAATATAAACCTTGCCCGCTGTC
Fw ACCAGAAGGGAGCTGCTCTCTTCTCTT
Rw ACCAGAATATAAACCTTGCCCGCTGTC
E.4. Variant Calling Parameters
E.4.1. BWA-SW
The call to bwa-mem [110] was as follows:
bwa mem -t 16 -B 2 -O 2 -E 1 refMrna.fa <sample.fasta> -f <sample.sam>
E.4.2. Samtools
The call to samtools [111] was as follows:
samtools mpileup -E -d10000000 -uf refMrna.fa <sample.bam>
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F. List of Tools and Materials Used for
the Writing of this Thesis
The following list of software and tools were used in the creation of the results of this
thesis as well as to create and manage the texts and images:
• R
• Inkscape
• Subversion
• Paint.NET
• Vim
• TEXLive
• Oracle Java Development Kit
• GNU Compiler Collection
• bwa
• samtools
• cutadapt
• Zotero
• IGV
The following list of R packages was used:
• arm
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• Biostrings
• compiler
• doMC
• fdrtool
• foreach
• genalg
• ggplot2
• grid
• inline
• MASS
• methods
• mixtools
• plyr
• Rcpp
• reshape
• Reshape2
• rhdf5
• scales
• ShortRead
• stringr
• xtable
• zoo
Additional, a set of simple public domain cliparts were used in the creation of Fig-
ures 2.9, 2.10, 7.6, A.1 and A.4.
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Referat:
Die Dissertation behandelt die Erstellung und Anwendung robuster DNA-Barcodes.
DNA-Barcodes werden benutzt um DNA-Proben geringer Menge zu mischen und ge-
meinsam zu sequenzieren. Durch Fehler wa¨hrend des Experiments ko¨nnen DNA-
Barcodes verfa¨lscht werden, womit die nachtra¨gliche Zuordnung der sequenzierten
DNA-Fragmente zu den urspru¨nglichen DNA-Proben gefa¨hrdet ist.
In Simulation wird die Fehleranfa¨lligkeit existierender DNA-Barcodes bezu¨glich Inser-
tionen und Deletionen gezeigt. Durch die Neudefinition eines Distanzmaß speziell fu¨r
den Einsatz innerhalb eines DNA-Kontexts wird die effektive Korrektur von Substi-
tutionen, Deletionen und Insertionen ermo¨glicht. Mithilfe experimenteller Simulatio-
nen konnte eine Verbesserung gegenu¨ber herko¨mmlichen Kodierungsschemen ge-
zeigt werden. Ein weiteres Distanzmaß spezifisch fu¨r den Einsatz auf der “Sequencing
by Synthesis”-Technologie der Firma Illumina beabsichtigt die Erstellung effizienterer,
ku¨rzerer DNA-Barcodes bei vergleichbarer Robustheit auf dieser Plattform.
Im letzten Abschnitt der Arbeit wird die Detektion von DNA-Barcodes am Anfang von
DNA-Fragmenten mithilfe von “False Discovery Rate”-Analysen behandelt. Durch die
Simulation von Fragmenten mit und ohne Barcode wird eine quantitative Abscha¨tzung
und Regulierung des Typ-I-Fehlers ermo¨glicht.
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